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THE CODES COSTANZA FOR THE DYNAMICS OF LIQUID-COOLED NUCLEAR REACTORS (+) 
1) Purpose . 
The codes COSTANZA, axial and cylindrical, treat 
the dynamics of nuclear reactors. The nuclear time de­
pendent diffusion equations in two energy groups and 
one spatial dimension are solved numerically in a fi­
nite difference scheme, toghether with the heat trans­
mission equations in the channels. The channel consists 
of a fuel region, in which the thermal power is propor­
tional to the fission density, of a gap and a clad sur­
rounded by a region of liquid coolant with forced cir­
culation. The coolant flow rate is externally imposed 
as an input function of time, and there is no calcula­
tion of pressure drop. The nuclear constants are affect­
ed linearly by the temperatures of the fuel and of the 
coolant. 
The codes are best suited to analyse transient of 
short duration (uo to some seconds) implying rather strong 
local reactivity surges, such that cannot be treated by 
conventional point kinetics, but not so severe to produce 
vaporization of the coolant and strong damage to the fuel 
elements. For stability studies, the codes are rather ex­
pensive in computer time, and should be employed only 
when detailed spatial aspects of the phenomena are essen­
tial, thereby excluding a point model kinetics treatment. 
In conclusion these codes have been developed to 
treat intermediate accidents in safety studies, in which 
the reactor conditions may still be considered "normal" 
even though the flux shape is considerably altered with 
respect to the steady state. The codes in the version pre­
sented here are a development of the code COSTANZA cylin­
drical (EUR 3171 e) to which the reader is referred for 
all physical information and for the essential points of 
numerical methods. 
Manuscript received on August 7, 1967. 
The axial code follows the same pattern, and in 
this report only the differences from the original co­
de will be considered in detail. 
2) COSTANZA cylindrical. 
For the two groups flux calculation a direct me­
thod is employed following what is exposed in EUR 596 e 
by R. Monterosso and E. Vincenti. The flux calculation 
routine has been coded in double precision, as this has 
been found necessary because of the rounding off error 
inherent to the 360-65 computer (one digit of precision 
less than 7090). Considering the results given in the 
report just mentioned, and from further experimentation 
with the present code, it may be stated that a neutronic 
time step of l/l5 of the minimum period during the tran­
sient gives accurate results. 
A maximum of 100 mesh points is allowed. Mesh spac­
ing is arbitrary. Up to ten groups of delayed neutrons 
are considered. 
The reactor may be divided in up to 10 regions of 
different composition. Each region may contain a typi­
cal cooling channel which is divided in up to 20 axial 
segments of uniform length. The axial flux shape is ar­
bitrarily given by points in each channel, and is kept 
constant in time. The total power of each channel is 
also given arbitrarily in initial conditions and will 
follow, during the transient, the evolution of the a-
verage fission density in the corresponding region. Ra­
dially, at each level in each channel, up to 10 mesh 
points are considered for fuel temperature, plus one 
for the'gap, one for the cladding and one for the cool­
ant . The average fuel temperature in each zone' affects 
linearly the resonance escape probability, while the 
coolant temperature affects the thermal absorption cross 
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section. 
In each region independently the thermal poison 
cross section may be arbitrarily given as a function of 
time to simulate control. Furthermore a free routine 
TEST, is available for changing the control specifica­
tions or any other datum of the problem when any speci­
fied conditions are met during the transient. The user 
must write his own program to meet his own specifica­
tions if he wants to utilize this option. The sole rule 
is to respect the commons, which are included in the 
dummy TEST routine included in the deck. As long as the 
control data only are interfered with, no special cau­
tion is required, and it is not necessary to bother 
with the rest of the programme. If on the contrary the 
user wants to change other parameters, he must be will­
ing to study in detail the structure of the programme 
to avoid computations catastrophes. Inlet temperature 
and coolant velocities in each channel are independent 
arbitrary functions of time, given by time tables in 
input. 
It should be remembered that steps in inlet tem­
peratures or velocities lead, because of the central 
difference method of calculations, to numerical oscil­
lations in some cases (see EUR 3171 e). 
In most cases the occasional occurring of these 
oscillations will not seriously impair the general be­
haviour of solutions in physical cases. 
3) COSTANZA axial. 
For the axial code, the same specifications and 
methods as for radial code apply, unless explicitly 
stated. 
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The mesh spacing is constant and the neutronic 
lattice coincides with the temperature lattice in the 
single coolant channel. Temperature feedback is appli­
ed point by point and not region-wise. All neutronic 
constants may be affected linearly by the fuel temperature 
(averaged throughout the radius of the rod) and by 
coolant temperature independently. To avoid unphysical 
oscillations in temperature of coolant, a backwards 
difference method is adopted in coolant calculations 
instead of central differences. This leads to a greater 
error but the possibility of closer mesh spacing (up 
to 100 points in channel) makes it tolerable. 
This method has been preferred to avoid confu­
sions in temperature stability calculations, caused by 
the introduction of spurious oscillations. 
Control specification allows the choice between 
two options: thermal poisoning of variable amount in each 
region as in the cylindrical code, or movable boundary 
of a fixed thermal poison to simulate more accurately 
rod insertion. 
4) Structure of programmes and sequence of the calcu­
lations . 
What follows refers generally to both program­
mes. The calculations proceeds in the following steps: 
a) Read-out of DATA and preliminary calculations (geo­
metry, etc..) - MAIN program. 
b) I n i t i a l i z a t i o n ^ - nejAtrojiics^ 
A fixed number of time steps in neutronic calcu­
lations (given in input) allows to obtain approxi­
mately the static distribution of fluxes in the i-
nitial (stationary) conditions normalized to any 
wanted value of thermal flux, starting from a flat 
flux guess. The normalization value may be conve­
niently chosen as 1 as power normalization is given 
independently of flux normalization. If a source is 
present, the problem is heterogeneous and only one 
step for the calculations of fluxes is needed. Of 
course in this case no normalization is possible. 
When the requested number of steps is accompli­
shed, the concentration of the delayed neutron pre­
cursors are evaluated at equilibrium with the flux­
es . 
This step in the programme is controlled by the 
subroutine INIZ. The coefficients are evaluated from 
the neutronic constants in the subroutine MAT and 
actual calculation of fluxes by the subroutine FLUS­
SI. These same subroutines are employed for the who­
le programme. 
c) Criticality search (optional). 
A criticality search is performed by varying the ther­
mal poison concentration in any wanted region until 
the reciprocal of period of the average thermal flux 
differs from zero by less than a fixed amount. The 
first guess of poison is zero and the second guess 
is given in input. The successive values are obtained 
by linear interpolation on poisons. 
To speed up the convergence, the time step for this 
calculation is fixed at each iteration as 1/1OO of 
the last reciprocal period, with a maximum of 1 se­
cond. 
The convergence is quite fast, and in most cases 
does not require more than 50 iterations for a full 
dimensioned problem to reach a reciprocal of period 
smaller than 10~4. 
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As the analysis of a transient will normally re­
quire a number of time steps of the order of 1000, 
the machine time required for criticality is negli­
gible. 
When the convergence is reached, the fluxes are 
normalized to the desired value of average thermal 
flux and the concentrations of the delayed neutron 
precursors are adjusted to equilibrium with the flux-
es. In the axial programme the criticality search may 
be done optionally by varying the depth of insertion 
of a fixed thermal poison. 
This part of the programme is controlled by the 
subroutine CRITIC. 
Of course no criticality search is allowed in 
source problems. 
d) Thermal initialization^ 
The steady state temperature distribution in fuel, 
cladding and coolant are then calculated for each 
channel (for the single channel in the axial code) 
from the total power of the channels as given in in­
put. The ratio between thermal power and fission den­
sity is memorized to be used during the transient. 
The coefficients for the thermal system are set in 
the subroutine DCAN. The actual calculations of tempe­
ratures occurs in the subroutine CANCIL or CANSL ac­
cording to geometry specifications (cylindrical or 
slab channel). The same subroutines are used in dyna­
mic calculations: in the initialization, the time de­
rivatives are set to zero. Inlet temperatures and ve­
locities of coolant are set in the subroutine VINIZ. 
In the axial code the power distribution follows 
the fission density distribution previously calculat­
ed. 
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In the cylindrical code the axial power distri­
bution is given in input for each channel and set in 
subroutine POT while the average temperatures in fuel, 
cladding and coolant are evaluated for each channel 
in subroutine INTEGR and memorized to give the refe­
rence initial temperature for calculating the feedback 
in the corresponding regions during transient. 
The subroutines GAPIZ and HTC are optionally used 
to introduce variable GAP thermal resistance and sur­
face to coolant heat transfer coefficients. During the 
transient the subroutine GAP is used for the same 
purpose as GAPIZ. Two different· routines are provid­
ed for this purpose, as some recycling of calculations 
may be reeded in initialization. The two routines gi­
ven in the deck are only an example and the user may 
build his own routines (see input key). 
e) P,y^^™iÇ_ÇalÇu^ations_1 
At the end of initialization the control is trans­
ferred to the MAIN programme. The dynamic calculations 
begin, with a fixed time step given in input. At each 
time step the neutronic time dependent equations are 
solved (subroutine FLUSSI) with the coefficients vari­
ed (subroutine MAT) according to the externally impos­
ed control variations of thermal poison cross section 
and the currently determined temperature feedbacks. 
The control specifications are introduced in the 
subroutine BARRE (in the axial code the subroutine is 
only used for movable boundary control, fixed bounda­
ry control is directly introduced in MAIN). 
The temperature feedback is determined by the chan­
nel dynamic calculations. These are made by the routines 
CANCIL and/or CANSL at every fixed number of neutronic 
time steps. Very often the thermal calculation time step 
may be fixed at 10 times the neutronic time step or more 
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At every time step the concentrations of the delay­
ed neutron precursors are varied according to the last 
value of fission density. 
Optionally at each time step a free routine TEST is 
called and may be used to vary a parameter according 
to any wanted condition. 
The same subroutine TEST is called before beginning 
the dynamic calculation. In the dummy routine included 
in the listing this first call sets the indicator 
KTE = 0, thus preventing any further calling. 
After a given number of time steps the calculation 
stops and a final printing is done. A new problem may 
then be started in the same run. The subroutine AZER 
is employed at the beginning of each problem to reset 
to zero the variables which require it. 
The output editing during dynamic calculation is 
controlled by the subroutine STAMPA which is called 
by the MAIN programme according to a very flexible 
pattern. 
5) Computer specifications and programmes performance. 
The version given in appendix of the programmes is 
written in FORTRAN - 360 and has been assembled under the 
IBM 360 - OS in FORTRAN - H level 0. The total length of 
the programmes resulted to be 117, 588 storage locations, 
all included, for COSTANZA cylindrical and 112,080 for 
COSTANZA axial. 
The computer time required depends on the wanted 
number of points, on the number of channels and the fre­
quency of thermal calculations, etc... 
No thorough experimentation has been made separa­
tely on these items. In common application the main part 
of the time consumed should however be attributed to flux 
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calculation and is therefore proportional to thè number 
of meshes times the number of steps. 
For average problems of 50 points, one to two mi­
nutes will be required for every 1000 time steps. 
As for the exactitude of calculations, the static 
flux distribution and criticality search have been check­
ed against analytical solutions for simple problems, and 
well knows codes (WANDA 4) for more complicate cases, ob­
taining a nearly perfect agreement. 
The dynamic calculation has also been tested for 
very simple (homogeneous, no feedback, no delayed neu­
trons) cases against analytical solutions. When the time 
step is conveniently chosen (1/15 of period as already 
mentioned) errors on periods are very small (0.1% or 
less) . 
It is worth to note that when the time step is too 
large, the codes tend to give too fast excursions of 
fluxes with positive reactivity. This property has been 
consistently found by us in all cases tried and is tied 
to the direct method for flux calculations. 
The iterative method tends to behave in the oppo­
site way. The direct method, which is faster for the same 
precision (see EUR 596 e. already mentioned) has thus the 
further practical advantage of being biased on the safe 
side for the commonest incident analysis. 
The two codes are available at CETI S - EURATOM -
- C.CR. ISPRA and have received the job numbers 60.5937 
for COSTANZA cylindrical and 60.5936 for COSTANZA axial. 
6) Output. 
The output of each problem begins with the vector 
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of all the data of the problem. The rest of the output, 
which varies according to the choice of the user (see 
input keys) is largely self­explanatory: we give here 
the symbols used and the translations of Italian head­
ings in the order in which they appear in a typical 
output. 
TO 5 time 
IT = iteration 
PER = period 
PINT a time integral of average thermal flux 
R = radii (cylindrical code only) 
P1 = fast flux 
P2 = thermal flux 
PM1 = average fast flux ­ whole reactor 
PM2 = average thermal flux ­ whole reactor 
FLM1 = average fast fluxes over regions 
FLM2 = average thermal fluxes over regions 
RICERCA CRITICITÀ = 
= criticality search 
REGIONI AVVELENATE = 
= poisoned regions 
BARRE A BANCO ­ SEZIONE DI VELENO s 
s banked rods ­ poison cross­section 
SPRG s second guess of poison (or rod insertion) 
DAPF = convergence criterium for search 
LF = maximum number of steps for search 
REP Λ reciprocal of period 
VELENO a poison 
CANALE = channel 
Under this heading a map of temperatures is given 
each line give the temperatures at one level from center 
of fuel to coolant 
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TIPO = type (1 = cylindrical; 2 = slab) 
TEMPERATURE MEDIE = 
= average temperatures (for cylindrical code) 
M = region index 
TU = fuel average temperature 
TG1 = cladding 1 (gap) average temperature 
TG2 = cladding average temperature 
TR = coolant average temperature 
VELENI BARRE = 
= control poison for transient (cylindrical code) 
VBAR = control poison or control rod insertion for 
transient (axial code) 
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7) Input form. 
A title card is the first input card of each pro­
blem (see keys) . 
A vector of 3500 memory positions DATA (1) ...DA­
TA (3500) contains all the data. Since entire groups of 
memory positions are zero, it is possible to read diffe­
rent sets of significant data; each set must be preced­
ed by a card containing the integers K. , K.» defining 
the first and last datum of the set. K-1 and K-2 are 
given in integer form adjusted to the right at columns 
12 and 24. The last set of a problem is indicated by 
-1 in columns 1 and 2. The data of each set are all in 
floating form (FORMAT E12.8). Any number of problems 
may be run in sequence and only the data changed in 
the preceding problem need to be given. A title card 
must be presented for each problem. 
TITLE 1 
col.12| col. 24l 
11 12 DATA(Kn) DATAtK^-n) DATAÍK^+2) DATA(K12) 1st set 
K21 K22 
DATA(K21) DATA , etc 2nd set 




A.1 APPENDIX A 
COSTANZA cylindrical - input key 
Title Card - A positive integer in columns 1-6 means that the problem 
is the last of the run. Any alphanumerical information may appear in col.S 
7-7 2 and will be printed in the output. 
DATA N° VARIABLE NAME DESCRIPTION 
ALLOWABLE 
VALUES NOTES 
DELT At(sec) neutronic time step 
for transient 
1/15 of minimum ex­
pected inverse pe­
riod generally gives 
good results. 
DELT At(sec) neutronic time step 










SI Average thermal flux initial 
normalization value 
IMAX Number of mesh points 
NCAN 
$ 100 
NREG Number of regions (for dif- « 10 
ferent composition and/or ty­
pical coolant channel charac­
teristics) 
NRIT Number of delayed neutrons < 10 
groups 
o Bu Β - Transverse buckling 
(cm-2) (same for all region 
and groups) 
IDST Number of steps for initia­
lization (50) 
ITCR If » 1 criticality poison search 
is done 
Number of typical coolant chan- .Q neis 
If the problem is 
not homogeneous 
(source are present) 
put 0. 
Point 1 is symmetri­
cal of point 2 with 
reactor axis. Last 
point corresponds to 
the outer (extrapo­
lated) boundary of 
the reactor. 
If the problem is 
not homogeneous 
put 0. 
KPC Thermal calculation is done 
every KPC neutronic step 
Α . 2 
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KTME1 Average temperatures in chan­
nels are printed every KTME1 
thermal step 
KMA1 Temperature maps in channels 
are printed every KMA1 KTME1 
thermal step 
PjØWER Total power in typical chan­
nels for every region in ini­
tial condition (any unit may 
be used provided they are 
consistent throughout the in­
put ­ no factor is built in) 
BETA ßi delayed neutrons yelds per 
fission 
DLI λί delayed neutrons precursors 
decay constants 
11-12 Region boundary mesh numbers 
These data shall be 
given for every re­
gion in sequence.If 
no channel is pre­
sent in some region 
the corresponding 
value myst anyways 
be given or left 
blank. 
1 and IMAX must be 



















Diffusion coefficient-fast group 
Σ =£a-i+E„ removal cross section r "1 Sp 
ρ resonance escape probability 
V Σρ 
*1 
»1 (cm/sec) neutron velocity 
for fast group 
Neutron flux source density (fast) 
Diffusion coefficient-thermal 
group 



















DESCRIPTION ALLOWABLE VALUES 
Σ residual poison cross section 
o 2 f 2 
V (cm/sec) neutron velocity (ther­
mal group) 
i.1 if channel is present in the 
region 
same for 2nd region 
Distance of mesh points from axis 
NOTES 
This is a datum 
which is added 












CONTROL ROD MOVEMENT 
Times of successive poison values 
Corresponding values of 2p(t) for 
first region 
Times for 2nd region 
Σ for 2nd region 
The first time 
value must always 
be O.Any number 
of successive 
times(up to 30) 
and corresponding 
Σ ρ values may be 
given for each 
region, the code 
will linearly in­
terpolate between 
the values to get 
the current Σρ 
for each time 
step. After the 
last time given, 
Σρ will be fixed 
to its last value. 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS 
1301­1310 CjeJu Temperature coefficients of fuel 
for every channel. They affect 
the resonance escape probability 
according to P=Po+P0*cou*(îfUel"î°fuel) 
Give one value 











C$R Temperature coefficients of 
coolant for every channel. 
They effect Σ 3 ^ 
2ath=¿ &Λ­Σ&„ xC0Rx(T ­TC/J 
O O C *­0 
1601­1610 KV(I) I if poison is present in 
region I 




SPRG Second guess of Σ & poison cross section (same for all region 
checked) 
DAPF (10~4) convergence criterium for 
search. Reciprocal of period 
will be 4 DAPF 
LF Maximum number of trials for 
search (100) 
NOTES 
Note the minus sign. A 
positive coefficient will 
bring positive δκ „„. 
No fast group poison is 




l8 51+6n KTP Number of time steps for n 
printing pattern 
l852+6n H P Number of time steps after 
which the more frequent type 
of printing is done 
l853+6n U S Type of more frequent output 1,2,3 
1 only average fluxes and 
period 
2 complete map of fluxes 
and delayed neutron pre­
cursors concentration 
3 average fluxes in the 





I2P Number of time steps for less 
frequent type of output. Must 
be multiple of H P and divisor 
of KTP 
I2S Same as U S for less frequent 
output 
Not employed 
n=0, 1, 2 etc. 
As many cards as wanted 
can be given, allowing 
different successive 
printing patterns. After 
the last is completed 
the calculation stops 
ans a final print is 
done. Then the control 
is transferred to the 
beginning of the pro­
gramme to start a new 
problem, unless the ti­
tle card is checked, in 









































Axial Power Distribution 
ALLOWABLE 
VALUES NOTES 
Axial power distribution for 
1st channel. Relative values 
are significant. Normalization 
is performed by the code. 
Same for 2nd channel 
COOLANT CHANNELS DATA 
Generally not employed. It is 
transmitted as an argument to 
GAP and GAPIZ free routines 
and may be used to transmit 
conversion factors, as in the 
example given in the list 
First channel 
Number of mesh points in fuel ¿7 
Number of axial zones <20 
Diameter of fuel rod or thick­
ness of slab 
Thickness of gap 
Thickness of cladding 
Thickness of coolant 
Density of the fuel 
Density of gas in the gap 
Cladding density 
Coolant density 
Fuel specific heat 
Gap specific heat 
Cladding specific heat 
Coolant specific heat 
The axial power dis­
tribution may be dif ­
ferent for each chan­
nel and is kept cons­
tant during transient. 
As many point as there 
are axial zones in 
thermal calculation 
must be given for each 
channel (see further). 
If no gap is present, 
do not putO, but cut 
in half the cladding 
DATA(2504)+DATA(2505)= 
=Thickness of cladding 
If no gap is present 
put the value for 
cladding (see follow­
ing) . 


















2 5 3 1 - 2 5 6 0 







Thermal conductivity of fuel 
Thermal conductivity of gap 
(If zero the gap resistence 
is variable and will be eva­
luated by the free routines 
GAP and GAPIZ -for initial 
stationary calculation-) 
Thermal conductivity of clad­
ding 
Heat transfer coefficient to 
coolant (put zero if variable 
-will be calculated by the 
routine HTC) 
Lenght of channel 
Slab width 
Inlet temperature of coolant 
at equilibrium initial condi­
tions (put zero if inlet tem­
perature is tabulated as func­
tion of time) 
Step of coolant inlet tempe­
rature 
Value of -rp for ramp in coo­
lant inlet temperature 
Initial value of coolant velo­
city (put zero if tabulated) 
Step of coolant velocity 
dW Value of -rp for ramp in coo-
"y 
cal 
lant velocit  
Type of channel (Ί cylindric \2 slab 
Same data for 2nd channel 
If no gap 
DATA(2516)=DATA(2517) 






















VARIABLE INLET TEMPERATURE 
Inlet temperature values for 
1st channel 
Corresponding times for 1st 
channel 
Same for 2nd channel 
VARIABLE COOLANT VELOCITY 





Only if DATA(2521) 
and analogous are 0. 
First time must be 0. 













3 2 1 3 - 1 6 




coefficients in formulae 
for h=heat transfer coef­
ficient in 1st channel 
°12 
not employed 
The formulae a r e : 
h= i . 3 ¿ R a 1 9 . P r a 2 0 
Pr = 'lÇ£ R= ?M D 
p= a 1 + a 2 4 + a 3 Í 2 + a 4 ^ 
Cp= a 5 +a 6 T 
1 = a 7 + a 8T- + a 9^2 + -ψ 
λ = ai1 + a i 2 T 
­ 24 
Α.8 
DATA Ν» VASAífE DESCRIPTION ^ v S f N ° T E S 
3 217 D=hydralic diameter of coo­
lant channel 
3218 a 1 g 
3219 a i g 
3220 a 2 0 




B.1 APPENDIX Β 
COSTANZA axial - input key 
Title Card - A positive integer in columns 1-6 means that 
the problem is the last of the run. Any alphanumerical informa­














At (sec) neutronic time 




DZ Az(cm) axial mesh size 
IMAX Number of mesh points 
NREG Number of regions of dif­
ferent composition 
NRIT Number of delayed neu­
trons groups 
IDST Number of steps for ini­
tialization (50) 
ITCR If * 1 criticality poison 
search is done 
IDIR 0 diffused poison 
1 banked bars from top 
(entry of coolant) 
2 banked bars from bot­
tom 
SI Average thermal flux ini­
tial normalization value 
BU B2 - Transverse buckling 
(same for 2 groups) 
$ 100 
« 10 
0, 1, 2 
NOTES 






of the reactor 
correspond to 
point 1 and IMAX. 
Put 1 if source 
problem. 
For criticality 
search.By top is 
meant the first 
mesh point which 
corresponds to 
entry coolant, 
if a channel is 
present. 
















DELT At(sec)neutronic time step 
for initialization and cri­
cality search (10~4) 
IDIR Same as data (8) for trans­
ient impressed reactivity 
P/ØWER Total channel power in ini­
tial conditions (omit if no 
thermal calculation) 
KPC Number of neutronic time 
steps in a thermal time 
step 
KMA1 Print of temperature map every 
KMA1 thermal step 
IOAN 0 no thermal calculation 
1 cylindrical coolant channel 
2 slab coolant channel 
BETA β i delayed neutrons yelds per 
fission 
DLI λ i delayed neutrons precur­
sors decay constants 
11,12 Region boundary mesh numbers 
20 Put 10 if source 
problem. 
Any unit may be us­
ed, provided all 
thermal and energy 
units are consistent 
throughout. No factor 
is built in the code. 
Ignored if no thermal 
calculation is re­
quired. 
1 and IMAX must be 







D1 Diffusion coefficient fast 
group s 
SR Zj, a Z a i + Σ3ι ­ Removal cross 
section 
Ρ ρ resonance escape probability The constants for 
every region are 
included in two 
cards 
























V-| (cm/sec) neutron veloci­
ty fast group 




Σ&2 thermal absorption cross 
section 
Residual poison cross sec­
tion 
^ f 2 
Thermal group velocity(cm/sec) 
Not employed 
This is a datum 
which is added to 
a2 and kept cons­tant during 
transient and 
search. 
9 3 - 1 0 4 
e t c . . 
301 
F o l l o w i n g r e g i o n s 
Same f o r r e g i o n 2 
TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENTS 
a £ , a c , a m £ a 2 ) a f a c a m (P) 
νΣ, «Σ, 
v. 
y J (2nd region) 
'r not employed 
same for 2nd region 
In each card the 
temperature coeffi­
cients are given 
for two constants 
for fuel, coolant 
and moderator(the 
moderator coeffi­
cients are dummy, 
as no equation for 
moderator tempera­
ture is included 




























I if poison is present in 
region I 
0 if not 
Second guess of Σ 3 poison 
cross section or rod inser­
tion (cm) 
Convergence criterium for 
criticality search (10_4) 
maximum value of reciprocal 
of period at convergence 
Maximum number of trials for 
search (100) 
Control rods equivalent Σ3ρ 
for criticality search 
PRISON INSERTION 
Control rods equivalent Σ 3, 
for transient 
Successive times for poison 
insertion values 
Time zero depth of insertion 
(cm) (IDIR=1,2) or ΣΆ (cm~1) 
Corresponding values of rod 
insertion (cm) if IDIR=1,2 or 
ΣΆ (cm-1) if IDIR=0 
Factors which multiply the value 
VBAR(t) in each region I 
Only when diffused 
search is done 
IDIR = 0 
First guess is ze­
ro no fast group 
is allowed. 
Only if banked rod: 
DATA(8)=1,2. 
Only if banked rods 
DATA(12)=1,2. 
As many values as 
are wanted may be 
given. After the 
last time given 
the value of poison 
will be kept cons­
tant the last point 
value. 




Number of time steps for n 
printing pattern 









DESCRIPTION ALLOWABLE VALUES NOTES 
l8 54+6n 
Number of time steps after 
which the more frequent type 
of printing is done 
11S Type of more frequent output 
1 only average fluxes and 
period 
2 complete map of fluxes and 
delayed neutron precursors 
concentra t ions 
3 average fluxes in the reac­
tor and region by region 
I2P Number of time steps for less 
frequent type of output must 
be multiple of H P and divi­
sor of KTP 
As many cards as want­
ed can given, allowing 
different successive 
printing patterns. 
After the last is 
completed the calcula­
tion stops and a final 
print is done. Then 
the control is trans­
ferred to the begin­
nings of the programme 
to start a new problem 
unless the title card 
contains a positive 
integer in column 1-6 
in which case the run 
is stopped. 
18 55+n I2S Same as U S for less frequent 
output 
18 56+n Not used 
COOLING CHANNEL DATA 
2500 CJØST Generally not employed. 
It is transmitted as an argu­
ment to GAP and GAPIZ routines 
when the latter are employed. 
In the example given, it is 
used to transmit thermal units 
conversion factor 







































Diameter of fuel rod or 
thickness of slab 
DR(NP1) Thickness of gap (or half 
of cladding thickness) 
Thickness cf cladding (or 
half of it) 
Thickness of coolant 
Fuel density 




Fuel specific heat 
Gap specific heat (or clad­
ding) 
Cladding specific heat 
Coolant specific heat 
Thermal conductivity of 
fuel 
Thermal conductivity of gap 
(or cladding). If zero the 
gap resistance is variable 
and calculated by special 
routines GAP and GAPIZ 
Thermal conductivity of clad­
ding. 
Heat transfer coefficient to 
coolant (put zero if variable-will 
be calculated by the routine HTC) 
NOTES 
If nc gap is present, 
do not put 0, but cut 
in half the cladding. 
The free routines 
GAP and GAPIZ must 
be built by the 
user. In the deck an 
example of both is 
included. 
2520 Slab width (only for slab case) 
­ 31 ­
Β.7 
DATA Ν» VAîJjgLE DESCRIPTION ^ v S f N ° T E S 
2521 TPI Inlet temperature of coolant 
at equilibrium (put zero if 
inlet temperature is tabulat­
ed 
2522 Step in inlet temperature 
2523 Slope of inlet temperature for 
ramp 
2524 WS Velocity of coolant at equili­
brium (put 0 if inlet velocity 
is tabulated) 
2525 Step of velocity 
2526 Slope for ramp of inlet velocity 
- 32 
Β . 8 
DATA Ν° 
2 8 0 1 - 2 8 1 0 












3 4 9 0 
3491 









TABULATED INLET TEMPERATURE 
TPI Inlet temperature values 
Corresponding times 
TABULATED INLET VELOCITY 
WS Velocity values 
Corresponding times 
VARIABLE HEAT TRANSFER-COEFFICIENT 
A1 a . 
DIAH 




Hidraulic diameter of coolant 
channel Dh 
18 
19 coef f i c i en t in formula ( ï ) 
The formulae are : 
ne. 
2 ) P r = 
3) R= 
l 2 0 
λ 
P v D h 
a3 , ! i 
Γ η & r r w 
4 ) P = a + — + 
1 T 
5)Cp= a 5 + a g T 
6 ) η = a + ^ 8 + *_9 + a l 0 
Τ 2 ~~3~~ 
1 Τ Τ 
7 ) λ = a n + a 1 2 T 
20 
APPENDIX C 
LEVEL 0 2 NOV. 66 O S / 3 6 0 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 8 8 / 1 6 . 2 3 . 2 3 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MA IN ,OPT = 00 , :L I NECNT=50, SOURCE, BCD,NOL IST , DECK» LOAD, MAP, ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟ IO 
ISN 0 0 0 2 
ISN 0 0 0 3 











































REAL*8 PM1,PM2 COMMON/DP/PMPT COMMON/COMN/KB Ι Ι Μ Ι , Ν Κ , S I , R 
2F ,DELT,OLO,OLM 3 D K 1 0 ) , 0 2 ( 1 0 ) , 4 ( 1 0 ) , S P I 1 0 ) , P ( 5 , I 2 ( 1 0 ) , K V ( 1 0 ) 6 C 0 R ( 1 0 ) , T M U I ( 1 7 1 0 ) , 8 X < 1 0 0 ) , 9 0 » , B E 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A L A , B I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 ( B E R 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , D E M 1 ( C) 
COMMON/COMT/MZ 1 S C ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R 0 ( 1 2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) COMMON/COAT/DA DIMENSION ALFA P I N T = 0 . 
DO 9 0 0 1 1 = 1 , 3 5 DATAI I ) = 0 . 0 PEAO ( 5 , 2 0 ) L A S FORMAT ( Ι 6 . 1 6 Λ WRITF ( 6 , 2 3 ) FORMAT ( 1 H 1 . 3 5 WRITE ( 6 , 2 2 ) A L FORMAT ( 1 H 0 , 3 0 CALL Λ Ζ ER REA015 , Ì O D J K L FORMAT« 2 1 6 , I 12 WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 2 ì ( FORMAT ( 6 ( I « 5 . E I F ( J K L M . G E . O Ì G P I N T = 0 . 0 T 0 = 0 . 0 I T = 0 
DELT=DATA(2) S I=DATA(3> IMAX=DATA(4)f .O NREG=0ATA(5)C0 N R I T = 0 A T A ( 6 K 0 BU=€ATA(7) I 0 S T = D A T A ( 8 U O 
COSTANZA - C I L I N D R I C O 
,ΡΜΡΤ,PI,P2,TNI,TN2 
,PM 1,PM2,Ρ I(100),P2I 100),TNI(100),TN2(10O) 
A , K T E , K 8 A R , K S , N R E G , T D S T , Í T C R , I T , L F , L 1 , I M A X , K B I , N R I T , 
E P , S P C R , S B E T A , P F R , P I N T , S U , V O L T , SPRG.DAP 
S F ( I O ) , S R ( 1 0 ) , S A ( 1 0 ) , S P R ( 1 0 ) , S F 1 { 1 0 ) . S O R ( 1 0 ) , W f 1 0 ) , V 
1 0 ) , B E T A ( 1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) , 0 L 0 T ( 1 0 ) , D F T A ( 1 0 ) , V I MC 1 0 ) , 1 1 ( I O ) 
. P L M K 1 0 ) , F L M 2 ( 1 0 ) , S A V ( 1 0 ) , F L I M 2 ( 1 0 ) , P I ( 1 0 ) , C 0 U ( I O ) . 
0 ) , P I C I K 1 0 ) , T M C 2 I ( 1 0 ) , T C I ( 1 0 ) , I C A N ( 1 0 ) , S P R I ( 1 0 ) , V R ( 
VOLK 100) , V 0 L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , VCL ( 100) , BF( 100) , BEI ( 10 
1 ( 1 0 0 ) ,AL 2 ( 1 0 0 ) ,AL2? ( 1 0 0 ) , AB2 ( 100 ) , BLU 100 ) , BL ? ( 100) 
1 0 0 ) , Ε Ρ Κ 1 0 C ) , E P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T 0 , DERH 1 0 0 ) , D 
1 0 0 ) , O E M 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , S 0 R M ( 1 0 0 ) , S F I ( 1 0 0 ) , S F 1 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C ( I O , 1 0 0 
( 1 0 ) , M S V ( 1 C ) , R U ( 1 0 ) , D X ( 1 0 ) , V L R ( 1 0 ) , R S ( 1 0 ) , V L ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 
5 , 1 0 ) , D R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R l 1 5 , I O ) , T M E D ( 4 , 1 0 ) , T M U ( 1 0 , 2 1 ) , Τ Ρ ( 1 5 
COS70020 
COS70040 
Τ Α Π 5 0 0 ) 
( 16) ,1TIPO(10),POV«ERÍ 10) 
00 




X . 1 6 A 4 / / / 




































DO 107 M=1,NREG 




COS70380 C0S70390 COS70400 COS70410 C0S70420 COS70430 COS70440 C0S70450 C0S70460 COS70470 C0S70480 COS70490 C0S70500 
C0S70630 COS70640 C0S70650 C0S70660 C0S70670 C0S70680 COS 70690 C0S70700 C0S70710 COS70720 C0S70730 
OJ 
C0S70170 C0S70780 COS70790 












BEm=cx j imxf ι ε η - χ ( ΐ ) ) / 2 . ι / < χ ( ΐ ε π - χ < ι η 
i!Btfiï2ïïiTSï£i^ï,,7a;SiS5ï^m2l,,"l-,*ix,,MAX,-xt,>!1,,/2-
DO 1 7 1 = 3 , I M I VOL(I » = I VOL Κ 11ε VOL 7<I) )*6.2832 VOLT=0. 00 8 I=2,IM1 VOLτ=VOLτεVOLm V0LT=V0LT66.2832*V0L2(IMAX) 00 300 M-UNREG I S = I K M ) £ 1 I D = I 2 ( M ) - 1 V0L0=6 .2832*V0L1 ( IS -1 ) DO 301 I = I S , I D VOLO=VOLO£VOL(I» VR(M) = VCH^6.2832*V0L2( Ι Ο ε ί ) 
CALL MAT 
00 33 1=1 ,IMI 
PK I ) = SI 
P2( I) = SI 
CALL INIZ 
CALL STAMPA«2) 
IF ( I T C R Î 3 5 . 3 5 . 3 4 
CALL CRITIC CALL STAMPA«2) CALL STAMPA«3) IF (NCANH200, 1200,1201 CONTINUE CALL DCANÍITIPO) DO 1008 M=l,NREG P0WER(M)=DATA(M820) I D = I 2 ( M ) - 1 I S = I K M ) 6 1 VOL0=6 .2832*VOLI«IS-1 ) FL2=P2<IS-1 )*V0L0 FL1=PK I S - 1 ) * V 0 L 0 DO 1050 I = I S , I D FL2=FL2£P2«I )*VOL(I) F L 1 = F L ^ P 2 ( I ) * V 0 L « I ) CONTINUE FLMKM) = ( F L 1 8 P K I . ^ l ) * 6 . 2 8 3 2 * V 0 L 2 ( ^ i n / V R ( M ) 
Ρ ί Μ 2 ( Μ ) = ( Ρ ί 2 ε Ρ 2 ( Ι 0 ε ΐ ) * 6 . 2 8 3 2 * ν 0 ί 2 ( Ι 0 ε ΐ ) ) / ν β ( Μ > 
FLIM2(M» = P0WER(M)/(SF1(M)*FLM1(MKSF(M)*FLM2(M)) 
PI (M)=P(M) 
S P R I ( M ) = S P R I M ) 
CONTINUE 
N = 0 
DO 1009 M=l,NREG 
COS70810 C0S70820 COS70830 
COS70840 C0S70850 C0S70860 C0S70870 C0S70880 C0S70890 COS70900 
PAGE 003 
C0S70910 C0S70920 C0S70930 COS70940 C0S70950 COS70960 C0S70970 C0S70980 C0S71010 C0S71020 C0S71030 C0S71040 COS71050 C0S71060 C0S71220 C0S71070 C0S71080 C0S71090 COS71100 
C0S71U0 C0S71130 
C0S71140 
C0S71170 C0S71180 COS71190 COS71200 COS71210 
OJ 
(Ji 
ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
0135 0136 0137 0138 0139 0140 0141 0142 0142 0144 0145 0146 0147 0148 0149 0150 0151 0152 0153 0154 0155 0156 0157 0158 C159 0160 0161 0 162 0163 0164 0165 0166 0167 0168 0169 0170 0171 0172 0173 0174 0175 0176 0177 0178 0179 0180 0181 0182 0183 0184 
IF (ICAN(M)I 1010 Ν=Νεΐ NSEL=ITIP0IN GO TO (1100, 1100 CALL CANCIL« GO TO 1103 1101 CALL CANSLIO 1103 CONTINUE TMUI(M)=TMED TMC1I(M)=TME TMC2KM) = TME TCI«M)=TMED( 1C09 CONTINUE DO 1020 M=l, COU(M)=DATA( 1020 COR(M)=DATA( 
1200 CONTINUE 
DELT=DATA(1 ) 
DO 80 K=1,NR 





KS = 0 
K S T = 1 8 5 1 
1C0C CONTINUE 
KTP=OATA(KST 




I S 2 = 0 A T A ( K S T 
DO 13 KK=1,K 
DO 14 LL=1 , I 
00 15 MM=1,I 
ι τ = ι τ ε ι 
TO=0ELT*FLOA 







DO 1013 MR=1 
IF (ICAN(MR) 
1015 ID=I2(MR)-1 
I S = I K M R ) £ 1 
VOL0=6 .2832* 
1 0 0 9 , 1 0 0 9 , 1 0 1 0 
1 1 0 1 ) , N S E L 
0 . 0 , N , N S , N P 3 , T O , 1 . 0 , P O W E R ( M ) ) 
. 0 , N , N S , N P 3 , T G , I . O . P O W E R ( M l ) 
I N , 1 ) 
n ( N , 2 ) 
D ( N , 3 ) 






( K ) * D E L T 
3 E T A ( K ) 
ι ε ο . ο ο ο ι 
1 0 6 , 1 2 7 
ε η ε ο . ο ο ο ι 
ε 2 ) ε ο . ο ο ο ι 
G 3 ) f . 0 . 0 0 0 1 
ε 4 ) ε ο . ο ο ο ι 
ΤΡ,12Ρ 
2 Ρ , Ι 1 Ρ 
IP 
Τ« IT) 
1 , 1 0 1 1 , 1 2 0 3 
1 1 0 1 1 , 1 0 1 2 , 1 0 1 2 
1 ,NREG J1013,1013,1015 
VOL Κ IS-1) 
C0S71230 COS 71240 COS71250 C0S71260 C0S71270 C0S71280 COS 71290 COS71300 C0S71310 C0S71320 C0S71330 COS71340 C0S71350 C0S71360 C0S71370 C0S71380 C0S71390 C0S70190 C0S70740 COS70750 COS70760 C0S70770 COS70990 
C0S71400 C0S71410 C0S71420 C0S71430 C0S71440 C0S71450 COS71460 C0S71470 COS71480 C0S71490 C0S71500 COS71510 C0S71520 





ISN 0187 ISN 0188 ISN 0189 ISN 0190 ISN 0191 ISN 0192 ISN 0193 
ISN 0194 ISN 0195 ISN 0196 ISN 0197 
ISN 0198 ISN 0199 
ISN 0200 ISN 0201 ISN 0202 ISN 0203 
ISN 0204 ISN 0205 ISN 0206 
ISN 0207 
ISN 0208 
ISN 0209 ISN 0210 
ISN 0211 ISN 0212 ISN 0213 ISN 0214 ISN 0215 ISN 0216 ISN 0217 ISN 0218 
ISN 0219 ISN 0220 
ISN 0221 ISN 0222 ISN 0223 ISN 0224 
ISN 0225 ISN 0226 ISN 0227 
ISN 0228 ISN 0229 
ISN 0230 ISN 0231 
















FL1=PK IS- l )*VOLO F L 2 = P 2 ( I S - 1 ) * V 0 L 0 00 1014 I = I S . I 0 FL1=FL18P2<I)*V0L(I ) FL2=FL2ÙP2lI)*V0L(I) F L M K M R ) = ( F L ^ P H I D 8 1 ) * FLM2(MR)=^FL2εP2II0ε l )* P0WER«MR)=«SF1(MR)*FLM1 
Ν=Νεΐ 
NSEL=ITIP0(N) 
GO TO ( 1 1 0 4 , 1 1 0 5 ) , N S E L 
CALL CANCIL«1.0 ,N,NS,NP 
GO TO 1106 








WRITE < 6 , 1 1 5 0 ) Τ 0 
FORMAT ( 1 Η 0 / / / , 2 1 Η TEM 
110X,2HTU,12X,3HTC,1,12X, 
DO 1152 M=l,NCAN 
WRITE (6 ,115 l )M,(TMED(M 
FORMAT ( I 5 , 4 F 1 5 . 2 ) 
CONTINUE 
ΚΜΑΡ=ΚΜΑΡεΐ 
IF (KMAP-KMADlOl l . l 10ñ KMAP=0 DO 1109 N=1,NCAN WRITE ( 6 , 1 1 1 0 ) N , I T I P 0 ( N FORMAT ( 1 H 0 / / / / 9 H CANAL DO 1111 J=1 ,NS WRITE « 6 » 1 U 2 ) J , ( T P ( K , J FORMAT ( 1 H 0 , I 5 . 1 0 F 1 0 . 3 ) CONTINUE CONTINUE CALL BARRE DO 12 1=1,IMAX AL221 I ) = AL2«IKAB2( I ) Ε Ρ 2 ( Ι ) = Β Ε 2 ( Ι - 1 ) ε Β Ε ? ( Ι ) ε SRIT=0. 
IF ( N R I T ) 8 l , 8 1 , 8 2 CONTINUE DO 73 K=1,NRIT S R I T = S R m D L ( K ) * C ( K , I ) CONTINUE TNK I ) = SRIT*(VOLKIKVO 
PAGE 005 
6 . 2 8 3 ? * V C L 2 ( ^ l ) ) / V R ( M R ) 6 . 2 83 2*VCL2^I0εl)) /VR<MR) (MR)ESF<^R)*FLM2«MR))/FLIM2«MR) 
3,T0,0T,P0WER(MR)) 
,TC,DT,PCWER(MR)) 
( N ) * ( T M E C ( N , l ) - T M U I ( f R ) ) *C0R(N)* (TMED(N,4) -TCI«MR)} 
0 7 . 1 1 C 7 
PERATURE MEDIE ,5X,4HT0 = F 1 0 . 4 / / / , 4 X , I H M , 3HTG2,13X,2HTR/ / / ) 
, ! ) , ! = ! , 4 ) 
, 1 1 0 8 
) ,T0 
F N I 3 , 5 X , 4 H T I P 0 I 2 , 5 X , 4 H T P = F 8 . 3 / / ) 
,N) ,K=1,NP3) 





C0S71710 COS71720 C0S71730 COS71740 COS71750 COS71760 C0S71770 COS71780 C0S71790 C0S71800 C0S71810 C0S71820 COS 71830 COS71840 C0S71850 C0S71860 C0S71870 C0S71880 C0S71890 COS71900 C0S71910 COS71920 C0S71930 COS71940 C0S71950 COS71960 C0S71970 COS71980 C0S71990 C0S72000 C0S77010 C0S72070 COS72030 COS72040 C0S72050 C0S72060 C0S72070 C0S72080 COS72090 COS72100 COS72110 C0S72120 
OJ 














LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 O S / 3 6 0 FORTRAN H OATE 6 7 . 1 8 8 / 1 6 . 2 3 . 4 6 
COMPILER O P T I O N S - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00 ,L INECNT=50 ,SOURCE,BCO,NOL 1ST .DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT ,ΝΟΙΟ 
C FLUS ISN 0 0 0 2 SUBROUTINE FLUSSI 
C FLUS 
I S N 0 0 0 3 REAL*8 P M I , P M 2 . P M P T . P 1 , P 2 
ISN 0 0 0 4 C0MM0N/DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2,P1 ISN 0 0 0 5 REAL*8 Α Λ 1 . A A 2 , Β Β Ι , B B 2 , W L 
ISN 0 0 0 6 OIMENSIUN AA Κ 2 , 1 0 0 ) , A A 2 ( 
ISN 0 0 0 7 COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBAR, 
Ι Ι Μ Ι , Ν Κ , S I , R E P , S P C R , S B E 2 F , D E L T , D L D , D L M , 
3 D K 1 0 ) , 02« 1 0 ) , S F ( 1 0 ) , S R ( 1 4 ( 1 0 ) , S P ( 1 0 ) , P « 1 0 ) , B F T A « 1 0 
5 , 1 2 ( 1 0 ) , K V « 10) , F L M K 1 0 ) ,F 
6 C 0 R ( 1 0 ) , T M U K 1 0 ) »TMC1K 10 7 1 0 ) , 
8 X 1 1 0 0 ) , vn 
9 0 ) , B E 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A L K 1 0 0 > , A L 2 ( A , B I K 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 < 1 0 0 ) , E P H 10 BER2« 100 ) , D E M K 1 0 0 ) ,0EM2 (1 C) 
ISN 0 0 0 8 C0MMON/C0AT/nATA(3500) ISN 0 0 0 9 PMPT=PM2 
ISN 0 0 1 0 A A 1 ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 1 A A K 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 2 A A 2 ( 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 3 A A 2 < 2 . 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 4 B B K 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 5 B B 2 ( 1 ) = 0 . 0 
ISN 0 0 1 6 DO 1 1 = 2 . I M I 
ISN 0 0 1 7 W L 1 1 = E P I « I ) - S E 1 ( I - 1 ) * A A 1 < 
ISN 0 0 1 8 W L 1 2 = - B I K I ) - B E H I - l ) * A A l 
ISN 0 0 1 9 W L 2 1 = - B I 2 ( I Í - B E 2 1 1 - 1 ) * A A ? 
ISN 0 0 2 0 W L 2 2 = E P 2 ( I ) - 8 E 2 « I - 1 ) * A A 2 ( 
ISN 0 0 2 1 WW=WLll*WL22-WL12*WL21 ISN 0 0 2 2 Wll=WL22/WW ISN 0 0 2 3 W12=-WL12/WW ISN 0 0 2 4 W21=-WL21/WW ISN 0 0 2 5 W22=WLll/WW ISN 0 0 2 6 A A U 1 , I ) = Wl 1*BE 1 ( I ) 
ISN 0 0 2 7 A A U 2 , I ) = W 1 2 * ß E 2 ( I ) 
ISN 0 0 2 8 A A 2 1 1 . I ) = W 2 1 * B E K I ) 
ISN 0 0 2 9 A A 2 ( 2 , I ) = W 2 2 * B E 2 ( I ) 
ISN 0 0 3 0 W L 1 1 = T N K I )€BE 1 ( 1 - 1 )*BB l ( 
ISN 0 0 3 1 W L 2 1 = T N 2 ( I ) £ B E 2 ( I - 1 ) * B B 2 ( 
ISN 0 0 3 2 B B l l I ) - M l l * W L l l ( i W 1 2 * W L 2 1 
ISN 0 0 3 3 B B 2 I I ) = W 2 1 * W L 1 U W 2 2 * W L 2 1 ISN 0 0 3 4 1 CONTINUE ISN 0 0 3 5 P K I M D - B B K I M 1 ) 
ISN 0 0 3 6 P 2 ( I M 1 ) = B B 2 ( I M 1 ) 
OS20010 
TN1.TN2 , 1 0 0 ) , P 2 1 1 . W L 1 2 , 2 , 1 0 0 ) , B KS,NREG, T A , P E R , Ρ 
( 1 0 0 ) , Τ Ν Ι ( Ι Ο Ο ) , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
WL21,WL22,W11,W12,W21,W22,WW B 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
I D S T , I T C R , I T , L F , L 1 , I M A X , K B I , N R I T , I N T , B U , V O L T , SPRG,OAP 
L K I O O ) , 
1 0 0 ) , A L 2 
0 ) , F P 2 I 1 
00 ) ,SORM 
) ) , S P R ( 1 0 ) , S F 1 ( 1 0 ) , S 0 R ( 1 0 ) . W ( 1 0 ) , V l , O L O T ( 1 0 ) , n F T A « l O ) , V I M ( 1 0 ) , I K 1 0 ) , S A V ( l O ) . F L I M 2 « 1 0 ) f P K 1 0 ) , C O U « 1 0 ) . I 1 0 ) , T C I ( 1 0 ) , I C A N « 1 0 ) , S P R I ( 1 0 ) , V R ( 
V 0 L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) . V O L ( 1 0 0 ) , B F ( 1 0 0 ) , B E Κ 10 
2 ( 1 0 0 1 , A B 2 ( l 0 0 ) , B L i ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 2 t l 0 0 ) 
o o ) , τ ο , n E R i ( i o o ) , n 
( 1 0 0 ) , S F 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , S F I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 
00 
1 , 1 - 1 ) ( 2 , 1 - 1 ) ( 1 , 1 - 1 ) 2 , 1 - 1 ) 
1 -1 ) 1 -1 ) 
ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 
PM2=P2( IMI)*V0L(IM1) 
PM1=PK IM1)*V0L «IMI) 
I=IM1 
DO 2 J=2,NK 
1 = 1 - 1 
PK I) = AAK 1 , Ι ) * Ρ 1 ( ΐ ε ΐ ) ε Α Λ 1 ( 2 , Ι ) * Ρ 2 ( ΐ ε ΐ ) ε Β Β 1 ( Ι ) 
P2« Ι ) = Α Α 2 ( 1 , Ι ) * Ρ Κ ΐ ε ΐ ) ε Α Α 2 ( 2 , Ι ) * Ρ 2 Ι ΐ ε ΐ ) ε Β Β 2 ( Γ ) 












LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 8 8 / 1 6 . 2 3 . 5 5 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOLIST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN 0005 ISN 0006 ISN 0007 
ISN 
ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 




0011 0012 0013 
0014 0015 0016 
0017 0018 0019 
0020 0021 
0022 0023 0024 
0025 0026 0027 
0028 0029 0030 





MAT SUBROUTINE MAT MAT REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1,TN2 COMMON/DP/PMPT,PMl.PM2,PM100) ,P2( 1 0 0 ) , DIMENSION SORO(IOO) COMMON/C0AT/0ATAÍ3500) C0MMON/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,IDST,I Ι Ι Μ Ι , Ν Κ , S I,REP,SPCR,SBETA,PER,PI NT,BU 2F,DELT,DLD,DLM, 3 D K 1 0 ) , D 2 ( 1 0 ) , S F ( 1 0 ) , S R ( 1 0 ) ,SA<10) ,SPR( 4 ( 1 0 ) , S P 1 1 0 ) , P ( 1 0 ) , B E T A ( 1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) . O L O T ( 5 , 12(10) ,KV« 10) .FLMHIO) .FLM2Í10) .SAVI 10 6COR(10) ,TMUI(10) ,TMC1I«10) ,TMC21110) ,TC 7 1 0 ) , 8 X Í 1 0 0 ) . V0LK100) ,V0L2(1 90) ,BE2( 100 ) ,AL I (100 ) ,AL2 (100 ) ,AL22<100> A , B I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , E P 1 ( 1 0 0 ) . E P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T O BER2(100) ,0EMK100) ,DEM2( 100) .SORMI 100) , 
CO I M=1,NREG I D = I 2 ( M ) - 1 IS* I KM) D1M=DKM) D2M=02«M) SRM=SR(M) SFM=SF(M) SAM=SA(M) SPRM=SPR(M) SORR=SOR(M) SFIM=SF1(M) 
WM=W(M) VM=VIM) PM=PIM) 
DO 2 I = I S , i n 
SOROÍI>=SORR ALUI)=SRMεOlM*BUεl .0 / (WM*OELT)-SFlM*(1.0-SBETA) 
AL2(Ι)=5ΑΜε5ΡΡΜε02Μ*Βυεΐ./(VM*OELT) 
BLU I ) = SFM*( I .0-SBETA) 
BL2(I)=PM*SRM 
DEM1(I )=1. / (WM*0ELT) 
0EM2( I )=1 . / (VM*DELT) 
TN2(I)=SFM 
TNK I)=SF1M 
B E K I ) = 0 1 M * B E ( I ) 
B E 2 ( I ) = n 2 M * 8 E ( I ) 
CONTINUE 
TNKIOO) , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
TCR, IT ,LF ,L1 , IMAX,K 
.VOLT, 
10) ,SF1(10) ,S0R«10) 
10 ) ,DETA(10 ) ,V IM(10 
) , F L I M 2 ( 1 0 ) , P I ( 1 0 ) , 
I « 1 0 ) , I C A N ( 1 0 ) , S P R I 
00) ,VOL«100) ,BE(100 
,AB2(100 ) ,BL1«100 ) , 
, DER 
H 1 0 0 ) , S F I 1 1 1 0 0 ) , 
OS20010 
B I .NRIT , 
SPRG.DAP 
, W ( 1 0 ) , V 
) , 1 1 ( 1 0 ) 
COU(10) . 
( 1 0 ) , V R ( 
) ,BE1(10 BL2Í100) 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , D CdO. lOO 
C0S70040 COS70050 COS70060 COS70070 COS70080 
COS70110 COS70120 C0S70130 
COS70150 C0S7P160 COS70170 C0S701A0 C0S70190 COS70200 C0S70210 
C0S70230 
COS70260 COS 70270 
C0S70340 C0S70350 C0S70360 
ι 
ISN 0035 
ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 
1 CONTINUE 
DO 31=2,IMI EP1(I)=BEH I-IKBE1(I)£ALKI)*VCLI(I)6AL11I-1)*V0L2( I) BIK I) = BLK I )* VOL KI ) εβίΐ ( I-1)*V0L2< I ) BI2(I) = BL2(I )*V0L1(IÌLBL2Ì1­1)*V0L2(I) DER Κ I)=DEMK I )*VOL l ( I ) tDEMK 1­1) *V0L211 ) DER 21 I')=0EM2II)*VOLl(IU0EM2(I­l)*V0L2(I) SORMI I ) = SORDI I)*VOL1(I)εSORD(I­1)*V0L2( I ) SFIK I)*(TNKI1*VOL1U)6TN1(I­1)*VOL2(I))/(VOL1(I)6VOL2(I)) SFI(I) = (TN2(II*V0L1(IKTN2(I­1)*V0L2<I) )/( VOLK I )£V0L2I I ) ) 3 CONTINUE RETURN END 
C0S70370 C0S70380 
COS 70400 C0S70410 COS70420 COS 70430 COS70440 C0S70450 
COS70510 C0S70520 COS70530 
PAGE 002 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MA IN,0PT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOLIST,DFCK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟID 
DATE 67.188/16.24.05 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 
ISN 0006 






INIZ SUBROUTINE INIZ REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P C0MM0N/0P/PMPT,PMl,PM2,Pn ι COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBÅR,KS ΙΙΜΙ,ΝΚ, SI, REP,SPCR,SBETA 2F,0ELT,DLD,0LM, 3D Κ 10),02(10),SF(10),SR(10) 4(10).SP«10),Ρ«IO),BETA«IO), 5. I2«10),KV« 10),FLMl(10),FLM 6COR«10),TMUI(10),TMC1K10), 
710), 
ax(ico). VOLI 
90),BE2( 100),AL 11 100),AL 2(IO A,BIK100),BI2(100),EPI(100) BER2(100),OEM Κ 100),DEM?(100 C) COMMON/COAT/DATA I 3500) 00 2 I=1,IMAX EP2Í I)=BE2( I-1)CBF2(IUAL2( DO 1 LK=1,IDST DO 7 1*1, IMAX TN1(I) = DERK I)*PKI)£SORM(I TN2ÍI)=DER2(I)*P2(I) CALL FLUSSI IF(SI.LE.O.O)GOTO 10 FN=SI/PM2 00 3 1=1, IMAX P2(I)=P2U)*FN PKI) = PKI)*FN CONTINUE PMPT=FN PM1=PM1*FN PM2=SI CONTINUE IFINRIT.LE.O) RETURN 00 6 1=1,IMAX DO 11 K=1,NRIT C(K,I)=DETAIK)*ISFI(I)*P2(I CONTINUE RETURN ENO 





(100),V0L2(100),VOL(100),BE(100),BE K 10 0),AL22(100),AB2(100),BL11100),BL21100) .EP2I100) »TO, DERK100),0 ),S0RM(100),SFI(100),SFI1(100),C(10,100 
C0S70030 COS70040 COS70050 COS70060 
C0S70140 C0S70150 
COS70200 COS.70210 C0S70220 C0S70420 
COS70370 C0S703R0 
C0S70410 COS70500 C0S70510 
OJ 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 8 8 / 1 6 . 2 4 . 1 4 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMF= MAIN,Γ)ΡΤ=00 , L I NECNT =50 , SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST ,DECK, LOAD, MAP,NOFDIT.NOID 
ISN ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN 
ISN 
ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
0002 0003 0004 0005 
0006 0007 0008 0009 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 
0018 0019 0020 
0021 
0022 0023 0024 0025 0026 0027 0028 0029 00 30 0031 0032 0033 0034 0035 
C CRIT 
SUBROtJT REAL*8 COMMON/ COMMON/ ΙΙΜΙ,ΝΚ, 2F.DELT, 3DK 10), 4(10),SP 5,12(10) 6C0R(10) 710), 8XÍ100), 90),BF2( 
Α,ΒΙΚΙΟ BER2(100 C) COMMON/ 00 1 1 = 1 KV« I)=D SPRG=DA DAPF=OA LF=0ATA WRITF ( 204 FORMAT WRITE ( 30 FORMAT WRITE ( 31 FORMAT 16HITCR 
L1 = 0. SP1=0. SPCR=0. C 1000 CONTINU 
L1=L1£1 DO 4 M= KVM=KV( 
IF (M-K 5 SPR(M)= 4 CONTINU CALL MA 00 6 1 = 
6 EP2(I)= PMPC=PM 
DO 20 I 
TNK I) = 20 TN2( I) = 77 CALL FL 
( 1 0 0 ) 
, I M A X , K B I , N R I T , SPRG.iOAP 
S O R I I O I . W I 1 0 ) , V , V I M I I O ) , 1 1 ( 1 0 ) PI110) ,CODI 1 0 ) , 0 ) , S P R I ( 1 0 I , V R ( 
, B E ( 1 0 0 ) , B E K 10 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 2 I 1 0 0 ) OERK 1 0 0 ) , 0 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C I 1 0 , 1 0 0 
INE CRITIC PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1,TN2 DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2,P1(100) ,P2«100) ,ΤΝΚ100) ,TN2 C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,IDST, ITCR,IT,LF,L1 SI,REP,SPCR,SBETA ,PER,PINT,BU,VOLT, OLD,DLM, 02110) ,SF«10) , S R ( 1 0 ) , S A « 1 0 ) , S P R ( 1 0 ) , S F 1 1 1 0 ) , ( 1 0 ) , P ( 1 0 ) . B E T A ! 1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) , O L O T ( 1 0 ) , O E T A I 10) ,KV( 1 0 ) , F L M K 10) ,FLM2( 10) ,SAV( 10) , F L I M2 110) , ,TMUK10) ,TMC1I ( 1 0 ) . TMC 2 1 ( 1 0 ) . T C I I 1 0 ) , I C A N ( l 
V 0 L 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , V 0 L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , V 0 L ( 1 0 0 ) 100) ,AL K 1 0 0 ) , A L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A L 2 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 0 ) , Β 1 2 1 1 0 0 ) , E P H 100) ,EP2( 1 0 0 ) , T O , ) , O E M K 1 0 0 ) , D E M 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , S 0 R M ( 1 0 0 ) , S F I ( 1 0 0 ) , S F I 
CDAT/0ATAI3500) l.NREG ΑΤΑ! ΐ ε ΐ 6 0 Ο 
TA(1611) 
TA( 1612) 
( 1 6 1 3 ) 6 0 . 0 0 0 1 
6 , 2 0 4 ) 
( 1 H 0 / / / , 1 5 X , 1 8 H RICERCA CRITICITÀ) 6 , 3 0 ) ( K V ( I ) , I = 1 , N R E G ) ( IH / / / / / / , 2 2 H r-?GIONI AVVELENATE ,7110) 6,31)SPRG,0APF,LF,ITCR 
(1H0///,10X,6HSPRG =E14.5,4X,6H0APF =E14.5,4X,4HLF =15,4X, 
= I 5/////) 
ljNRFG M) 
VM)5,5,4 SPCRεSP<M) E Τ Ι,ΙΜΑΧ BE2I I - 1 K , B E 2 I I ) £ A L 2 ( I ) *VCL Ι ( Ι ) ε Α ί 2 ( I - i ) * V 0 L 2 I I ) 
2 
=1,IMAX 
D E R K I ) * P K I ) 
D E R 2 ( I ) * P 2 ( I ) 
USSI 
0S20010 
COS70040 C0S70050 C0S70060 C0S70070 COS70080 C0S70090 C0S70100 C0S70110 COS 7012 0 COS70130 COS 70140 C0S70150 COS70190 C0S70200 COS70210 C0S70240 COS70250 C0S70260 COS70270 COS70280 COS70290 
C0S70310 COS70320 COS70330 COS 70340 COS70360 COS70380 COS70390 COS70400 COS70410 
ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 ISN 0052 ISN 0054 ISN 0055 ISN 0056 ISN 0057 ISN 0058 ISN 0059 ISN 0060 ISN 0061 ISN 0062 ISN 0063 ISN 0064 ISN 0065 ISN 0066 ISN 0067 ISN 0069 ISN 0070 ISN 0071 ISN 0072 ISN 0073 ISN 0074 
0P=(PM2-PMPC)/0ELT REP=IDP*2.)/«PM26PMPC) IF (Ll-l)14,l4,l5 CONTINUE SP1=SPCR REP1*REP SPCR*SPRG GO TO 1000 DAP=ABS(REP) 
IF (0APF-0AP)9,10,10 IF (LF-L1)10,10,11 TG=(SPCR-SPl)/IREP-REPl) SP1=SPCR SPCR=SPCR-TG*REP REP1=REP 
0ELT=0.01/0AP 
IF«DELT.GT.1.0)DELT=1.0 
GO TO 1000 
CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 3 ) 
FORMAT ( 1H0 / / / . 5X .10HITERAMCNI ,14X,3HPM2, 14X, 3HREP, 11X,6HVELEN0) 
WRITE (6.3)L1,PM2,REP,SPCR 
FORMAT I1H , U 0 , 1 0 X , 3 E 1 6 . 5 ) 
FN=SI/PM2 
DO 12 I=1,IMAX 
PK I ) = F N * P K I ) 













C0S70430 C0S70450 COS70460 COS70470 C0S70480 C0S70490 COS70500 COS70510 COS70520 COS70530 COS70540 C0S70550 COS70560 COS70570 
C0S70580 
C0S70640 COS70650 C0S70660 COS70670 
COS.70810 COS70820 
C0S70850 COS70870 COS70880 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAME' 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.24.25 
MA IN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΤΟ 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 






BARR SUBROUTINE 3AR REAL*8 PM1.PM2 COMMON/OP/PMPT COMMON/COAT/OA COMMON/COMN/KB ΙΙΜΙ,ΝΚ, SI,R 2F,DELT,DL0,DLM 3DK 10),02« 10), 4(10),SP« 10),P( 5,12«10),KV<10) 6C0R«10),TMUI«1 710), 8X( 100), 90),BE2<100),AL A,ßll(100),BI2< BER2Í100),DEMI« C) 00 1 M=1,NREG IF(KVlM)G10)l, CONTINUE IREG=(M­1)*60 00 2 K=l,30 
ΐρρ=^εοεκ TOAV=DATA(ΙΡΡε IFITOAV-0.0000 VEL=DATA(ΙΡΡε3 KV(M)=-100 GO TO 5 IF(TO.GE.TOAV) 
VELAV=OATA<IPP 
V E L D I = O A T A ( I P P 
T O D I = D A T A ( I P P £ 
V E L = V E L D U ( V E L 
GO TO 5 
CONTINUE 
I S = I K M ) 
I D = I 2 ( M ) - l 
DO 6 I = I S , I D 





, Ρ Μ Ρ Τ , Ρ Ι , 
, P M l , P M 2 , 
T A Í 3 5 0 0 ) 
Α , Κ Τ Ε , Κ Β Α 
EP,SPCR,S 
S F « 1 0 ) , S R 
1 0 ) , B E T A « 
, F L M U 1 0 ) 
0 ) , T M C 1 H 
H I O O ) ,AL 
100) , Ε Ρ Π 
1 0 0 ) , D F M 2 
P 2 , T N 1 , T N 2 
P I Í 1 0 0 ) , P 2 « 1 0 0 ) , T N l t l 0 0 ) , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
R , K S , N P E G , I D S T , I T C R , I T , L F , L 1 , I M A X , K B I , N R I T , BETA, P E R , P I N T , B U , V O L T , SPRG,OAP 
« IO) , SA« 10) , SPR ( 1 0 ) , S F K 1 0 ) , SOR « 1 0 ) , W I I O ) , V 
1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) , D L D T ( 1 0 ) , D E T A l I O ) , V I MI 1 0 ) , Ι K 1 0 ) 
, F L M 2 ( 1 0 ) , S A V ( 1 0 ) , F L I M 2 ( 1 0 ) , P I ( 1 0 ) , C O U ( I O ) , 
10) . T M C 2 K 1 0 ) , T C I ( 1 0 ) , I C A N ( 1 0 ) , S P R I ( 1 0 ) , V R | 
VOL K 1 0 0 ) , V C L ? ( 1 0 0 ) , V O L ( 1 0 0 ) , B E I 1 0 0 ) , B E H 10 
2 ( l O O ) , A L 2 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 2 I 1 0 0 ) 
1 0 0 ) , E P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T 0 , D E R H 1 0 0 ) , 0 




GO TO 2 ε331) 6330) 300) AV­VELDI)*(ΤΟ­ΤΟΟΙ)/{TOAV­TOOI) 
O^ 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H OATE 67.188/16.24.34 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAHE= MAIN,0PT=00,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,OFCK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟIO 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 
ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 
ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 
ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 





STAMPAI!STI 0 S 2 0 0 1 0 
r c A - o m i PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1,TN2 
COMMON/OP/PMPT t PMl*PM2,Pl ( lOOl t P2l lOO) ,TNl (100) ,TN2 
C0MM0N/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,I0ST,ITCR,IT,LF,L1 
ΙΙΜΙ,ΝΚ, SI ,REP,SPCR,SBETA, PER,PI NT,BU,VOLT, 
2F,DELT,OLD,OLM, 
3 0 1 1 1 0 ) , 0 2 1 1 0 ) . SF 110 ) ,SR 110) ,SA ( 1 0 ) ,SPRI 1 0 ) , S F K 1 0 ) . 
4 « I O ) , S P « 1 0 ) , P I 1 0 ) , B E T A ( 1 0 ) , D L I 1 0 ) , D L D T ( 1 0 ) . 0 E T A I 1 0 ) 
5 , I 21 10),KV« 10) ,FLMH 101 .FLM2I10) .SAVI 10 ) ,FLI M2( 10) , 
6 C 0 R ( 1 0 ) , T M U H 1 0 ) , T M C I I ( 1 0 ) , T M C 2 I ( 1 0 ) , T C I ( 1 0 ) , I C A N ( 1 
7 1 0 ) , 
8X« 1 0 0 1 , VOLI « 100) ,VOL?I 100).VOL 1 1 0 0 ) 
9 0 ) , B E 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A L Π 100) ,AL 2 « 1 0 0 ) , A L ? 2 1 1 0 0 ) , A B ? ( 1 0 0 ) , B L 
A, BI H 1 0 0 1 , Β121 1 0 0 1 , EPH 1 0 0 1 , E P 2 H O O I , T O , 
BER2(1001,DFM1(1001,0EM211001,SORMI 1 0 0 1 , S F 11100 I , S F I 
C0MM0N/C0MT/M/I10) ,MSV(10) ,RU«10) ,DX« 1 0 ) , V L R ( 1 0 ) ,RS 
1 S C I 1 5 , 1 0 1 . R 0 ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 0 R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R ( 1 5 , 1 0 1 « T M E 0 1 4 , 1 0 1 , T 
2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) 
COMMON/COAT/DATA(3500) GO TO (10,20.301,1ST 0P=(PM2-PMPT1/0ELT 
PER=IPM2£PMPT)/(DP*2.) 
WRITE ( 6 , l ) T 0 , P M l , P M 2 , P E R 
FORMAT I 1 H 0 / / / / , 4 X , 4 H T 0 = , F 1 0 . 5 , 4 X , 5 H P M 1 = , E 1 2 . 5 , 4 X 
14X,5HPER = , E 1 2 . 5 ) 
GO TO 4 0 
DP=(PM2-PMPT)/0ELT 
PER=(PM28PMPTI/(DP*2.I 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 1 T 0 , I T , P E R , P I N T 
FORMAT I I H O / / / / / / / / , 4 X , 4 H T 0 = , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , 4 H I T = , I 6 , 4 X 
14X.6HPINT = , E 1 2 . 5 ) 
WRITE ( 6 , 3 1 
FORMAT (IH / / / , 1 5 X , 1 H R , 1 4 X , 2 H P I , 1 4 X , 2 H P 2 , / / ) 
WHITE ( 6 , 4 ) ( T , X ( I ) , P l ( i ) , P 2 ( I ) , 1 = 1 , I M A X ) 
FORMAT I IH , I 5 . 3 E 1 6 . 5 1 
WRITE (6 ,5 )PM1,PM2 
FORMAT (1H0,10X,11MVAL0RI MEDI ,2E16 .5 ) 
IF ( N R I T ) 4 0 , 4 0 , 2 1 
CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 6 , 9 ) 
9 FORMAT (IH / / / , 1 4 X . 2 H C 1 , 1 4 X , 2 H C ? , 1 4 X . 2 H C 3 . 1 4 X . 2 H C 4 , 
1 C 6 , / / I 
DO 11 1 = 1 , IMAX 
11 WRITE « 6 , 1 2 ) I , ( C I K , I ) , K = 1 , 6 ) 
12 FORMAT ( I 5 . 6 E 1 6 . 5 I 
IF ( N R I T - 6 ) 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 1 
1 1 0 0 ) 
, IMAX,KBI,NRIT, 
SPRG,OAP 
S 0 R I 1 0 ) , W « 1 0 ) , V 
. V I M I I O ) , 1 1 ( 1 0 ) 
p i i i o ) , c n u i ι ο ί , 
0 ) , S P R H 1 0 ) , V R ( 
, Β Ε Ι Ι Ο Ο Ι , Β Ε Π Ι Ο 
H I O O ) , B L 2 I I O O ) 
0 E R H 1 0 0 ) , 0 
1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C « 1 0 , 1 0 0 
I 1 0 ) , V L I L 5 , 1 0 ) , 
M U U 0 , 2 1 ) , T P I 1 5 
10 
20 
»5HPM2 = , E 1 2 . 5 , 
21 
COS70030 COS 70040 COS70050 C0S70060 COS70070 COS70080 C0S70090 C0S70100 COS70110 
,5HPER =,E12.5, COS70130 
C0S70150 COS 70160 C0S70170 C0S70180 COS70190 COS70200 COS70210 C0S70220 C0S70230 14X,2HC5,14X,2H C0S70240 COS70250 C0S70260 C0S70270 C0S70280 C0S70290 
-J 
ISN 0032 
ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 ISN 0052 ISN 0053 ISN 0054 
ISN 0055 









WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 2 ) 
FORMAT ( IH / / / , 1 4 X , 2 H C 7 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 8 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 9 , 1 4 X , 3 H C 1 0 , / / ) 
DO 1 1 1 1 = 1 , I M A X WRITE I 6 , 1 2 ) I , ( C ( K , I ) , K = 7 , N R I T ) CONTINUE GO TO 40 DP=(PM2-PMPT)/DELT PER=^PM2εPMPT)/^DP*2.) DO 8 M=l,NREG I D = 1 2 ( M ) - 1 IS=I1(MU1 V0L0=6.2832*V0L111S-1) FL1 = P K I S - 1 ) * V 0 L 0 FL2=P2( IS-1)*V0L0 DO 50 i = i s , m F L 1 = F L U P H I ) * V 0 L ( I ) FL2=FL2&P2( I ) *VOL( I ) FLMHM) = ( F L U P l ( ΙΟε 1 ) * 6 . ?83?*VOL2 ( IDEI ) ) /VR|M) F L M 2 ( M ) = ( F L 2 ε P 2 ( I D ε l ) * 6 . 2 8 3 2 * V 0 L 2 ( I D ε l ) ) / V R ( M ) SAV(M)=AB2(I0) WRITE (6,1)T0,PM1,PM2,PER WRITE (6 ,6 )SAV,FLMl ,FLM2 FORMAT (13H0VELENI BARRE/ lOE12.4/9X.4HFLM1/10E12.4/9X.4HFLM2/10E12 1.4) CONTINUE RETURN END 
COS70300 COS70310 COS70320 COS70330 C0S703A0 COS70350 COS70360 COS70370 COS70380 COS70390 C0S70400 COS70410 Ç0S70420 COS70430 COS70440 COS70460 COS70470 
C0S70510 C0S70520 C0S70530 COS70540 COS70550 COS70560 COS70570 COS70580 
PAGE 002 
00 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.24.44 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,0PT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN ISN 
ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
0005 0006 0007 0008 0009 0010 0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0018 0019 00?0 0021 002? 0023 0024 0025 00?6 0027 002(1 0029 0030 0031 0032 0033 0034 0035 0036 0037 0038 0039 0040 0041 0042 0043 0044 0045 0046 
DCAN 
SUBROUTINE DCANIITIPO) 0S20010 DCAN 
DIMENSION DRU(10),RP(10),ΙΤΙΡΟΙΙΟ) 
Ç O M M g N / C O M T / M Z I 1 0 ) . M S V I 1 0 ) , R U ( 1 0 ) , D X l l O ) , V L R ( 1 0 ) . R S ( 1 0 ) , V L I 1 5 , 1 0 ) , l S C ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R O ( l 5 , 1 0 ) , O R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , T M E O ( 4 , I O ) , T M U t 1 0 , 2 1 ) , T P ( 1 5 
COMMON/CDAT/0ATA(3500) NCAN=OATA(10^0. l 
Dp 71 L l - l . N C A N C0S70020 N C = 3 0 * ( L l - i ) C0S70030 ITI Ρ θ α ΐ ) = Ο Α Τ Α Ι Ν 0 ε 2 5 3 0 ) ε 0 . 0001 COS70040 
M K L l ) = DATAINC£2501»e0.0001 C0S70050 




fí£i"ítèi COS70100 ΝΡ2=Νε2 C0S70I10 ΝΡ3=Νε3 C0S70120 DD 62 J=1 .NP3 C0S70130 6 2 Ï E ^ A l W i î 0 " C0S70140 
FN=FLOATIN) C0S70150 0 R U ( L l ) = D A T A ( N C ε 2 5 0 3 ) / l 2 . * F N ) COS70160 DO 12 1=1 ,Ν C0S70170 l ? DR( I ,L1)=DRU(L1) COS701R0 ΟΡ(ΝΡ1^1)=ΟΑΤΑ(Ν0ε25Ο4) COS70190 DR(NP2,Ll )=0ATA(NCε2505) C0S70200 0R(NP3,L1)=DATA(NC82 506) COS-70210 R ( 1 , L 1 ) = D R ( 1 , L 1 > C0S70220 DO 13 1=2,NP3 C0S70230 13 R( I ,L1)=R( I - 1 , L 1 K D R ( I , L 1 ) C0S70240 00 14 1=1,Ν C0S70250 RO«I.L1)=DATA«NC£2507) COS70260 SCI I , L 1 ) = DATA«NCS2511) COS70?70 14 VLI I , L l ) = 2 . * D A T A ^ N C ε 2 5 1 5 ) / ^ D R I I , L l ) ε D R l I ε l , L l ) ) COS70280 R 0 ( N P l , L l ) = 0 A T A l N C ε 2 5 0 8 ) C0S70290 R0(NP2,L1)=DATA(NC62 5 0 9 ) COS 70300 R0(NP3,Ll )=DATAlNCε2510) COS70310 
5 α Ν Ρ 1 , ί 1 ) = Ο Α Τ Α « ^ ε ? 5 1 2 ) C0S703?0 
SC(NP2,Ll)=DATA(NCε2 513) COS70330 
50 (ΝΡ3 , ί1 )=ΟΑΤΑ(Ν0ε2 5 1 4 ) COS70340 
R U ( L 1 ) = D R ( N , L I ) / I 2 . * 0 A T A ( N C £ 2 5 1 5 ) ) COS70350 
R P ( L l ) = D R ( N P l , L l ) / ( 2 . * 0 A T A ( N C 8 2 5 l 6 ) ) COS70360 
R S ( L l ) = D R ( N P 2 , L l ) / ( 2 . * 0 A T A ( N C ε 2 5 l 7 ) ) C0S70370 
V L ( N , L I ) = 1 . / ( R U ( L 1 U R P I L 1 ) ) COS70380 
V L I N P 1 . L I ) = 1 . / I R P ( L 1 ) £ R S I L D ) C0S70390 




ISN ISN ISN ISN 
0047 0048 0049 0050 
VL(NP2,L1) = 1 . / ( R S ( L D £ R R ) „ , Λ „ , 
71 δ χ < ί Ι ) = ΟΑΤΑ^ε2519>/ΟΑΤΑ(Ν0ε2502) 
RETURN 
END 
C0S70430 C0S70A40 C0S70450 
ui 
o 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.24.54 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SQURCE,BCD,NOL IST.DECK,L0AD,MAP,NOE0IT,NOIO 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 
ISN 0004 ISN 0005 
ISN 0006 ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 
ISN 0033 
ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 
ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 
61 
11 
CANC SUBROUTINE CANCILIFVI,I IP) CANCIL C0MM0N/C0MT/MZ(10).MSVl 1SCI 15,10),R0( 15,10) ·, DR« 2,21,10) COMMON/COAT/DATA13500) COMMON/CAN/AI« 15),BK15 1115),Wl 15,21).TPPI21) 
N V I = F V U 1 . 0 0 0 1 
P-P 
IC=ICAN 








DO 61 1=1,NS 
Τ Ρ Ρ Ι Ι ) = T P I N P 3 , I , I C ) 
CALL V I N I Z I l , I C , Τ , T P I , W 
T P ( N P 3 , 1 , I C ) = T P I 
CALL POTI 1 , I C , N , N S , Τ , Ρ ) 
F = 3 . 1 4 * D R ( N P 3 , I C ) * ( D R ( N 
CK l ) = V L ( l , I C ) * R ( l , I C ) 
DK 1 ) = F V I * R 0 ( 1 , I C ) * S C « 1 
Bi(i)=-(ci( η ε ο κ ί ) ) 
DO 11 I = 2 , N P 1 
AK I) = V L I I - 1 , I C ) * R I I - 1 , 
CK I ) = V L ( I , I C ) * R ( I , I C ) 
DK I) = FVI*RO(I . I C ) * S C t ! 
eil I)=-(AK η ε ί π η ε ο κ 














SC ( Ν P3,1C ) *DR ( Ν P3 , IC ) * ( R INP2 ,1C Ι εο . 5*0R INP 3 
(IC)) 
) ) εοΐ(ΝΡ3)) 
NC8?517)-i.0E-06)1,1,4 
0S20010 OS 20020 
COS70010 C0S70020 COS70030 COS70040 C0S70050 COS70060 COS70070 C0S70080 COS70090 C0S70100 C0S70H0 C0S70120 




ISN 0044 ISN 0045 
ISN 0046 ISN 0047 
ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 
ISN 0051 ISN 0052 
ISN 0053 
ISN 0054 ISN 0055 
ISN 0056 ISN 0057 ISN 0058 ISN 0059 
ISN 0060 ISN 0061 
ISN 0062 ISN 0063 ISN 0064 ISN 0065 ISN 0066 ISN 0067 ISN 0068 ISN 0069 ISN 0070 ISN 0071 ISN 0072 ISN 0073 ISN 0074 ISN 0075 
ISN 0076 ISN 0077 ISN 0078 ISN 0079 
ISN 0080 ISN 0081 ISN 0082 ISN 0083 ISN 0084 ISN 0085 ISN 0086 














IF ( F V I » 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 1 0 1 0 
P Z ( 1 ) = W ( 1 , I ) 
DO 1000 K=2,N 
ρ ζ ι κ ) = ρ ζ ι κ - ΐ ) ε κ ( κ , η 
TPINP3, I , I C ) = T P ( N P 3 , I - l , I C ) ε 2 . 0 * Ρ Ζ l N ) / G 
IF (OATAI N C ε 2 5 1 7 ) - l . C E - 0 7 ) 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 
CALL H T C I T P I N P 3 , I , I C ) .TPG.WS, VL Τ , IC ) 
RR=1.0/VLT 
IF ( DA TAI NC62515) -1 .0E-07 ) 1002 , 1002,1.05 
TPG = 0 . 5 * ( T P ( N P 3 , I , IC ) £TP( NP3 , 1 - 1 , 1 C ) ) εΡΖΙΝ) M R S U C ) 8RR 
11)· 
KK=N-1 
T P ( N , I , I C ) = 0 . 0 
DO 1003 K=1,KK 
L=N-K 
T P I L . I , IC) = P Z ( L ) / C I I L K T P I L C 1 . I , I C ) 
SUM=TP( 1 , I , I C ) * R H , I C ) * R « 1 , I C ) 
DO 1004 J=2,KK 
5 υ Μ - 5 υ Μ ε Τ Ρ υ , Ι , ΐ α * 1 2 . 0 * Ρ ( ϋ - 1 , ΐ α ε θ Κ ( ϋ , I d >*DR(J , IC) 
TMA=SUM/ IR IN, IC) *RIN, IC>) 
ALF=PZ«N)*«RS( I O / R I N P 1 , I O f i R U l IC ) / R I N , I C ) ) 
B E T = P Z I N ) * 0 . 5 * ( 1 . 0 / R ( N P 1 , I C ) £ 1 . 0 / R ( N , I C ) ) 
COST=DATAI250O) 
CALL GAPIZ(TMA,TPG,ALF,BET,RGAP,COST,IC) 
GO TO 102 
IF ^OATA«NCε2515)-1.0E-C7)101,l01,3 
CALL GAPITMU«IC,I),TP(N,I,IC),TP(MP2,I,IC),RGAP,C0ST,IC) CONTINUE 
V H N , I C ) = l . / ( R t J I I C ^ 0 . 5 * R G A P ) 
V H N P l , I C ) = l . / ( 0 . 5 * R G A P ε R S ( I C ) ) 
DO 5 K=N,NP1 
A I ( K ) = V L I K - l , I C ) * R ( K - l , I C ) 
C K K ) = V L ( K , I C ) * R ( K , I C ) 
B I K ) = - I A I ( K ) £ C I ( K I E D I { K I ) 
A K N P 2 ) = V L ( N P 1 , I C ) * R ( N P 1 , I C ) 
B K N P 2 ) = - I A H N P 2 U ? . * C I (NP?) £01 (NP?) I 
IF ( Ο Α Τ Α ( Ν ΰ ε 2 5 1 7 ) - 1 . 0 Ε - 0 7 ) 3 , 3 , 4 
CALL H T C < T P I N P 3 , I , I C ) , T P ( N P 2 , I , I C ) , W S , V L T , I C ) 
CONTINUE 
RR=1.0/VLT 
VL INP2 , IC ) = 1 . 0 / « R S ( I C ^ R R ) 
C I I N P ? ) = 0 . 5 * V L « N P 2 , I C ) * R ( N P 2 , I C ) 
B I < N P 2 ) = - < A K N P 2 U 2 . * C H N P 2 K D H N P 2 ) ) 
A I« NP3 ) =VL I NP2 , IC ) *R I NP2 , IC ) 
E=0 .5 * (A I (NP3) -G8011NP3) ) 
Β Κ Ν Ρ 3 ) = - 0 . 5 * ( Α Ι ( Ν Ρ 3 ) ε θ ε θ Ι ( Ν Ρ 3 ) ) 
B « l ) = B I « l ) 
C l l ) = C H l ) 
DO 18 K=2,NP2 
A(K) = A H K ) 
)/R(NP2, 
COS70400 C0S70410 C0S70420 C0S70430 C0S70440 C0S70450 C0S70460 
C0S70480 COS70490 COS70500 C0S70510 COS70520 C0S70530 C0S70540 COS70550 C0S70560 C0S70570 COS70580 C0S70590 COS70600 COS70610 C0S70620 COS70630 C0S70640 C0S70650 C0S70660 C0S70670 COS70680 C0S70690 C0S70700 COS70710 COS70720 COS70730 COS70740 C0S70750 C0S70760 C0S70770 C0S70780 
C0S70810 C0S70820 C0S70830 C0S70840 C0S70850 C0S70860 C0S70370 COS70880 C0S70890 
PAGE 002 
ISN 0092 ISN 0093 ISN 0094 ISN 0095 ISN 0096 ISN 0097 ISN 0098 ISN 0099 ISN 0100 
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00 72 K=1.N C0S70920 
Ι^ί.Ι^-ÎT-5Ϊ5 K ^ Î T R < K » I»ÏCI—WtK.I> C0S70930 




LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.25.09 












I P ) 
C0MM0N/C0MT/M7« 1 
I S C « 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R 0 ( 1 5 , 
2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) 
COMMON/CDAT/OATA 
COMMON/CAN/A Κ 15 
1115),W< 1 5 , 2 1 ) , T P 
NVI = F V U 1 . 0 0 0 1 
P=P 
L = 0 
I C = I C A N 








DO 61 1 = 1 , N S 
Τ Ρ Ρ ( Ι ) =ΤΡ(ΝΡ3 
CALL V I N I Z ( 2 , I C , 
Τ Ρ ( Ν Ρ 3 , 1 , I C ) = T P I 
CALL P 0 T Í 2 , I C , N , 
CK 1) = VL«1,IC) 
CK 1)=FVI*R0.«1,I 
Bii ΐ ) = - « ο κ ΐ ) ε ο ι 
00 11 1=2,NP1 
AK l ) = VL( I - l . I C ) 
CK I) = VL( I , IC) 
DK I)=FVI*ROI 1,1 
B i t I ) = - I A K I K C I 
AI«NP2)=VL(NP1,I 
C K N P 2 ) = 0 . 5 * V L ( N 
0 K N P 2 ) = F V I * R 0 ( N 
B I ( N P 2 ) = - ( A I ( N P 2 
AI (NP3)=VL(NP? , I 
D K N P 3 ) = F V I * R 0 ( N 
G = 2 . * S C ( N P 3 , I O * 
E = 0 . 5 * ( A K N P 3 ) - G 
B K N P 3 ) = - 0 . 5 * ( A I 
00 17 I = 2 , N S 
1=1 
IF (0ΑΤΑ«ΝΓ.ε2515 
IF «FVI ) 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 , 
PZ« 1) = W«1,1) 
DO 1000 K = 2 , N 
« F V I , I C A N , N S , N P 3 , T E M , 0 T , 
0 ) , M S V I I C ) , R U « 1 0 ) , D X ( 1 0 ) , V L R ( 1 0 ) , R S ( 1 0 ) , V L ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 
1 0 ) , D R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , T M E D ( 4 . , 1 0 ) , T M U « 1 0 , 2 1 ) , T P ( 1 5 
( 3 5 0 0 ) 
) , B K 1 5 ) , C I ( 1 5 ) , D I ( 1 5 ) , A ( 1 5 ) , B I 1 5 ) ,C( 15 ) ,TN( 15 ) , PZ 
P Í 2 1 ) 
f l . I O T,TPI,WS) 
N S , T , P ) 
C ) * S C « 1 , I C ) * 0 R { 1 , I C ) / D T ( 1 ) ) 
C>* ( I ) C) P2, 
P 2 , 
) ε 2 
C) 




S C « I , I C ) * O R l I , Î C ) / 0 T 
εοπη) 
IC) I C ) * S C t N P 2 , I C ) * 0 R « N P 2 , I C ) / D T . * C I ( Ν Ρ 2 ) ε θ Ι « Ν Ρ ? ) ) 
I C ) * S C « N P 3 , I C ) * 0 R « N P 3 , I C ) / D T NP3,IC)*WS*DR«NP3,IC) /0X«IC) ( N P 3 ) ) 
3 ) ε ο ε ο ι ( N P 3 ) ) 
0S20010 OS20020 
)*ΟΑΤΔ«Ν0ε2 517)­1.0Ε­Ο6)1,1,4 1010 
COS70010 C0S700?0 COS70030 COS70040 COS 70050 COS70060 COS70070 COS70080 COS70090 C0S70100 C0S70110 COS70120 C0S70130 
COS70170 COS70180 COS70190 COS70200 COS.70210 COS70220 C0S70230 C0S70240 COS70250 C0S70260 COS70270 COS70280 COS70290 COS70300 COS70310 
C0S70330 COS70340 COS70350 COS70360 COS70370 CQS70380 COS70390 COS 70400 






1010 101 102 
5 




P Z ( K ) = P Z I K - 1 K W ( K , 1 ) 
T P ( N P 3 , I , I C ) = T P ( N P 3 , I - 1 , I C ) 8 2 . 0 * P Z ( N ) / G 
IF I D A T A l N C ε 2 5 1 7 ) - l . 0 E - 0 7 ) 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 1 , 1 0 0 2 
CALL HTCITP INP3 , I , IC ) ,TPG,WS,VLT , IC ) 
RR=1.0/VLT 
IF 1 DATA«NCε2515) -1 .0E-07)1002,1002,105 
T P G = 0 . 5 * t T P ! N P 3 . I , I C ) ε Τ Ρ ( Ν Ρ 3 , 1 - 1 , 1 Ο ) ε Ρ Ζ ( Ν ) » I R S I I C 1 S R R ) 
KK=N-l 
TPIN, 1 , 1 0 = 0 . 0 
00 1003 K=1,KK 
L*N-K 
T P I L . I , I C ) * P Z ( L ) / C I ( L K T P ( L G 1 , I , I C ) 
S U M = T P I l . I . I C ) 
DO 1004 J=2,KK 
SUM=SUM8TPIJ,I , IC) 
TMA=SUM/FLOATINI 




GO TO 102 
IF (DATA(NCG2515) - l .CE-07)101 ,101 ,3 
CALL G A P I T M U I I C , I ) , T P I N , I . I C ) , T P I N P 2 , I , I C ) , R G A P , C 0 S T , I C I 
CONTINUE 
V L ( N , I C ) = 1 . 0 / < R U ( I C K 0 . 5*RGAP) 
VLINP1, IC) = 1 . 0 / ( 0 . 5 * R G A P 8 R S ( I O ) 
DO 5 K=N,NP1 
A K K ) = V L I K - 1 , I C ) 
C K K ) = V L ( K , I C ) 
Β ΐ ( Κ ) = - ΐ Α ΐ ι κ ) ε ο π κ ) ε ο κ κ ) ) 
AKNP2)=VLINP1, IC) 
B I « N P 2 ) = - I A K N P 2 U 2 . 0 * C H N P 2 K D I « N P 2 ) ) 
IF ^OATA(NCε2517) -1 .0E-07 )3 ,3 ,4 
CALL H T C « T P « N P 3 , I , I C ) , T P « N P 2 , I , I C ) , W S , V L T , I C ) 
CONTINUE 
RR=1.0/VLT 
VLINP2, IC) = 1 . 0 / ( R S ( I C ) ε R R ) 
C K N P 2 ) = 0 . 5 * V H N P 2 , I C ) 
BKNP2)= - (AKNP?)G2 .0 *C Κ ΝΡ2)ε0Κ NP2) ) 
A I (NP3)=VL(NP2, IC) 
E = 0 . 5 * ( Α Ι « Ν Ρ 3 ) - 6 ε 0 Ι ( N P 3 ) ) 
Β Ι ( Ν Ρ 3 ) = - 0 . 5 * « Α Π Ν Ρ 3 ) ε 6 ε θ Π Ν Ρ 3 ) ) 
B l l ) = B I t l ) 
CI l ) = C I I l ) 
DO 18 K=2,NP2 
A I K ) = A I I K ) 
B«K)=BI«K) 
C I K K I I K ) 
DO 72 K=1,N 
T N ( K ) = - D K K ) * T P I K , I , I C ) - W ( K , I ) 
C0S70410 COS 70420 CDS70430 
COS70460 COS70470 COS70480 COS70490 COS70500 C0S70510 COS70520 COS70530 C0S70540 COS70550 C0S70560 C0S70570 C0S70580 C0S70590 C0S70600 COS70610 C0S70620 C0S70630 C0S70640 C0S70650 C0S70660 COS70670 C0S70680 COS70690 C0S70700 C0S70710 COS70720 COS70730 
COS7075O 
C0S70780 COS 70790 COS70B00 COS70810 COS70820 COS 70830 C0S70840 C0S70850 COS70860 COS 70870 COS70880 COS70890 COS 70900 
PAGF 002 
ISN 0096 
ISN 0097 ISN 0098 ISN 0099 ISN 0100 






31 33 36 
21 23 9C 
80 
A(NP3) = AHNP3) COS70910 B«NP3)=BI«NP3) COS70920 TNINP1)=-DKNP1)*TP(NP1,1,IC) COS70930 TN(NP2)=-DKNP2)*TP(NP2,I,IC)-CI(NP?)*TP(NP3,I-1,IC) COS 70940 TN(NP3)=E*TP«NP3,I-1,IC)-0.5*DKNP3)*(TPP(I-IU TPP(I) ) ISOLUZIONE SISTEMA COS70960 DO }9 K=2,NP3 COS70970 ß(K)=B(K)-A(K)*C(K-l)/B(K-l) COS70980 TN(K)=TN(K)-A(K)*TN(K-1)/BlK-l) COS70990 TP-INP3, I.IC)=TN(NP3)/B(NP3) COS71Ò00 DO 20 K=1,NP2 C0S71010 Kl=NP3-K C0S710?0 ΤΡ(Κ1,Ι,ΙΟ = ΤΝ(Κ1)/ΒΙΚ1)-ΤΡΙΚΐεΐ,Ι,ΙΟ*Γ.(Κ1)/Β(Κ1 ) C0S71030 CONTINUE C0S71040 CALL INTEGR(2,IC,N,NS,NP1,NP2,NP3) C0S7105Õ IF (FVf 131.31,80 COS71O60 WRITE ( 6 . 2 D I C T C0S71070 DO 36 1 = 1·, NS COS710R0 WRITE (6,23KTPU,I,IC) ,J = 1.NP3) COS71090 WRITE (6,90KTME0ÍIC,I) ,1 = 1,4) C0S71100 FORMAT (1H0////9H CANALE NI3,5X,3HT =F8.3//) C0S7H10 FORMAT (1H0.10FL0.3) CÕS71120 FORMAT (1H0///?1H TEMPERATURE «FOIE //5X.4HTU =F10.3 ,5X,5HTG1 = C0S71130 1F10.3,5X,5HTG2 =F 10. 3 ,5 X,4HTR =F10.3) C0S7H40 RETURN C0S7H50 ENO C0S71160 
PAGE 003 
O^ 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST.DECK,LOAD,ΜΑΡ,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,NO IO 


















SUBROUTINE V INIZ(JJ,IC,Τ,ΤΡΙ,WS) 
VIN ΙΖ 
COMMON/COMT/MZ«10),MSV«10),RU(10),DX 1 1 0 ) « V L R ( I O ) , R S 1 1 0 ) . V L 1 1 5 , I O ) , 
1SC( 1 5 , 10) ,RO ( 1 5 , 10) .DP. ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R I 1 5 , 1 0 ) ,TMED (4 , 1 0 ) , TMU( 1 0 , ? 1 ) ,TP( 15 
2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) 
COMM0N/CCAT/OATA(3500) 
IC=IC 
I C C = 3 0 * ( I C - 1 ) IF (DATAI ICCε?521»-0.0001)9,9,15 IF (T-1.0E-07)50,50,51 TPI=0ATA(ICC^2521) GO TO 16 TPI=DATA( ICCG2521KDATA< ICC8?522 ) ευΑΤΑ ( ICC82523 ) *T GO TO 16 IAA=10*( IC-1) DO 1 1=1,10 ΙΡΡ=ΙΛΑεΐ TAV=DATA( ΙΡΡε2901) IF (T-TAV)2,3,1 TRAV=DATA(ΙΡΡε2801) TR0I=0ATA(ΙΡΡε2800) TDI=DATA(ΙΡΡε2900) TPI=TRDU(T-TOI )*{TRAV-TRDI)/(TAV-Tni) GO TO 4 TRAV=DATA«ΙΡΡε2801) TPI=TRAV GO TO 4 CONTINUE TPI=TRAV CONTINUE IF (DATAI ICCε2524)-1.0F-C6)11,11,18 IF (T-1.0E-10)52,52,53 WS=DATA(Ι0Γε2524) GO TO 12 WS=DATA( ΙΓΧε2524)ε0ΑΤΑ< Ι00ε2525)εθΑΤΑ« Ι^ε2526)*Τ GO ΤΟ 12 ΙΑΑ=10*< IC-1 ) 00 5 1=1,10 ΙΡΡ=ΙΑΑεΐ TAV=DATA(ΙΡΡε3101) IF (T-TAV)6,7,5 VAV=DATA( ΙΡΡε3001) ν0Ι=0ΑΤΑ(ΙΡΡε3000) TDI=0ATA(ΙΡΡε3100) WS=VOU(T-TDI)*(VAV-VDI )/( TAV-TO I) GO TO 8 VAV=DATA(ΙΡΡε3001) WS=VAV 
0S20010 
C0S70010 COS70020 C0S70030 COS70040 
COS 70060 
COS70080 COS70090 COS70100 C0S70110 C0S70120 C0S7013O C0S70140 COS70150 C0S70160 
C0S70180 COS70190 
C0S70210 COS70220 
C0S70240 COS70250 COS70260 
C0S70280 
C0S70300 COS70310 C0S70320 COS70330 C0S70340 C0S70350 C0S70360 COS70370 C0S70380 
COS70400 COS70410 
-J 
ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 ISN 0052 ISN 0053 
GO TO 8 5 CONTINUE WS=VAV 8 CONTINUE 12 CONTINUE RETURN END 
C0S70430 C0S70440 




LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MA IN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEOIT,NOI 0 
C POT SUBROUTINE POT(JJ,IC,N,NS,TO,POWER) OS20010 POT CIMENSION FASI 16),PFAS<16) COMMON/COMT/MZ( 10) , MSV( 1 0) ,RU( 10) , DX( 10 > , VLRHO) ,RS ( 10 ) , VL ( 15, 10 ) , ISC« 15,10),R0«15,10),OR«15,10),R«15,10),TMEO«4,10»,TMU«10,21),TP«15 
¿pMM0N/ÇAN/AK15),BK15),CK15),0I(l5),A(15),Btl5),Ctl5),TN(15),PZ K 15),Wt15,21 ),TPP«21) COMMON/COAT/ΠΑΤΑ«3 500) GO TO (11,12),JJ C0S70010 RUQ=3.1416*R«N,IC)**2*DX(IC) COS700?0 NC=«IC-l)*?0 C0S70030 
5kJMT°ï°, , C0S70040 
00 1 I = 2,NS C.0S70050 IFAS=I8NC C0S70060 FAS«Ι)=0ΑΤΑ(ΙΡΑ5εΐ999) C0S70070 5υΜ=5υΜεΡΑ5(Ι) COS7008O 00 15 1=2,NS C0S70090 PFAS« I )=POWER*FASm/(SUM*RUQ) C0S70100 PFAS(I)=0.5*PFAS(I) COS70110 DO 2 1=2,NS C0S70120 W(1.I)=PFAS(I)*0R(1,IC)*DR(1,IC) COS 70130 IF «N-2)2,7,7 C0S70140 00 3 J=?,N C0S70150 WIJ,I) = PFASII)*DRU,IC)*I2.*RI J-l, IC) LOK I J, IC) ) COS7016 0 CONTINUF C0S70170 GO TO 100 C0S70180 NCC=«IC-1)*30 C0S70190 RUO=DATA«NCC82503)*OATA«NCC82520)*DX(IC) COS70200 NC=tIC-l)*20 COS70210 SUM=0.0 COS70??0 DO 4 1=2,NS COS70230 IFAS=I8NC C0S70?40 FASII)=0ATAIIFAS81999) C0S70?50 SUM=SUM8FAS(I) COS70260 DO 6 1=2,NS C0S70270 PFASl I ) = POWER*FAS(I)/(SUM*RUQ) C0S70280 DO 5 1=2,NS COS70290 DO 5 J=1,N COS70300 W«J,I)=PFAS«I)*DR(J,IC) C0S70310 RETURN C0S70320 END COS70330 
DATE 67.188/16.25.33 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN 0005 












LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.25.41 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NO IO 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 
ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 
INTG SUBROUTINF INTEGR«JJ,IC,N,NS,NP1,NP2, 1NP3) C0MM0N/C0MT/MZ«10),MSV«10),RU(10),DX(10),VLR(10),RS(10),VLI15,10), 1SC(15,10»,ROÍ 15,10»,DR(15,10),R115,10),TMEDI4,10),TMUl10,21),TP(15 2,21, 10) COMMON/CDAT/DATAI3500) JJ = JJ NSM1=NS-1 FNSV=FL0AT(NSM1) GO TO (10,20),JJ 10 TMUR=0 DO 2 1=2,NS SUMTP = TP(1,I,IC)*Rl1,IC)*R11,IC) DO l J=2,N 1 SUMTP = SLMTP8TP(J,I,IC)*(2.*R(J-1,ICI80R(J,IC))*DR( J.IC) TMU(IC, I) = SUMTP/lR(N,IC)*RlN,IC»i 2 TMUR = TMUR8TMU( I C D TMED« IC,1) = TMUR/FNSV GO TO 3C 20 TMUR=0 DO 7 1=2,NS SUMTP=0 00 8 J=1,N 8 SUMTP=SUMTP8TP(J.1,IC)*DRIJ,IC) TMU« IC, I) = SUMTP/R«N,IC) 7 TMUR=TMUR8TMUIIC,I) TMEOI IC,1) = TMUR/FNSV 30 TM2=0. DO 3 1=2,NS 3 TM2=TM28TP(NP1,I,IC) TMED«IC,2)=TM2/FNSV TM3=0 DO 4 I=?,NS 4 TM3=TM38TP«NP?,I.IC) TMED« IC,3) = TM3/FNSV TM4*0.5*«TP«NP3,1,IC)8TP(NP3,NS,IC)I DO 5 I=2,NSM1 5 TM4=TM48TP«NP3,I,IC) TMEO«IC,4)=TM4/FNSV RETURN END 
OS20010 0S20020 
C0S70010 C0S70020 C0S70030 C0S70040 COS70050 C0S70060 COS70070 C0S70080 COS70090 C0S70100 C0S70110 COS70120 C0S70130 C0S70140 C0S70150 COS70160 COS70170 COS70180 COS70190 C0S70200 COS 70210 COS70220 COS70230 C0S70240 COS 70250 COS70260 COS70270 COS70280 COS70290 C0S70300 C0S70310 C0S70320 C0S70330 COS70340 COS70350 
o 
lEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.25.50 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCO,NOL 1ST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 




ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
0002 






LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAME* 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.188/16.25.58 




















SUBROUTINE GAPIZ(TMA , T P G , A L F , Β Ε T , R G A P , C C S T , H C ) 
C O M M O N / C O M T / M Z ( 1 0 ) , M S V ( 1 0 ) , R U ( 1 C ) , D X ( 1 0 ) , V L R ( 1 0 ) , R S ( 1 0 ) , V L ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 
1 S C « 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R O I 1 5 , 1 0 ) , D R « 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R I 1 5 , 1 0 ) , T M E 0 < 4 , 1 0 I , TMIK 1 0 , 2 1 ) , TP«15 
2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) COMMON/COAT/DATAÍ3500) 
A F U N ( R G A P ) = 9 . 7 * C 0 S T * I A A 8 B B * R G A P ) * ( A L F 8 B E T * R G A P ) / ( ( A L F 8 R E T * R G A P 8 T A G l ) * * l . 6 5 - T T ) - R G A P 
BFUNIRGAP) = 9 . 7 * C 0 S T « 5 . 0 * 1 A L F 8 B E T * R G A P ) / ( ( A L F 8 B F T * R G A P 8 T A G ) * * l . 6 5 -
1TTÍ -RGAP 
I C = I C 
TAG=TPG8273 .0 
A A = - 5 8 . C 8 0 . 1 6 5 * T A G - 0 . 1 4 8* ITMA8ALF) 
B B = - 0 . 1 4 8 * B F T 
T T = T A G * * 1 . 6 5 
I F « A A - 5 . 0 ) 8 , 8 , 1 8 
R G A P = ( 5 . 0 - A A ) / B B 
X=AFUN«RGAP) 
IF m i 9 , 4 , 8 
XV = X 




I F t A B S ( X / R G A P ) - 0 . 0 0 1 1 4 , 3 , 3 
S IGN=X*XV 
XV=X 
I F < S I G N > 5 , 5 , 7 
RV=RV1 
GO TO 7 GI0=AA8ßß*RGAP GO TO 9 GI0=5.0 RV=0.0 XV=­1.0 RGAP=0.01 X=BFUN«RGAP) IF (X»l?,9,ll RV=RGAP RGAP=2.0*RGAP GO TO 111 RV1=RGAP RGAP=0.5*«PGAP8RV) X=BFUN(RGAP) IF (ABS(X/RGAP)­0.001)9,13,13 SIGN=X*XV xv=x IF (SIGN)15,9,12 
OS20010 OS 20020 
C0S70010 C0S70020 COS70030 COS 70040 C0S70050 COS70060 COS 70070 C0S70080 COS70090 C0S70100 COS70110 COS70120 C0S70130 C0S70140 COS70150 C0S70160 COS70170 COS70180 C0S70190 C0S70200 C0S70210 COS.70220 C0S70230 C0S70240 C0S70250 C0S70260 COS70270 COS70280 C0S70290 C0S70300 COS70310 C0S70320 COS70330 C0S70340 C0S70350 C0S70360 C0S70370 C0S70380 COS70390 C0S70400 C0S70410 C0S70420 
O^ 
ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 
15 RV=RV1 
GO TO 12 
9 WRITE (6 ,10)GI0 ,RGAP 
IO FORMAT I I H 0 / , 5 X , 6 H GIO =E12 .5 ,5X ,7H RGAP =E12 .5 ) 
RETURN 
END 
COS70430 COS70440 C0S70450 C0S70460 C0S70470 C0S70480 
PAGE 002 
OJ 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 8 8 / 1 6 . 2 6 . 0 7 
COMPILER OPTIONS- NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΤΤ,NOID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 
ISN 0004 




COMMON/COMT/MZ(10) ,MSV(10) ,RU(10) ,DX(10) ,VLRI10) ,RS(10) ,VL(15 ,10 ) , 
1SCI15 ,10 ) ,ROI 1 5 , 1 0 ) , D R ( 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R 1 1 5 , 1 0 ) ,TMED(4 ,10) ,TMU«10,21) ,Τ PI 15 
2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) 
COMMON/C0AT/DATA(35O0) 
IC=IC 
G IO=-58 .080 .313* ITPG8273 .0 ) -0 .148* (TPUR827 3.0) 





C0S70010 COS70020 C.OS70030 COS70040 C0S70050 COS70060 COS70070 
LPVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H OATE 67.188/16.26.14 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN.ÖPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCO,NOLIST,DECK,LOAD,MAP.NOEDIT.NOIO 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 
ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 
HTC 
SUBROUTINE H T C Í T P C O . T P G , W S , V L T . I C ) 
C O M M O N / C 0 M T / M Z ( 1 0 ) , M S V « 1 0 ) , R U ( 1 0 ) , D X ( 1 0 ) , V L R l . l O ) f R S « 1 0 ) , V L I 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 1 S C I 1 5 , 1 0 », R O ( 1 5 , 1 0 » , D R « 1 5 , 1 0 ) , R 1 1 5 , 1 0 ) , T M E 0 « 4 , 1 0 I , T M U t 1 0 , 2 1 » , T P I 1 5 2 , 2 1 , 1 0 ) C0MM0N/CDAT/DATA(3500) TPG=TPG 
N C = 3 2 0 0 8 2 0 * t I C - l ) DIAH=DATA«NC817) A1=CATA«NC81) A2=0ATA«NC82) A3=DATA«NC83) A4=DATA(NCε4) A5=0ATA(NC85) A6=DATA(NC86) A7=DATA(NC87) A8=0ATA(NC88) Α9 = ΰΑΤΑ(ΝΓ.ε9) 
A10=DATAINC810) 





! T I N V 1 = 1 . 0 / T P C O 
T I N V 2 = T I N V 1 * T I N V 1 
T I N V 3 = T I N V 1 * T I N V 2 
R 0 C 0 = A U A 2 * T I N V U A 3 * T I N V 2 8 A 4 * T I N V 3 
CSC0=A58A6*TPC0. 








C0S70010 COS70020 C0S70030 C0S70040 C0S70050 COS70060 COS70070 C0S70080 COS 70090 COS70100 C0S70110 COS70120 COS70l30 C0S70140 COS70150 COS70160 COS70170 C0S70180 C0S70190 COS70200 C0S70210 COS70220 COS70230 COS70240 COS70250 C0S70260 
C0S70280 COS70290 C0S70300 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME; 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATF 67.188/16.26.22 
MA!N,0PT = 00,LINFCN|T = 50,S0URCE,BC0,N0LTST,0FCK,L0AD,MAP,N0E0IT,N0ID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 
ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 
TEST SUBROUTINE TEST REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1, C0MMUN/0P/PMPT,PM1,PM2, COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBA ΙΙΜΙ,ΝΚ, SI,REP,SPCR,S 2F,CELT,OLD,OLM, 3DK 10), D2« 10),SFI10),SR 4«10),SP«10),ΡΙIO),BE TA« 5,12(10),KVI 10)»FLMlllO) 6C0R(10),TMUI(10) , ΤMCI H 710), 8X(100), 





P l t l O O ) , P 2 ( 100) ,TNH 1001 ,TN2(100> 
R,KS,NREG,IDST,ITCR,IT,LF,L1 , IMAX,KBI ,NRIT, 
BETA ,PER,PINT,BU,VOLT, SPRG.OAP 
( 1 0 ) , S A ( 1 0 ) , S P R I 1 0 ) , S F 1 « 1 0 ) , S C R l 1 0 » , W l 1 0 ) , V 
1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) , D L D T ( 1 0 ) , D E T A l 1 0 ) , V I MI 1 0 ) , I H 10) 
, F L M 2 ( 1 0 ) , S A V ( 1 0 ) ,FLI M? 110) , PK IO ) , COU( I O ) , 
10) , T M C 2 K 1 0 ) , T C K 1 0 ) , I C A N I 1 0 ) , S P R I 1 1 0 ) , V R ( 
V O L I ( 1 0 0 ) , V 0 L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , V O L ( 1 0 0 ) , B E ( 1 0 0 ) , B E K 10 
2 ( 1 0 0 1 , A L 2 ? ( 1 0 0 » , A B 2 1 1 0 0 ) , R L H 1 0 0 ) , B L ? (100> 
100» , E P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) ,ΤΟ, D E R K 1 0 0 ) , 0 
( 1 0 0 ) , SORMI 1 0 0 ) , S F I ( 1 0 0 ) , S F 1 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 
I C ) , RU ( I C ) , DX H O ) ,VLR 1 1 0 ) , RS 110 I , VL I 1 5 , 1 0 ) , 
1 5 , 1 0 ) , R I 1 5 , I O ) , T M E D I 4 , 1 0 ) , T M U I I O , 2 1 ) , T P « 1 5 






COSTANZA C IL I NOP ICO 
TEST COSTANZA CYLINDRICAL 
1 
7 13 21 
61 
81 
87 93 99 1602 1611 301 331 
201 
207 213 219 2CC1 2007 2501 
2507 2513 2519 2525 1851 
O.IOOOOOE­
0.0 C.500000E 0.30COOOE 
0.100000E 
0.100000E 
O.IOOOOOE 0.100000E O.IOOOOOE 0.200000E 0.1000 00 E­0.0 0.0 
­0.500000E 
0.60COOOE 0.1200Õ0E 
C.1800Ó0E O.IOOOOOE O.IOOOOOE 0.400000E 





01 01 01 01 ­03 
01 
02 03 03 CI 01 01 






88 94 100 
1612 3C2 332 
202 
2C8 214 220 2CC2 2008 25C2 








0.700000E O.13COO0E 0.19C0OOE 0.10CC00F O.IOOOOOE 0.10CC00E 





­01 ­01 ­01 
­03 ­01 
01 







89 95 101 
1613 30 3 333 
203 
209 215 221 2003 2009 2503 








0.800000E 0.1400G0E 0.200000E O.IOOOCOE O.IOOOOOE 0.1600COE 






03 ­01 ­03 
02 
0? 03 03 01 01 01 





90 96 102 
204 
210 216 
2004 2010 2504 











­03 ­01 ­03 ­01 
02 
02 03 
01 01 ­01 




91 97 103 
205 211 217 
2005 
2505 
2511 2517 2523 2529 1855 
0.200000E O.IOOOOOE 




0.750000E­0.150000E 0.200000E 0.0 0.0 0.200000F 
01 
01 




­01 00 01 
01 
A 1 2 
Ré 92 9Ü 104 
206 21? 218 
2006 
2506 
2512 2518 2524 2530 1856 
0.0 
O.IOOOOOE 




0.240000E 0.500000E 0.166000E O.IOOOOOE O.IOOOOOE 0.0 
0 2 
01 
02 03 03 
01 












- 0 . 3 8 6 2 3 E - 0 4 0 .42622E-02 


























C.54028D 01 0.54C28D 01 0.52651D 01 0.50850D 01 0.4P3790 01 0.45287D 01 0.41640D 01 0.375100 01 0.32989D 01 0.28194D 01 0.233210 01 0.18868D 01 
P? 










13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
C.12000E 03 0. 13000E 03 0.14000E 03 C.15000E 03 0.16000E 03 0.17000E 03 C.18000E 03 C.19000E 03 C.20C00E 03 
C.15126D Ol 0.12027D Ol 0.94502D 00 0.728560 00 0.54430D 00 0.38488D 00 0.244260 OC 0.11739D 00 0.0 
0.974500 00 0.773550 00 C.60751D 00 0.46829D 00 0.34984D 00 0.247370 00 0.156990 00 0.754510-01 0.0 
VALORI MEDI 0.150360 Ol C.IOOOOD Ol 
TC 0.05000 PMI = 0.343490 Ol PM2 = 





0 . 0 
0 . 0 
C O 
PER = 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 .47762E-01 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 













TO 0 .05000 IT = 50 PER = 0 .47762E-01 
PI P2 























C 5 0 0 0 0 E 
C 2 0 0 0 0 E 
C 3 0 0 0 0 E 
C.40C00E 
C5OOO0E 
C 6 0 0 0 0 E 




































































































































































































































Da 1-3 •us 
ω M 













se w t) 
- as 
H W H 
M H 





LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H 
COMPILER OP«IONS - NAME= MA IN,0PT=00,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST»DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
DATE 67.191/09.05.36 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN Û005 
ISN 0006 
COSTAX REAL*8 P M I , P M 2 , P M P T , P 1 , P 2 , T N 1 , T N 2 
P 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , P 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , T N H 1 0 0 ) , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) C 0 M M 0 N / O P / P M P T , P M l , P M 2 , l C0MM0N/C0ATA/DATA(3500) 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 003? ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 
5000 H O 20 
23 
22 100 101 
102 
C 0 M M 0 N / C 0 M T / I T I P 0 , N , N S , N P l , N P 2 , N P 3 , T P ( l D . R O I 1 0 ) , D R ( 1 0 ) , D X , VLR,RS,R ( 1 0 ) . R U . T M U l 2 , T M U K 1 0 0 ) , T C l l l O O ) , D I T M U l l O O ) » D I T C O t l O 
C0MM0N/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,01112 I 1 2 ) , S P R ( 1 2 ) , C H 0 , 1 0 0 ) , P I 2M( 1 0 0 ) , IMAX, DL DT « 1 0 ) , D L «10 ) , Β Ε Τ Α Η Ο ) ,ΟΕ 3 V 0 L T , A L 2 « 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 « 1 0 0 ) , 
4 0 C U O , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B I , V B A R 1 E P N , I H 1 2 ) , I 2 5 L 2 1 1 0 0 ) , D L M , D E M l « 1 0 0 ) , D E M 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 6 1 0 0 ) , I N T E R , E P S , I N T E , P E R , P I 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V « 1 2 > , S P R G , 8 A L 2 2 H 0 0 » , D I N S , S P R 
9 P C U « 1 2 » , P C 0 t 1 2 ) , P M O ( 1 2 ) , S F C U ( 1 2 ) . S F C O l l A 2 ) , S R M 0 t 1 2 ) , D 1 C U ( 1 2 ) , D 1 C 0 ( 1 2 ) , D 1 M 0 I 1 2 ) , B W C U I 1 2 ) , W C 0 ( 1 2 ) , W M 0 ( 1 2 ) , V C U ( 1 2 I , V C O I 1 2 1 C ) , S F 1 M 0 I 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C A N , P 0 W E R , 0 Z , D Z 2 , 0 1 ( 1 0 0 1 , S F I H 1 .00) , C O C H I O , 1 
DIMENSION A L F A I 1 6 ) 
0 0 5 0 0 0 J = l , 3 5 0 0 D A T A I J ) = 0 . 0 
READ 1 5 , 2 0 ) LAST,ALFA 
F O R M A T I Ι 6 . 1 6 Λ 4 ) 
CALL AZER PINT=0.0 
WRITE 1 6 , 2 3 ) 
FORMAT H H l , 3 5 X , 1 7 H C 0 S T A N Z A A S S I A L E / / ) 
WRITE 1 6 , 2 2 ) ALFA FORMAT ( 1 H 0 , 3 0 X , 1 6 A 4 / / / / / ) 
R E A D I 5 , 1 0 l ) K $ , K l , K 2 , I O A T A l I ) , I = K 1 , K 2 ) FORMAT I 2 1 6 , 1 1 2 , / « 6 E 1 2 . 8 ) ) 
WRITE « 6 , 1 0 2 ) Ι Ι , Π Α Τ Α ( Ι ) , Ι * Κ 1 , Κ 2 ) FORMAT ( 6 ( I 5 . E 1 4 . 6 ) ) I F I K $ . G E . 0 ) G 0 T 0 1 0 0 P I N T = 0 . 0 T 0 = 0 . 0 IT=0 
D Z * 0 A T A ( 2 ) 0 Z 2 = 0 Z / 2 . 0 
Ι Μ Α Χ = 0 Α Τ Α ( 3 ) ε 0 . 1 
N R E G = D A T A ( 4 ) ε 0 . 1 
N R I T = D A T A ( 5 ) ε C l 
Ι ϋ 5 Τ = 0 Α Τ Α ( 6 ) ε 0 . 1 
I T C R = D A T A ( 7 K 0 . 1 
Ι Ο ^ = Ο Α Τ Α ( 8 » ε θ . Ι 
S I = D A T A ( 9 ) 
0 , 1 0 0 ) , T M E D ( 4 ) , V L H 0 ) , S C ( 10 
1 0 0 ) , T P I , W S , V L T 
0 ) , D T , P O W ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , P F A C I 1 0 ) 
, 0 2 ( 1 2 ) , SRI 1 2 ) , S F l l 1 2 ) , S A H 
S 1 1 0 0 ) , P 2 S ! 1 0 0 ) , S O R ( 1 2 ) , S O R 
T A ( 1 0 ) , D E L T , I M 1 , N K , B E U 0 0 ) , 
O L O , O E R l ( 1 0 0 ) , O E R 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , C 
112 ) , W { 1 2 ) , V I 12 I . A L K 1 0 0 ) , Β 
, E P 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 ( 
N T , P ( l 2 ) , B U , B E l ( i O O ) , B E 2 l 10 
D A P F , L F , L 1 , S P 1 , R E P , S P C R , 
C U ( 1 2 ) , S P R C 0 ( 1 2 ) , S P R M 0 ( 1 2 ) , 
2 ) , S F M O ( 1 2 ) , S R C U l l 2 ) , S R C 0 l l 
D 2 C U ( 1 2 ) , D 2 C O ( l 2 ) , D 2 M O ( 1 2 ) , 
, V M 0 ( 1 2 ) , S F 1 C U ( 1 2 ) , S F 1 C 0 ( 12 




ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 
ISN 0044 









BU=0ATAI 10) 0ELT=DATA(11) P0WER=DATAl13) KPC=DATAI14)ε0.1 KMA1=DATA(15)80.1 ICAN=DATA( 16)80.1 
WRITE 16,19) DELT,TO,IT,IMAX,NREG,NRIT.INTE,IDST.ITCR FORMAT <1H0,ÓHDELT =,E12.5,4X,4HT0 =,F12.5,4X,4HIT =,I5,4X.6HIMAX 1=,I5,4X,6HNREG =,I5///7H NRIT =,!5,4X,6HINTE =,15,4X,6HIOST =,15,4 2X.6HITCR =,15 ///) INTE=1 INTER=1 KMAP=0 KCAN=0 IF(NRIT.LE.O)GOT0103 DO 104 I=1,NRIT BETA( I)=DATA(1830) DLI I)=0ATA(1840) 
CETAtI)=0.5*BETA(I)/DLU) 
WRITE (6,71) FORMAT (1H0//,8X,4HBETA,14X,2HDL,//) WRITE (6,72) (BETAU),DLII) ,1 = 1,NRIT) FORMAT « IH ,2E16.5) CONTINUE DO 105 I=1,NREG II«I)=DATAtI860)εθ.0001 12« I)=DATA«1861)80.0001 CONTINUE WRITE «6,21) FORMAT (1H0/////,22H INDICI INTERFACCE//) WRITE «6,4) U K I ) , I = 1, NREG) , I 2 « NREG) FORMAT «11110,////) IDF=80 DO 107 M=1,NRFG DKM) = DATA(I0F81> SR«M)=DATAU0F82) PIM)=DATA«IDF83) SFKM) = DATA« I0F84) W(M)=DATA(I0F85) SOR(M)=DATAlIDF86) D2(M)=DATA(I0F87) SA(M)=DATA(IDF88) SPR(M) = DATAU0F89) P1S«M)=SPRIM) SFIM)=DATA« IDF810) V(M)=DATA<IDF811) IDF=IDF812 CONTINUE 
DO 78 M=1,NREG 
10= I2IM )­l 
PAGE 002 
ISN 0085 
ISN 0086 ISN 0087 
ISN 0088 ISN Ü089 ISN 0090 ISN 0091 ISN 0092 ISN 0093 ISN 0094 
ISN 0096 ISN 0097 
ISN 0098 ISN 0099 ISN 0100 ISN 0101 
ISN 0102 ISN 0103 ISN 010 4 ISN 0105 ISN 0106 ISN 0107 
ISN 0108 ISN 0109 ISN 0110 ISN Olli ISN 0112 ISN 0113 ISN 0114 ISN 0115 
ISN 0116 ISN 0117 
ISN 0118 ISN 0119 ISN 0120 
ISN 0121 ISN 0122 ISN 0123 ISN 0124 
ISN 0125 ISN 0126 ISN 0127 
ISN 0128 ISN 0129 ISN 0130 ISN 0131 






I S = I H M ) 8 l 
DO 7 9 I = I S , I D 
SORM« I ) = S O R ( M ) * D Z 
SORMt 1081 ) = ( S O R ( M ) 8 S 0 R ( M 8 1 J ) * D Z 2 CONTINUE 
DO 24 M= l ,NREG 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 ) M , 0 H M ) , S R « M ) ,P«M) , S F 1 ( M ) , W ( M ) .SORIM) 
WRITE ( 6 , 1 ) M , D 2 ( M ) , S A « M ) , S P R ( Μ ) , S F Ι Μ ) , V « M I FORMAT 1 1 3 , 6 6 1 6 . 5 ) 
I F I I C A N . L E . O Í G O TO 77 
I C I = 3 0 0 
00 76 M=1,NRFG 
S P R C U ( M ) = D A T A U C I 8 1 ) 
S P R C 0 ( M ) = 0 A T A « I C I 8 2 ) 
SPRMO(M) = D A T A U C I 8 3 ) 
P C U ( M ) = D A T A I I C I 8 4 ) P C O ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 5 ) 
PM0«M) = D A T A U C I 8 6 ) 
S F C U ( M ) = 0 A T A ( I C I 8 7 ) 
SFCO(M»=OATA( Κ ΐ ε 8 ) 
S F M 0 ( M ) = 0 A T A « I C I 8 9 ) 
S F 1 C U ( M ) = D A T A U C I 8 1 0 ) 
S F 1 C 0 ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 1 1 ) 
S F 1 M 0 ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I & 1 2 ) 
D 1 C U ( M ) = 0 A T A ( I C I 8 1 3 ) 
D 1 C 0 ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 1 4 ) 
D l M . 0 ( M ) = D A T A t I C I 8 1 5 ) 
D 2 C U « M ) = D A T A U C I 8 1 6 ) 
D 2 C 0 I M ) = 0 A T A H C I 8 1 7 ) 
D 2 M 0 ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 1 8 ) 
W C U ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 1 9 ) 
W C U ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 2 0 ) 
WMO«M)=DATA( IC1821) 
V C U ( M ) = 0 A T A U C I 8 2 ? ) 
VCO(M) = l)ATA( I C I 8 2 3 ) 
V M O ( M ) = D A T A ( I C 1 8 2 4 ) 
S P C U ( M ) = D A T A I I C I 8 2 5 ) 
S R C 0 ( M ) = D A T A ( I C I 8 2 6 ) 
S R M 0 ( M ) = 0 A T A ( I C I 8 2 7 ) 
I C I = I C I 8 3 0 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
S B E T A = 0 . 
P K IMAX) = 0 . 0 
P 2 ( I M A X ) = 0 . 0 
IM1=1MAX-1 
N K = I M A X - 2 

















DO 33 1=1,IMI PKI) = SI P2II)*SI PH1)=0.0 P2(1)=0.0 CALL INIZ CALL STAMPAI 2) CALL STAMPAI3) IF(1TCR)35,35,34 CALL CRITIC 
CALL STAMPAI 2) CALL STAMPA13) 
DO 351 1=1, IMAX 





IF(K.GT.NRIT)GO TO 81 
DLDTIK)=DLIK)*DELT 
DETAIK)=BETAIK)*DELT*C5 SBETA=SBETAGBETAIK) GO TO 80 CONTINUE CALL MAT IF! ICAN.LE.OJGO TO 1009 DT=1.0 CALL OCAN 
GO TO I 1100,11011,ICAN 
CALL CANCILIO.O) 
GO TO 1103 






VBAR=DATAU700) DT=FLOATIKPC)*DELT CALL TEST KST=1851 CONTINUE KTP=0ATA«KST)80.000l 
IF !ΚΓΡ)106 ,106 .127 
UP=DATAlKST81)80 .000 l 
PAGE 004 
-J 













ISl=DATAIKST62>80.0001 I2P*0ATA1KST83»80.0001 IS2=DATAIKST84)80.0001 00 13 KK =1,KTP,I2P 00 14 L *l,I2P,UP 00 15 MM =1,111» ι τ= ιτε ι 
T0=DELT*lFLOAT!ΙΤΐεθ.001» 





GO TO 1 1 1 0 4 , 1 1 0 5 ) , I C A N 
CALL CANCILl l .O) 
GO TO 1106 CALL CANSLtl.O) CONTINUE CALL MAT KMAP=KMAP81 IFIKMAP-KMA1)1011,1108,1108 KMAP=0 CALL STAMPAI4) CONTINUE IFITO-TBA»50,51,51 KBAR=KBAR8l TBAR-TBA WBAR=VBAR TBA*0ATA(KBAR81620) VBAR*DATAIKBAR81700) DBAR*lVBAR-WBAR)/(TBA-TBAR) IFITBA.GT.O.O) GO TO 151 T8A=1000.0 DBAR=0.0 WRITE 16,58) TO.WBAR FORMAT (1H0///5X,4HT0 =F8.3 ,10X,6HVBAR =E12.5> GO TO 54 IF(OBAR.EQ.O.O) GO TO 53 DINS=WBAR8DBAR*(T0-TßAR) IF! IDIR »56,56,55 DO 57 M=1,NREG ID=I2(M)-1 IS=I1(M)81 VEL=DINS*DATA(M81780) VEL1=DINS*DATA(MS1781) 
A B 2 ( I D £ l ) = 0 . 5 * I V E L 8 V E L l ) 8 P 2 S I I D 8 l ) 
DO 57 I = I S , I D 
AB2 I I )=VEL8P2SI I ) 
















DO 12 1=1,IMAX EP2(I)=BE2(1-1)8BE2(I)8IAL2(I)6AL2(1-1))*DZ2 8AB211)*DZ SRIT=0. K=0 K— K£ 1 IF(K.GT.NRIT)GO TO 84 SRIT=SRIT8DL(K)*CIK,I) GOTO 73 CONTINUE 
TN1(I)=SRIT*DZ8DER1(I)*P1(I)8S0RM(I) ÎN2II)=DER2(I)*P2(I) CALL FLUSSI PINT=PINT6PM2*DELT IF(NRIT.LE.O)GOTO 85 DO 30 1=2,IMAX QO 74 K=1,NRIT C(K,I)=C(K,I)-DLDT(K)*C(K,I)8C0C« K,I)*P2(I)8C0C1IK,I)*PHI) CONTINUE DO 75 K=1,NRIT C(K,1)=0.0 CONTINUE IFIKTE) 120,120,121 CALL TEST CONTINUE CONTINUE CALL STAMPAUSl) CONTINUE CALL STAMPAIIS2) CONTINUE KST-KST86 GO TO 1000 CALL STAMPA«2) IFILAST )110,110,9000 STOP END 
PAGE 006 
MAIN 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.05.58 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCO,NOLIST,OECK,LOAD,ΜΑΡ,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 
ΓΝ2 
P 2 1 1 0 0 ) , T N U 1 0 0 ) , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
G , 0 1 ( 1 2 ) , 0 2 ( 1 
p isnoo 
A l l O ) » D E T A I I O OLO 1 U 2 ) , 1 2 ( 1 2 ) 
D I N S , S P R C U ( I 2 
) , S F C 0 ( 1 2 ) ,SF 
1 M 0 U 2 » , 0 2 C U I 
, V C 0 U 2 ) ,VMO( 
, D Z , 0 Z 2 , E P 2 I 1 
ocnio.ioo) 
2,WL?1,WL22,W 
, B B 1 ( 1 0 0 ) ,BB2 
1 
SUBROUTINE FLUSSI 
REAL*8 P M 1 , P M 2 , P M P T , P 1 , P 2 , T N 1 . T 
C O M M O N / D P / P M P T , P M 1 , P M 2 , P H I O O ) , 
C0MM0N/CDATA/DATAÍ3 500 ) 
COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NRE 
1 2 ) , S P R ( 1 2 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , 
2 M ( 1 0 0 ) , I M A X , D L D T ( 1 0 ) , D L ( 1 0 ) ,BE Τ 
3 V O L T , A L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , 
4 0 C ( 1 0 , 1 C O ) , I T , T O , K B I , V B A R , E P N , I 
5 L 2 I 1 0 0 ) , D L M , D E M I ( 1 0 0 ) , D E M 2 Í 1 0 0 1 , 
6 1 0 0 ) , I N T E R , E P S , I N T E , P E R , P I N T , P < 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V ( 1 2 ) , S P R G , D A P F , 
8 A L 2 2 U 0 0 ) , ' ' " " " 
9 P C U I 1 2 ) , P C O I 1 2 ) , P M O ( 1 2 ) , S F C U t l 2 
A 2 ) , S R M 0 1 1 2 ) , D 1 C U ( 1 2 » , D 1 C 0 ( 1 2 ) , D 
B W C U I 1 2 » , W C O ( 1 2 ) , W M 0 ( 1 2 ) , V C U ( 1 2 ) 
C ) . S F 1 M 0 ( 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C A N , P 0 W E R 
D K 1 0 0 ) , S F I K 1 0 0 ) , C 
REAL*8 A A 1 , A A 2 , B B 1 , B B 2 . , W L U , W L 1 
DIMENSION AAK 2 , 1 0 0 ) ,AA2 « 2 , 1 0 0 ) 
PMPT=PM2 
A A K 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
A A K 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
A A 2 I 1 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
A A 2 ( 2 , 1 ) = 0 . 0 
B B H 1 » = C 0 
B B 2 ( 1 ) = C 0 
DO 1. 1 = 2 , I M I 
WL11=EP 1« I »-BE 1 U - l »*AA Η 1 , 1 - 1 > 
W L 1 2 = - ß Ι Κ I ) - B E Π l - 1 ) * A A Κ 2 , I - 1 
W L 2 1 = - B 1 2 I I ) - B E 2 I I - H * A A 2 « l , I - l 
W L 2 2 = E P 2 U » - B E 2 I I - l ) * A A 2 ( 2 , 1 - 1 » 





Α Α Π 1 . Ι » = W 1 1 * B E H I » 
A A H 2 , I ) = W 1 2 * B E 2 t I ) 
A A 2 L 1 , I ) = W 2 1 * B E 1 U 1 
A A 2 ( 2 , I ) = W 2 2 * B E 2 ( I ) 
W L l l = T N K I ) 8 B E H I - l ) * B B l « l - l ) 
W L 2 1 = T N 2 I I I 8 B E 2 I I - 1 ) * B B 2 I I - 1 ) 
B B K I ) = W11*WLH8W12*WL21 
B B 2 1 I ) = W 2 l * W L 1 1 8 W 2 2 * W L 2 1 
CONTINUE 
P K I M 1 ) = B B K I M I ) 
P21 I M 1 ) = B B 2 « I M I ) 
2 ) , S P « 
) . P 2 S « 
) ,OELT 
, O E R H 
W « 1 2 ) , 
E P H 10 
1 2 ) , B U 
L F , L l , 
) , ÎPRC 
M 0 U 2 ) 
1 2 ) , D 2 
12) ,SF 
0 0 ) , B L 
1 2 ) , S F 1 ( 1 2 » 1 0 0 > , S O R U 2 , Ι Μ Ι , Ν Κ , Β Ε Ι 1 0 0 ) , D E R 2 U V I 1 2 ) , A L K 1 0 ) , B I 1 U 0 0 ) , B E H I O O ) , B S P I , R E P , S P C 0 « 1 2 ) , S P R M 0 , S R C U I 1 2 ) , S C 0 I 1 2 ) , D ? M 0 1 C U I 1 2 J . S F I 1 ( 1 . 0 0 1 , S F I l 
, S A ( 1 
) ,SOR 
1 0 0 ) , 
0 0 ) , C 
0 0 ) , Β 
, B I 2 ( 
E2« 10 
R, ( 1 2 ) , 
R C O l l 
« 1 2 ) , 
CO« 12 2 ) , S F 
l l , W l ? , W 2 1 , W ? 2 , W W ( 1 0 0 ) 
ISN 0037 PM2=P2(IM1) P A G F ° 0 2 ISN 0038 PM1=PK IMI) ISN 0039 I=IM1 ISN 0040 DO 2 J=2,NK ISN 0041 1=1-1 
ISN 0042 PK I)=AAK 1,l)*PΠl8l)8AAII2,I)*P2(I81)8BBI(I) 
ISN 0043 P2( Ι) = ΑΑ2(1,Ι)*ΡΠΐεΐ)8ΑΑ2Ι2,Ι)*Ρ2Πεΐ)εΒΒ2(Ι) ISN 0044 PM2=PM28P2«I I ISN 0045 2 PM1=PM18P1U» ISN 0046 PM1=PM1/DLD ISN 0047 PM2=PM2/DLD ISN 0048 RETURN ISN 0049 END 
oo 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATF 67.191/09.06.08 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BC0,N0LIST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0 0 0 8 
ISN 0 0 0 9 
ISN 0 0 1 0 
ISN 0 0 1 1 
ISN 0 0 1 2 
ISN 0 0 1 3 
ISN 0 0 1 4 
ISN 0 0 1 5 
ISN 0 0 1 6 
ISN 0 0 1 7 
I S N 0 0 1 8 
ISN 0 0 1 9 
ISN 0 0 2 0 
ISN 0 0 2 1 
ISN 0 0 2 2 
ISN 0 0 2 3 
I S N 0 0 2 4 
I S N 0 0 2 5 
I S N 0 0 2 6 
I S N 0 0 2 7 
ISN 0 0 2 8 
ISN 0 0 2 9 
ISN 0 0 3 0 
ISN 0 0 3 1 
ISN 0 0 3 2 
I S N 0 0 3 3 
I S N 0 0 3 4 
SUBROUTINE MAT 
REAL*8 P M , P M 2 , P M P T , P 1 , 
COMMON/DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2, 
COMMON/COATA/DATA(3500) 
COMMON/COMT/ITI P O , N , N S , 
l l . R O l 1 0 ) , D R ( 1 0 ) , 0 X , V L R , 
2 . T M U I I 1 0 0 ) , T C I U O O ) , 0 1 Τ 
COMMON/COMN/KBΑ,ΚΤΕ,ΚΒΑ 
1 2 ) , S P R ! 1 2 ) , C l l O , 1 0 0 ) , 
2 M U 0 0 ) , IMAX, OLOT« IO ) , D L 
3 V 0 L T , A L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) j 
40C« I O , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B ! , V B 
5 L 2 I 1 0 0 ) , D L M , DEMI ( 1 0 0 ) , D 
6 1 0 0 ) , INTER 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I 
8 AL 
9 P C U I 1 2 ) , P C 0 « 1 2 ) , P M 0 ( 1 2 ) 
A 2 ) , S R M 0 ( 1 2 ) , D 1 C U « 1 2 ) , D I 
BWCUU2) ,WC0« 1 2 ) , W M 0 < 1 2 ) 
C ) , S F 1 M 0 ( 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P P , I C 
C U I C 0 ) , S F I K 100) , 
00 1 M=1,NREG 
ID= I 2 « M ) - 1 
I S = I 1 « M ) 
DO 2 1= I S , ID 
D1P=D1 « M)81 D Í C U I M ) * D I TM 
0 2 P = D 2 ( M ) 8 ( D 2 C U ( M ) * D I T M 
F I S = S F ( M ) 8 S F ( M ) * ( S F C U ( M 
SRP=SR«M)8SRIM)*«SRCUIM 
SAP=SAtM) 
SPRP=SPRtM)8SA(M) * (SPRC 
F I S 1 = S F K M ) 8 S F 1 I M ) * I S F 1 
W P = W ( M ) 8 ( W C U ( M ) * D I T M U ( I 
V P = V t M ) 8 I V C U ( M ) * D I T M U ( I 
P P = P ( M ) f . ( P C U ( M ) * D I T M U ( I 
S F K I ) = F I S 
S F I K I » = F I S 1 
A L H I ) = S R P 8 D l P * B U 8 l . 0 / ( 
A L 2 ( I ) = S A P 8 S P R P 8 D 2 P * B U 8 
B L 1 ( I ) = F I S * ( 1 . 0 - S B E T A ) 
BL2 ( I ) = PP*SRP 
D E M K I ) = 1 . 0 / ( W P * D E L T ) 
D E M 2 ( I ) = 1 . 0 / I V P * D E L T ) 
B E H I ) = D1P/DZ 
B E 2 I I ) = D 2 P / D Z 
E P K I ) = B E K I - l ) 8 B E l t I ) 8 
B I K I ) = I B L 1 I I J 6 B L H I - 1 ) 
B I 2 ( I ) = ( B L 2 ( D & B L 2 I I - L ) 
P 2 . T N 1 . T N 2 
P 1 I 1 0 0 ) , P ? I 100 ) , Τ Ν Η Ι Ο Ο ) , T N 2 I 1 0 0 ) 
N P 1 , N P 2 , N P 3 , 
R S , R ( 1 0 ) , R U , 
M U I I O C ) , D I T C 
R ,KS,MREG,D1 
Τ Ρ Ι Ι Ο , Ι Ο Ο 
T M U I I O O ) , 
0 ( 1 0 0 ) ,DT 
1 1 2 ) , 0 2 1 1 
P I S « 1 0 0 
( 10) , Β Ε Τ Α Ι Ι Ο ) , Ο Ε Τ Α Ι Ι Ο 
DLO 
) , 1 2 ( 1 2 ) , AR,E PN, 1 1 ( 1 2 E M 2 I 1 0 0 ) , E P S , I N T E , P E T C R , K V ( 1 2 ) , S 2 2 U O O ) , O I N S , S F C U ( 1 2 ) , S F C 0 H 2 ) , D I M O I , V C U ( 1 2 ) , V C O AN,POWER,DZ, COCÍ« 
R , P I N T , p { 
PRG,DAPF, 
, S P R C U t l 2 
C 0 I 1 2 ) , S F 
1 2 ) , Ü 2 C U ( 
( 1 2 ) , V M 0 l 
D Z 2 , E P 2 I 1 
1 0 , 1 0 0 ) 
) , T M E D ( 4 ) , 
TP I , W S , V L T 
, P O W l l O , 1 0 
2 ) , S R ( 1 2 ) , 
) , P 2 S ( 1 0 0 ) 
) , 0 E L T , I M 1 
, 0 E R H 1 0 0 ) 
W ( 1 2 ) , V ( 1 2 
E P H I O O I . B 
1 2 ) , B U , B E I 
L F , L l , S P l , 
) »SPRCOU? 
M 0 ( 1 2 ) , S R C 
1 2 ) , 0 2 C 0 ( 1 
12 ) ,SF1CU( 
0 0 ) , B L H 1 0 
V L ( 1 0 I , S C ( 1 0 
0 ) , P F A C ( 1 0 » 
S F 1 « 1 ? » , S A U 
, S 0 R I 1 ? ) , S 0 R , N K , B E « 1 0 0 ) , 
, D E R ? U O O ) , C 
) , A L 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B 1 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 I ( 1 0 0 ) , B E 2 ( 1 0 REP,SPCR, ) , S P R M 0 ( 1 ? ) , 
U ( 1 2 ) , S R C 0 U 2 ) , U 2 M 0 ( 1 2 ) , 1 2 ) , S F 1 C 0 ( 1 2 0 ) , S F ( 1 2 ) , S F 
vD 
U ( I ) 8 0 1 C O ( M ) * D I T C O ( I ) ) * D H M ) 
U ( I ) 8 D 2 C C ( M ) * D I T C 0 I I ) ) * C 2 ( M ) 
) * D I T M U ( I U S F C O ( M ) * D I T C O I I ) ) 
) * D I T M U U ) 8 S R C 0 Í M ) * U I T C 0 ( I ) ) 
U ( M ) * D I T M U U ) 8 S P R C 0 ( M ) * 0 I T C 0 ( I ) ) C U ( M ) * 0 I T M U ( I ) 8 S F 1 C 0 ( M ) * 0 I T C 0 ( D ) ) 8 W C C ( M ) * D I T C 0 U ) )*W«M) ) 8 V C 0 ( M ) * D I T C 0 U ) ) * V ( M ) ) 6 P C 0 ( M ) * O I T C O ( I ) ) * P ( M ) 
W P * D E L T ) - F I S l * ( 1 . 0 - S B E T A ) 
1 . 0 / ( V P * O E L T ) 
( A L H I ) 8 A L H I - 1 ) ) *DZ2 
) * D Z 2 
) * 0 Z 2 
PAGE 002 ISN 0035 D E R K I ) = ( D E M H I ) 8DEM1I I-l ) ) *DZ2 ISN 0036 D E R 2 U ) = (DEM2U)80EM2(I-1) ) *DZ2 ISN 0037 IF(NRIT.LE.0)GOTO 2 ISN 0039 DO 4 K=1,NRIT ISN 0040 C O C H K , I )=DETA(K ) *( FISI 8SFI 1 U - l ) ) ISN 0041 4 COCÍK, I ) = DETA (K ) *(F I S8SFH I-l ) ) ISN 0042 2 CONTINUE ISN 0043 1 CONTINUE ISN 0044 RETURN ISN 0045 END 
oo o 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.06.19 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOLIST,0ECK,L0AD,MAP,NOEDIT,N0I0 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 











1 2 ) , S P R ( 1 2 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , 
2M11C0), IMAX.DLDTIIO),DL 
3 V 0 L T , A L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 I 1 0 0 ) , 
4 0 C I 1 C , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B I , V B 
5L2I100) , -OLM,DEMI!100) ,D 
6 1 0 0 ) , INTER 
70 ) ,NR1T ,SBETA, IDST ,S I , I 
8 AL 
9PCUI 1 2 ) . PCO! 1 2 ) , P M 0 U 2 ) 
A2) ,SRM0(12) ,D1CUU2) ,01 
BWCUI12),WC0U2),WM0(12) 
C ) , S F 1 M 0 ( 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C 
D I I I O O I . S F I K 1 0 0 ) , 
DO 2 1=1,IMAX 
EP2I I )=BE2l I - 1 ) 8 B E 2 ( I ) 8 
DO 1 K=1,IDST 
CO 7 1=1,IMAX 
T N K I ) = D E R H D * 
T N 2 ( I ) = D E R 2 ( I ) * P 2 ( I ) 
CALL FLUSSI 
IF (S I .LE.0 .O)GOTO IC 
FN=SI/PM2 
DO 3 1=1 , IMAX 
P 2 I I ) = P 2 U ) * F N 







DO 5 1=2 , IM I 
DO 5 K=1,NRIT 




P 1 ( 1 0 0 » , P 2 ( 1 0 0 > , T N H 1 0 0 » , T N 2 I 1 0 0 ) 








2 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , D I N S 
,SFCU(12) ,SF 




2 ) , S R ( 1 2 ) , S F 1 ( 1 2 ) , S A ( 1 
) ,P2S(100) ,SOR(12) ,SOR 
) , D E L T , I M I , Ν Κ , Β Ε Ι Ι Ο Ο ) , 
, D E R l ( l 0 0 ) , D E R 2 ( l 0 0 ) , C 
W 1 1 2 ) , V ( T 2 ) , A L K 1 0 0 ) , B 
, E P 1 I 1 0 0 ) , B I H 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 ( 
R, Ρ INT, Ρ112) , BU, BEH 100 ) ,BF2 I10 
PRG,0APF,LF,L1,SP1,REP,SPCR, 
,SPRCU(12) ,SPRC0(12) ,SPRM0(12) , 
COI 12) ,SFM0I12) ,SRCUl12)»SRCOI l 
12) ,D2CU112) ,D2 CO112) ,D2M0(121, 
( 1 2 ) , V M 0 ( 1 2 ) , S F 1 C U U 2 ) , S F 1 C 0 I 1 2 
D Z 2 , E P 2 I 1 0 0 » , B L 1 U 0 0 » , S F ( 1 2 ) , S F 
1 0 , 1 0 0 ) 
I A L 2 ( I ) 8 A L 2 ( I - 1 ' ) )*DZ2 
PK I I 8 S 0 R M I I ) 
oo 
S F I ( I I 8 S F I ( I - l ) ) 8 P l ( I ) * ( S F I H I ) 8 S F I II I - l ) ) ) 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.06.29 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAMF= MA IN,OPT = 00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEOIT,NOID 
C ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE CRITIC ISN 0003 REAL*8 PM1,PM2,ΡΜΡΤ,P1,P2,TNI,TN2 ISN 0004 COMMON/DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2,PH 100),P2« 100) ,TN11100) ,TN2«100) ISN 0005 C0MM0N/CDATA/DATAI3500) 
ISN 0006 C0MM0N/C0MT/ IT IP0 ,N ,NS,NP1 ,NP2 ,NP3 ,TP(10 ,100 ) ,TME0(4 ) ,VLU0) ,SC( 10 1 ) ,R0 (10 ) ,DR(10 ) ,DX ,VLR,RS,R(10 ) ,RU,TMUUOO) ,TPI,WS,VLT 2 , T M U I I 1 C 0 ) , T C H 1 0 0 ) . , D I T M U U 0 0 ) ,DI TCO(IOO) .OT.POWI 10 , 1 0 0 ) , PFACI 10) ISN 0007 CQMM0N/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,D1I12 ) , 0 2 ( 1 2 ) ,SR( 1 2 ) , S F I I 1 2 ) , S A U 1 2 ) , SPR ( 1 2 » , C 1 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , PI S (100 ) , P 2 S U 0 0 ) »SOR 112) , SOR 2 M U C 0 ) , IMAX,DLDT(10) ,DL(10) ,ΒΕΤΑ(ΙΟ) ,ΟΕΤΑ 110) ,DELT, I M I , NK, BEI 100 ) , 3VOLT,AL2UOO) ,AB2UO0) , DLD,DERH 100) .DER2U00 ) ,C 4 0 C U O , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B Í , V B A R , E P N , I I ( 1 2 ) , I 2 ( 1 2 ) . , W I 1 2 ) , V U 2 ) , A L 1 U 0 0 ) , B 5L2( 100 », DLM, DEMI ( 100),DEM2( 100) ,ΕΡΙ 1100) ,B I 1 ( 100), 'BI2< 6 1 0 0 ) , I N T E R , E P S , I N T F , P E R , P I N T , P l l 2 ) , B t J , B E l l l 0 0 ) , B E 2 ( 10 7C) ,NRIT ,SßETA, IDST,S I , ITCR,KV(12) ,SPRG,DAPF,LF ,L I .SPI ,REP,SPCR, 8 AL22U00) ,DINS,SPRCU(12) , ' PRC0U2 ) ,SPRMO( 12 ) , 9PCUI12),PC0( 1 2 ) , P M O U 2 ) , S F C U ( 1 2 » , S F C O U 2 ) , S F M 0 U 2 ) , S R C U U 2 ) , S R C 0 U A2),SRM0( 12 ) ,D1CUU2) , DICO (12 ) »DIMOI 12) ,D2CU 112) »D2C0I1 2) ,D2MOU2 ) , 8WCUU2),WCOU2),WMOU2) , VCUl 12) , VC0112) ,VMOl 12) ,SF1CU( 12) ,SF1C0( 12 C ) , S F 1 M 0 U 2 ) , ID IR,SPB, IC AN, POWER, DZ,DZ2,EP21100 ) , B L H 1 0 0 ) , SF« 12 ) ,SF ι D K l C O r . S F I l « 1 0 0 ) , C 0 C l ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) _ WRITE ( 6 , 2 0 4 ) SS FORMAT U H O / / / , 5 X . 1 8 H RICERCA CRITICITÀ) DO 1 1=1,NREG " KVI I) = DATAU61600) SPRG=DATA«1611) CAPF=DATA(1612) LF = 0ATAU613)8C0001 IF« IDIR)2,2,21 SPB=OATA«1614) WRITE 16,22) SPB FORMAT UH ////35H BARRE A BANCO ­SEZIONE DI VELEN0E12.4) GO TO 23 CONTINUE WRITE «6,30) IKVII),1=1,NREG) FORMAT UH //////,22H REGIONI AVVELENATE ,7110) CONTINUE WRITE 16 ,31 ) SPRG,DAPF,LF,ITCR FORMAT « 1H0/ / / ,10X.6HSPRG =E14.5,4X,6HÖAPF =E14.5 ,4X,4HLF = I 5 , 4 X , 6 1HITCR = 1 5 / / / / / ) L1=0 S P 1 = 0 . SPCR = C 
WRITE 1 6 , 2 0 3 ) FORMAT UHO// / ,5X,1OHITERAZIONI,14X,3HPM2,14X,3HREP,11X,6HVELENO) CONTINUE L1=L181 
ISN 




ISN ISN ISN 
0008 

































IF IDELT.GT.1 .0 )DELT=1 .0 
GO TO 1000 
CONTINUE 
WRITE 1 6 , 3 ) LI,PM2,REP,SPCR 





00 93 1=1,IMAX 
P2I I)=P2(I)*FN 




PAGE 003 ISN 0084 IF(NRIT.LE.O)RETURN ISN 0086 DO 100 1=2,IMI ISN 0087 DO 100 K=1,NRIT ISN 0088 100 C(K,I) = DETA(K)*(P2U)*ISFKI )8SFIU-1) )8PHI ) *I SF ï H I > 8SFIH 1-1) )) ISN 0089 RETURN ISN 0090 END 
οο 
4^  
LEVEL 02 NCV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H OATE 67.191/09.06.40 
COMPILER OPTIONS- NAME* MAIN,OPT=00 ,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,OECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NO10 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 ISN 0009 
ISN 0011 
ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 
ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0018 
ISN 0019 
ISN 0020 ISN 0021 
ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 
ISN 0025 
ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 
ISN 0033 ISN 0034 










SUBROUTINE BARRE REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1,TN2 CaMM0N/DP/PMPT,PMl,PM2,PH100), ,P2U00> , TNH 100 > ,TN2I100) C0MMON/CDATA/DATAI3500J COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,Dl 112»,02112) .SRI12 ) ,SF1112) , SAI 1 12 ) , SPR ( 12) ,C ( 1 0 , 100) , P IS I 100 ) , P2S UOOf , SORI12 ) , SOR 2M(100 ) , IMAX,DLDTUO) ,DL(10 ) ,BETAI10 ) ,OETA(10 ) ,DELT , IM l ,NK ,BEUOO) . 3VOLT,AL2(100),AB2( 1 0 0 ) , OLO ,DERH 100) ,DER2( 100 ) , C 4 0 C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 I , I T , T O , K B I , V B A R , E P N , I 1 ( 1 2 ) , I 2 I 1 2 » , W I 1 2 » , V ( 1 2 ) , A L 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B 5L2I10Ò),DLM,DEM1U00) ,DEM2(100) , EPH 100) ,Β Ι H I O O ) , BI? l 6 1 0 0 ) , INTER, EPS, INTE, PER, PINT, P U 2 ) , BU, BEI { 100 ) , ΒΕ2Ι1Ό 
701,NRTT,SBETA,IDST,S I , ΙΤCR,KVI 121,SPRG,DAPF,LF,LI ,S PI,REP,SPCR, 
8 _ . AL221Ì00),DINS,SPRCU112) ,SPRC0U2) , SPRM0U2 ) , 9 P C U U 2 ) , P C 0 l l 2 ) , P M 0 U 2 > , S F C U U 2 ) , S F C 0 ( 1 2 ) , S F M 0 ( 1 2 ) , S R C U I 1 2 ) , S R C 0 t l A 2 ) , S R M 0 U 2 ) , D l C U U 2 ) , D l C 0 U 2 ) , 0 1 M 0 t l 2 ) , D 2 C U ( 1 2 > , D 2 C 0 U 2 ) , D 2 M 0 U 2 > , BWCyU2) ,WC0(12) ,WM0( Ì2 ) ,VCUl l2 ) ,VCOt121,VMO<12),SF1CUI12).SF1C0I 12 C ) j S F l M 0 Í 1 2 ) . I 0 I R , SP Β, IC AN, POWER, DZ,OZ2,EP21100) ,BLI U O O ) , S F U 2 ) , S F O l l 1 0 0 ) , S F I 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , COC1110,100) 
IFlDINS.GT.VOLTIDINS*VOLT I F ( O I N S . L T . 0 . 0 ) D I N S * 0 . 0 IBAR=DINS/DZ FRAC=DINS/DZ-FLOATIIBAR) 
GO T 0 I 1 , 2 ) , I D I R 
K=0 K=K£ 1 IF IK .GT. IBAR) GO TO 3 AB2(K)=SPB 
GO TO 1 0 1 I F ( F R A C - C 5 ) 4 , 5 , 5 AB2(K)=0.5*(1 .08FRAC)*SPB GO TO 6 AB2IK)=SPB K=Kß 1 AB2(K1=C.5*IFRAC-0.5)*SPB κ=κει 
I F I K . G T . I M 1 ) RETURN AB2IK 1 = 0 .0 GO TO 6 IBAR=IMAX-IBAR K=IMAX£1 
K=K—1 I F IK .LE . IBAR) GO TO 8 AB2(K1=SPB GO TO 7 IF ÍFRAC-0 .5 ) 9 , 1 0 , 1 0 A B 2 ( K ) = C 5 * l 1.08FRAC)*SPB 
GO TO 11 
oo 
ISN 0041 10 AB2(K)=SPB G E ° 0 2 
ISN 0042 K=K-1 
ISN 0043 AB2IK) = C5*(FRAC-0.5)*SPB ISN 0044 11 K=K-l ISN 0045 IFIK.LE.l) RETURN ISN 0047 AB2(K)=C0 ISN 0048 GO TO 11 ISN 0049 END 
οο 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 GS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.06.5 5 
COMPILER OPTIONS- NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SCURCE,BCD,NOLIST»DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDΙΤ,ΝΟΙD 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 
ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 
ISN 0014 
ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 
ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 






1 ) , R 0 U 0 
2 . T M U K 1 
COMMON/ 
1 2 ) , S P R ( 
2 M U 0 0 ) , 
3 V 0 L T , A L 
4 Ü C U 0 . 1 5 L 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 6 1 0 0 ) , 
7 0 ) , N R I T 
8 
9 P C U U 2 ) 
A2 ) ,SRM0 
BWCUI12) 
O . S F I M O 
C K 1 0 0 ) , 
CIMENSI 


















I F Í N R I T 
WRITE < 
9 FORMAT 
1 C 6 , / / ) 
DO 11 I 11 WRITE ( 
12 FORMAT 
S I ) , P 1 , P 2 , T N 1 , T N 2 P M 2 , P 1 U 0 0 ) , P 2 U 5 0 0 ) 
, N S , N P 1 , N P 2 , N P 3 , 
V L R , R S , R ( 1 0 ) , R U , 
. D I T M U Í 1 0 0 ) , D I T C 
, K B A R , K S , N R E G , 0 1 
) , D L « 1 0 ) , B E T A ( 1 0 
0 0 ) , I , V B A R , E P N , 1 1 ( 1 2 
O ) , D E M 2 U 0 O ) 
N T E R , E P S , I N T E , P E 
S I , I T C R , K V I 1 2 ) , S 
A L 2 2 U 0 0 ) , D I N S 
( 1 2 ) . S F C U ( 1 2 ) , S F 
) , D 1 C 0 < 1 2 ) , D I M O I 
( 1 2 ) , V C U ( 1 2 ) , V C 0 
B , ICAN,POWER,OZ, 
CCC1( 
M H 1 2 ) , F L M 2 U 2 ) 
ΟΟ),ΤΝΙ(ΙΟΟ) »TN2U00) 
ΤΡΙΙΟ,ΙΟΟ TMUÍ100), 0(100),DT (121,02(1 PISI100 ),DETA(10 OLD ),12(12), 
R , P I N T , P Î 
P R C D A P F , 
•SPRCUI12 
C 0 « 1 2 ) , S F 
1 2 ) , D 2 C U ( 
I 1 2 ) , V M 0 I 
0 Z 2 . E P 2 U 
1 0 , 1 0 0 ) 
) , T M E 0 1 4 ) , V L I 1 0 ) , S C I 1 0 TPI,WS.VLT 
, P O W I I O , 1 0 0 ) , P F A C I 1 0 ) 
2 ) , S R ( l i ) , S F l ( 1 2 ) , S A U 
I , P 2 S 1 1 0 0 ) , S O R 1 1 2 ) , S O R 
) , D E L T , I M I , N K , B E I 1 0 0 ) , 
, D E R H 1001 , D E R 2 l 1 0 0 ) ,C 
W I 1 2 ) , V I 1 2 ) , A L 1 I 1 0 0 ) , B 
E P H 1 0 0 ) , B I 1 U 0 0 ) , B I 2 1 
1 2 ) , B U , B E U 1 0 0 ) , B E 2 U 0 
L F , L I , S P 1 , R E P , S P C R , 
) , S P R C O I 1 2 ) , S P R M O l 1 2 ) , 
M O l l 2 ) , S R C U U 2 ) , S R C O ( l 
12 ) , 0 2 C O ( 1 2 ) , 0 2 M 0 U 2 ) , 
1 2 ) , S F 1 C U U 2 ) , S F 1 C 0 U 2 





D P / P M P T , P M 1 , 
C0ATA/DATA(3 
C O M T / I T I P O , N 
) , D R I 1 0 ) , 0 X , 
C O ) , T C H 10Ό) 
COMN/KBA,KTE 
1 2 ) , C U O , 1 0 0 
I M A X , D L D T I 1 0 
2< 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 
0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B 
, D L M , D E M 1 U 0 
I 
, S B E T A , I D S T , 
,PCO( 1 2 ) , P M 0 
U 2 ) , D 1 C U U 2 
, W C 0 U 2 ) , W M 0 
i l 2 ) , I D I R , S P 
S F I K 1 0 0 ) , 
CN V R U 2 ) , F L 
1 0 , 2 0 , 3 0 , 4 0 , 5 0 ) , 1ST 
- P M P T Í / D F L T 
2 8 P M P T ) / ( D P * 2 . ) 
6 . 1 ) T 0 , P M 1 , P M 2 , P E R 
U H 0 / / / / , 4 X , 4 H T O = , F 1 0 . 5 , 4 X , 5 H P M 1 = , E 1 2 . 5 , 4 X , 5 H P M 2 = , E 1 2 . 5 , 
R = , E 1 2 . 5 ) 
00 
- P M P T ) / D E L T 
2 8 P M P T ) / ( D P * 2 . ) 
6 . 2 ) T O , I T , P E R , P I N T , I N T E R 
( I H 0 / / / / / / / / , 4 X , 4 H T 0 = , F 1 0 . 5 , 3 X , 4 H I T = , 1 6 , 4 X , 5 H P E R = , E 1 2 . 5 , 
NT = , E 1 2 . 5 , 4 X , 5 H I N T = , 1 3 ) 
6 , 3 ) 
l I H / / / , 1 4 X , 2 H P 1 , 1 4 X , 2 H P 2 , 1 2 X , 6 H V E L E N 0 , / / / ) 
6 , 4 ) ( Ι , Ρ Κ Ι ) , P 2 ( I ) , A B 2 U ) , I = 1 , I M A X ) 
U H , I 5 , 3 E 1 6 . 5 ) 
6 , 5 » PM1,PM2 
l 1 H C 6 H M E D I E . 2 E 1 6 . 5 ) 
.LE.OJGOTO 100 
6 , 9 » 
( IH / / / , 1 4 X , 2 H C 1 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 2 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 3 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 4 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 5 , 1 4 X , 2 H 
= 1 , I M A X 
6 , 1 2 » I , ( C ( K , I » , K = 1 , 6 > 
I I 5 . 6 E 1 6 . 5 ) 
00 
ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 ISN 0052 ISN 0053 ISN 0054 ISN 0055 ISN 0056 ISN 0057 ISN 0058 ISN 0059 ISN 0060 ISN 0061 ISN 0062 ISN 0063 ISN 0064 ISN 0Ό65 ISN 0066 ISN 0067 ISN 0068 ISN 0069 
I F ( N R I T - 6 ) 1 0 5 , 1 0 5 , 1 0 1 
101 WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 2 ) 
102 FORMAT UH / / , 1 4 X . 2 H C 7 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 8 , 1 4 X , 2 H C 9 , 1 4 X , 3 H C 1 0 , / / ) 
DO 111 1=1,IMAX 
111 WRITE « 6 , 1 2 ) I , (C(K, I ) ,K = 7,NRIΤ) 
105 CONTINUE 
60 TO ICO 
30 DP=(PM2-PMPT»/DELT 
PER=(PM28PMPT»/(DP*2.0> 
DO 8 M=1,NREG 
I D = I 2 I M ) - 1 
I S = I K M ) 8 1 
FL1=PK I S - 1 ) * 0 . 5 
FL2=P2l I S - 1 ) * 0 . 5 
DO 1050 I = I S , I D 
FL1=FL18P1(I ) 
1050 F L 2 = F L 2 8 P 2 U ) 
F L 1 = F L 1 8 P 1 U D & 1 ) * 0 . 5 
F L 2 = F L 2 8 P 2 I I D 8 l > * 0 . 5 
VIR=I2(M»-IKM> 
FLM1(M»=FL1/VIR 




LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.07.07 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAME= MA IN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,MOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT.NO10 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 00C6 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 00 23 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 
SUBROUTINE DCAN 
REAL*8 P M 1 , P M 2 , P M P T , P 1 , P 2 , T N 1 , T N 2 
COMMON/DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2,P1UOO) , P 2 U 0 0 ) , Τ Ν Η Ι Ο Ο 
COMMON/COATA/DATA(3500) 
C 0 M M C N / C 0 M T / I T I P 0 , N , N S , N P 1 , N P 2 , N P 3 , T P ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) . 
l l . R O l 1 0 ) , D R ! 1 0 ) , D X , V L R , R S , R 1 1 0 ) , R U , T M U I 1 0 0 ) ,TP 
2,TMUT( i 0 O ) , T C I U C O ) . D I T M U U O O ) ,D ITCO ( 100 ) , D T , P 
C O M M O N / C O M N / K B A , K T E , K B A R , K S , N R E G , D 1 ( 1 2 ) , D 2 I 1 2 ) 
1 2 ) , S P R ( 1 2 ) , C l l O , 1 0 0 ) , P I S ( I O O ) , 
2M( 1 0 0 ) , I M A X , D L O T U 0 ) , O L I 1 0 ) »BETA 110) , D E T A ( 1 0 ) , 
3 V O L T , A L 2 U O O ) , A B 2 U O 0 ) , -OLD,D 
4 0 C U O , 1 0 0 1 , I T , T O , K B I , V B A R , E P N , I 1 ( 1 2 ) , I 2 ( 1 2 ) , W ( 
5L2 ( 100 ) , O L M , O E M 1 U O O ) , D E M 2 U O O ) ,BP 
6 1 0 0 ) , I N T E R , E P S , I N T E , P E R , Ρ I N T , Ρ ( 1 2 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V I l 2 ) , S P R G , D A P F , L F 
8 A L 2 2 U 0 0 ) , 0 I N S , S P R C U ( 1 2 ) , 
9 P C U U 2 ) , P C O U 2 ) , P M O U 2 ) , SFCUI12 ) , SFCO( 1 2 ) ,SFMO 
A 2 ) , S R M 0 U 2 ) , D 1 C U U 2 ) , 0 1 C ü l 1 2 ) » D I M O I 12) , D 2 C U ( 1 2 
B W C U I 1 2 ) , W C 0 « 1 2 ) , W M O « 1 2 I . V C U I 1 2 ) , V C 0 1 1 2 Í , V M O ( 1 2 
C ) , S F 1 M 0 U 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C A N , P 0 W E R , D Z , D Z 2 , E P 2 U 0 0 
C I U C O ) , S F I 1 Í 1 0 0 ) , C 0 C H 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) 
1 T I P 0 = I C A N 
N = D A T A l 2 5 0 2 ) 8 0 . 1 
NS=IMAX 
N P l = N 8 1 
NP2=N82 NP3=N83 
DO 62 J = 1 , N P 3 
62 T P ( J , 1 ) * 0 . 0 
FN=FLOAT(N) 
D R U = 0 A T A ( 2 5 0 3 ) / ( 2 . 0 * F N ) 
DO 12 1 = 1 , Ν 
12 ORI I ) = D R U 
D R ( N P 1 ) = D A T A ( 2 5 0 4 ) 
D R ( N P 2 ) = D A T A ( 2 5 0 5 ) 
D R 1 N P 3 ) = D A T A ( 2 5 0 6 ) 
R U ) = DR( l ) 
DO 13 1 = 2 , N P 3 
13 RI I ) = R 1 I - D 8 D R U ) 
DO 14 1 = 1 , Ν 
R0( I ) = 0 A T A ( 2 5 0 7 ) 
SCI I ) = D A T A ( 2 5 1 l ) 
14 VL( I ) = 2 . 0 * D A T A I 2 5 1 5 ) / I D R ( I ) 8 0 R I I 8 1 ) I 
R 0 ( N P 1 » = D A T A ( 2 5 0 8 J 
R 0 ( N P 2 ) = 0 A T A ( 2 5 0 9 ) 
R 0 ( N P 3 ) = D A T A ( 2 5 1 0 ) 
S C ( N P 1 ) = D A T A 1 2 5 1 2 ) 
S C ( N P 2 ) = D A T A I 2 5 1 3 ) 
) , T N 2 I 1 0 0 ) 
TMED14) ,V 
I , W S , V L T 
O W U O . I O O 
, S R U 2 ) , S 
P 2 S U 0 0 ) , 
0 E L T , I M 1 , 
E R 1 I 1 0 0 ) , 1 2 ) , V U 2 ) 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 
) , B U , B E l l 
, L 1 , S P I , R 
S P R C 0 U 2 ) 
( 1 2 ) , S R C U 
) , D 2 C O U 2 
) , S F 1 C U I 1 K B L I U O O 
L I 1 0 ) , S C ( 10 
) ,PFAC F 1 U 2 ) S 0 R I 1 2 Ν Κ , Β Ε Ι 0 E R 2 I 1 , AL Κ 1 H I O O ) 1 0 0 ) , Β EP,SPC ,SPRMO 1 1 2 ) , S ) .D2M0 2 ) , S F 1 ) , S F U 
( 10) • S A U ) , S 0 R 1 0 0 ) , 0 0 ) , C 0 0 ) , Β , B I 2 I E2( 10 R, 
1 1 2 ) , RCO( 1 1 1 2 » , COI 12 2 ) , S F 
oo 
ISN 0035 










LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.07.17 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,0PT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOL IST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
ISN 0002 




ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 




SUBROUTINE CANCIUFVI) CANCIL REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1 C0MMON/DP/PMPT,PMl,PM2,PH100),P2( 100) , TNI 11 0 0 ) ,TN2 «100 CGMMON/CDATA/DATAÍ35C0) C0MM0N/COMT/ITIPO,N,NS,NPl ,NP2,NP3,TP(10 ,100) ,TMEDI4) ,V 1 ) , R 0 ( 1 0 ) , D R ( 1 0 ) , O X , V L R , R S , R ( 1 0 i , R U , T M U I l 0 0 ) ,TPI,WS,VLT 2 , T M U I U 0 0 ) , T C I t l 0 0 1 , D I T M U I 1 0 0 ) 1 D I T C 0 l l 0 0 ) , D T , P 0 W < 1 0 , 1 0 0 C0MM0N/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,D1U2) , 0 2 1 1 2 ) , S R U 2 ) , S I 2 T . S P R I 1 2 ) , C I 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , P I S ( 1 0 0 ) , P 2 S 1 1 0 0 ) , 2M110OI , IMAX,DLDTUO),DLU0) »BETAU 0 ) ,DET AUO ) ,DELT, IMI, 3 V 0 L T , A L 2 I 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 U 0 0 ) , DLD.DERH 1 0 0 ) , 40CI 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T 0 , K B I , V B A R , E P N , I H 1 2 ) , I 2 U 2 ) , W U 2 ) , V U 2 ) 5L-2I 100» ,DLM,DEM1UOO),DEM2I100) , EPH 1 0 0 » , ΒI 6 1 0 0 ) , INTER,EPS,Ι ΝΤΕ,PER,PI N T , P Í 1 2 ) , B U , B E I I 7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V U 2 ) , S P R G , D A P F , L F , L 1 , S P 1 , R 8 A L 2 2 U 0 0 ) , D I N S , S P R C U I 1 2 ) , :PRC0U2) 9 P C U I 1 2 ) , P C 0 U 2 ) , P M 0 U 2 ) , S F C U U 2 J ,SFCOl 12 ) .SFM0112) ,SRCU A 2 ) , S R M 0 U 2 ) , D 1 C U I 1 2 ) , D 1 C 0 U 2 ) 1 D 1 M 0 U 2 ) , D 2 C U ( 1 2 ) , D 2 C 0 U 2 B W C U U 2 ) , W C 0 U 2 ) , W M 0 U 2 ) , V C U I 1 2 ) , VC0I12 ) ,VM0I12) ,SF1CUI1 d . S F I M O « 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C A N , P 0 W E R , D Z , D Z 2 , E P 2 « 1 0 0 ) , B L H 1 0 0 Oli l O O i . S F I K l O O ) , C 0 C 1 I 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) 
DIMENSION T P P « 1 0 0 ) , C I I I 0 ) , D 1 1 1 0 ) , B I 1 1 0 ) , A I 1 1 0 ) , A « 1 0 ) , B l 1 T N U 0 ) DIMENSION PZUO) NVI=FVI81 .1 T=TO DO 61 1=1,NS T P P I I ) * T P ( N P 3 , I ) CALL VINIZ TP(NP3 ,1 )=TPI DO 150 1=2,NS DO 150 K=1,N ΡΟΜΙΚ,Ι 1 = P F A C I K ) * I S F I « I - 1 ) * I P 2 « I ) 8 P 2 I I - H ) * 0 D&P1Í 1 - 1 ) ) ) F=3 .14159*DRINP3)*IR(NP3)€RINP21)*R0(NP3)*WS CI! 1)=VL< 1 ) * R U ) 0 1 1 1 ) = F V I * R 0 1 1 ) * S C 1 1 ) * R 1 1 ) * R 1 1 ) / l 2 . 0 * 0 T ) B I ( 1 ) * - ( C K 1 ) 8 D I U ) ) DO. 11 1=2,NP1 A I ( I ) = V L ( I - l ) * R ( I - i ) CK I ) = V L U ) * R U ) DK I ) = F V I * R O ( I ) * S C ( I ) * O R l I ) * ( R I I - l ) 8 C 5 * D R I I » ) / D T BK i ) = ~ ( A i u ) 8 C K η ε ο κ I I ) AI(NP2)=VL(NP1)*R(NP1) CI(NP2)*VL(NP2)*R1NP2) DHNP2)=FVI*R0INP2)*SCINP2)*DRINP2)*IRINP1)8C5*DRINP2) B I I N P 2 ) = - I A H N P 2 ) 8 C H N P 2 ) 8 D H N P 2 ) I 
) 
L U O ) , S C I 1 0 
) , P F A C I 1 0 ) 
F U 1 2 ) , S A U S 0 R I 1 2 ) , S 0 R Ν Κ , Β Ε Ι 1 0 0 ) , D E R 2 U 0 0 ) , C , A L 1 U 0 0 ) , B 1 1 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 1 1 0 0 ) , B E 2 I 1 0 EP,SPCR, »SPRMOt12), I 1 2 ) , S R C 0 I 1 ) , D 2 M 0 I 1 2 ) , 2 ) , S F 1 C 0 I 1 2 ) , S F I 1 ? ) , S F 
IO),CAI 1 0 ) , 
1 
5 8 0 . 5 * S F I H I - 1 ) * I P 1 U 
)/DT 
ISN 0032 






1010 101 102 
5 
2 3 105 
AKNP3)=VL«NP2)*RINP2) 
DHNP3)=FVI*R01NP3)*SCINP3)*DRINP3)* (R(NP2) 80.5*OR«NP3> ) /0T 
G=SCINP3)*F /13 .14159*DZ) 
E = - C 5 * G 
B K N P 3 ) = - I A H N P 3 ) 8 0 . 5 * G 8 D I « N P 3 ) ) 
CONTINUE 
DO 17 1=2,NS 
IF(OATA12516)*DATA(2518) .GT.1 .0E-07)GO TO 4 
I F I F V I . G T . C H G O TO 1 0 1 0 PZl 1)=P0WU,I) DO 1000 K=2,N PZlK)=PZ(K-l)8P0WtK,I) TPINP3, I) = TPINP3,1-1)82.0*PZ(N)/G IFIDATA(2518).GT.1.0E-07)GO TD 1002 CALL HTC(TP(NP3,D) RR=1.0/VLT IF(DATA(2516).GT.1.0E-07)G0 TO 105 TPG=TPINP3,I)8PZ(N)/(RS8RR> KK=N-1 TPIN,I»=0.0 DO 1003 K=1,KK L=N-K TP(L,I)=PZ(L»/CHL)8TP(L81,U SUM=TPl 1,I)*R( 1)*RU1 DO 1004 J=2,KK SUM=SUM8TP(J,I)*DRIJ)*(R(J-1)8R(J)) TMA=SUM/R(N)/R(N) ALF=PZ(N)*«RS/R«NP1)8RU/R(N)) BET = PZ«N)*C5*( 1.O/R INP 1)61. O/R « N) ) C0ST=0ATA(2500) CALL GAPIZ ITMA,TPG , ALF,BET,RGAP,COST) GO TO 102 
I F ! 0 A T A I 2 5 1 6 ) . G T . 1 . O E - 0 7 ) G 0 TO 3 
CALL G A P I T M U U ) , T P ( N , I ) , T P ( N P 2 , I ) , R G A P ) 
CONTINUE 
VL (N)= l . 0 / (RU80 .5 *RGAP) 
VL(NPH = l .O/ (0 .5*RGAP8RS) 
DO 5 K=N,NP1 
A I ( K ) = V L ( K - 1 ) * R ( K - 1 ) 
C I (K )=VL(K)8R(K» 
B H K ) = - ( A I ( K ) 8 C K K ) 8 0 K K ) ) 
AKNP2)=VL(NP1)*R(NP1) 
B I ( N P 2 ) = - I A H N P 2 ) 8 C H N P 2 ) 8 D K N P 2 ) ) 
IF (DATA(2518 ) .GT . l .OE-O7)G0 TO 4 
CALL HTC(TP(NP3 , I ) ) 
CONTINUE 
RR=1.0/VLT 




ISN 0088 ISN 0089 ISN 0090 ISN 0091 ISN 0092 ISN 0093 ISN 0094 ISN 0095 ISN 0096 ISN 0097 ISN 0098 ISN 0099 ISN 010C ISN 0101 ISN 0102 





31 33 36 23 21 
80 
81 
Ë=­0.5* ΒΠΝΡ3) BU» = BI CA« 1)=C DO 18 K A(K)=AI B(K)=BI CA«K)=C DO 72 K TN«K)=­A«NP31= BINP3)= TNINP1) TN«NP2) TN«NP3) RISOLUZ DO 19 K ß(K)=8l TN«K)=T TPINP3, DO 20 K K1=NP3­ΤΡΙΚΙ,Ι CONTINU CALL IN IFIFVI) WRITE « DO 36 I WRITE « FORMAT FORMAT RETURN CONTINU DO 81 I DITMUI I DITCOI I RETURN END 
PAGE 003 
­IAKNP3)80.5*G8DI (NP3)) 1) ( 1) 2,NP2 Kl K) IK! ) ■ l.N IIK)*TPIK,I)­POW(K,I) KNP3) IINP3) ­DIINP =­DHNP =­DKNP IONE SI =2,NP3 K)­AIK) NtK)­A( I)=TN(N =1,NP2 Κ )=TN(Kl)/B(Kl)­TP(K18l,I»*CA(Kl)/B«Kl» E TE 31 6, 
1)*TPINP1,1) 2)*TPtNP2,I) 3)*TPINP3,I)8E*TPINP3,I­1) STEMA 
*CA«K­H/B(K­1) K)*TNIK­l)/R(K­l) P3)/BINP3) 
GR ,31,80 21) Τ = 1,NS 6,23) «TPtJ,I),J=l,NP3» ( IH0,10F10.3) ( 1H0///5X,3HT =F8.3//) 
E = 1,NS ) 
OJ 
=TMU(I81)­TMUIU811 )=0.5*(TP(NP3,I81)8TPINP3,I)­TCI II81)­TCIU) ) 
LEVEL 0 2 NOV. 66 O S / 3 6 0 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 9 1 / 0 9 . 0 7 . 3 2 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MA I N , O P T = 0 0 , L I N E C N T = 5 0 , S O U R C E , B C D , N O L I S T , D E C K , L O A D , M A P , N O E D I T , N O I D 
C 
ISN 0 0 0 2 SUBROUTINE CANSL < F V I ) 
C CANSL 
ISN 0 0 0 3 R E A L * 8 P M 1 , P M 2 , Ρ Μ Ρ Τ , P I , P 2 , TN1 ,TN2 
ISN 0 0 0 4 COMMON/OP/PMPT,PM1,PM2,P1UOO> ,P2« 1 0 0 ) »TN1 UOO ) . T N 2 U 0 0 ) 
ISN 0 0 0 5 COMMON/C0ATA/DATAI3500) 
ISN 0 0 0 6 C 0 M M 0 N / C U M T / I T I P 0 , N , N S , N P 1 , N P 2 , N P 3 , T P U 0 , 1 0 0 ) , T M E D ( 4 ) , V L ( 10 ) , SC ( 10 
D . R O « 1 0 ) , O R « 1 0 ) , D X , V L R , R S , R « 1 0 ) » R U . T M U I 1 0 0 ) , T P I , W S , V L T 
2 . T M U K 1 C 0 ) , T C I U 0 0 ) , D I T M U U 0 0 ) , 0 1 TCO ( 1 0 0 ) , D T , P 0 W ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , » F A C ( 10 ) 
I S N 0 0 0 7 COMMON/COMN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS ,NREG,DH 12 ) , D2 ( 1 2 ) , SR l 12 ) , SF Κ 12 ) , S A U 
1 2 ) , S P R t 1 2 ) , C ( 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , Ρ I S ( 1 0 0 ) , P 2 S Í 1 0 0 ) , S O R ( 1 2 ) , S O R 
2M( I C O ) , IMAX, DL D T U 0 ) , D L U O J , Β Ε Τ Δ ( Ι Ο ) ,ΟΕΤΑ ( 10 ) , DELT , I M l , NK, BE I 1 0 0 » , 
3 V O L T , A L 2 U 0 0 ) , A B 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , D L D . D E R K 1 0 0 ) . 0 E R 2 U 0 0 ) , C 
4 Û C U C , I C C ) , I T , TO,KB I ,VB AR , Ε Ρ Ν , 11 ( 12 > , 1 2 ( 1 2 ) ,W ( 1 2 ) , V U 2 ) , AL 11 100 ) , R 
5 L 2 U 0 0 ) , 0 L M , 0 E M 1 U 0 0 ) , D E M 2 U 0 0 ) , EP1 ( 1 0 0 1 , B I Η 100 ) , B I 21 
6 1 0 0 ) , I N T E R , E P S , I N T E , P E R , P I N T , P U 2 I , B U , B E 1 U 0 0 ) , B E 2 1 1 0 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V ( 1 2 ) , S P R G . D A P F , L F , L I , S P I , R E P , S P C R , 
8 AL 22 ( 1 0 0 ) , 0 1 N S , S P R C U U 2 > , SPRCO ( 12 ) , SPRMO« 1 2 ) , 
9 P C U U 2 ) , P C 0 ( 1 2 ) , P M 0 ( 12) , S F C U « 1 2 ) , S F C 0 U 2 ) , S F M 0 U 2 ) , SRCU ( l 2 ) , S R C O U 
A2 ) , SRMO ( 1 2 ) , DICU« 12 ) .D ICO ( 1 2 ) »DIMOI 12) , 02CII ( 1 2 ) , 0 2 C 0 U 2 ) , 02MÜ( 1 2 ) , 
BWCUÍ 12 ) » W C 0 U 2 ) , WMO ( 1 2 ) , V C U U ? ) , V C 0 ( 1 2 ) , V M 0 U 2 ) ,SF I C U I 1 2 ) , SF 1C0I 12 ι 
C ) , S F 1 M O U 2 ) ! I D I R , S P B , I C A N , P O W E R , O Z , D Z 2 , É P 2 U O O ) , B L 1 U O O ) , S F U 2 ) . S F D K 1 0 0 ) , S F I 1 I 1 0 0 ) , C 0 C H 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) " f 
DIMENSION PZ« IO ) * 
DIMENSION TPP« 100» ,C I ( 1 0) ,D I ( 1 0 ) , B I 110) , Α Π Ι Ο ) , A U O ) , B U O ) , C M 1 0 ) , ι 
l T N t 1 0 ) 
N V I = F V I 8 1 . 1 
T=TO 
DO 6 1 1 = 1 , N S 
6 1 TPP« I ) = T P « N P 3 , I ) 
CALL V I N I Z 
T P I N P 3 , 1) = TP I 
DO 150 1=2 ,NS 
DO 150 K = 1 , N 
15C P O W I K . I ) = P F A C ( K ) * « S F I U - l ) * « P 2 l I ) 8 P 2 ( 1 - 1 ) ) * 0 . 5 8 0 . 5 * S F 111 I - 1 ) * | P 1 U 
κερ ί« i - η )) 
C K 1 ) = V L I 1 ) 
DI« 1) = F V I * R 0 I 1 ) * S C ( 1 ) * D R ( 1 ) / O T 
Β Κ 1 1 = - I C H 1 ) 8 0 I t 1) ) 
00 11 1 = 2 , N P 1 
A l t I ) = V L U - 1 ) 
C I« I ) = V L U ) 
DI« I ) = F V I * R O « I ) * S C « I ) * D R | I » / D T 
11 B i t I ) = - ( A I U > 8 C H I » 8 0 I I I ) ) 
A I ( N P 2 ) = V L I N P 1 ) 
C I ( N P 2 ) = V L ( N P 2 ) 
D K N P 2 ) = F V I * R O I N P 2 ) * S C t N P 2 ) * D R I N P 2 ) / D T 
B H N P 2 ) = - t A K N P 2 ) 8 C I t NP2 ) 80 I ( NP2) ) 




ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN ISN 
ISN 




0011 0012 0013 0014 0015 0016 0017 0018 
0019 
0020 0021 0022 0023 0024 0025 0026 0027 0028 0029 0030 00 31 






1010 101 102 
5 
2 3 105 
0KNP3)=FVI*R0(NP3)*SC1NP3)*DR(NP3) /DT 
G=SC(NP3)*R0(NP3)*WS*DR(NP3)/0Z 
B K N P 3 ) = - ( A H N P 3 ) 8 G 8 D I ( N P 3 ) ) 
CONTINUE 
00 17 1=2,NS 
IF(DATA(2516)*DATAI2 5 1 8 ) . G T . 1 . 0 E - 0 7 ) G 0 TO 
I F I F V I . G T . C D G O TO 1010 
P Z ( l ) = P O W ( 1 , 1 ) 
DO 1000 K=2,N 
PZ IK)=PZ(K-1 )8P0W(K, I ) 
I P ( N P 3 , I ) = T P I N P 3 , I - 1 ) 8 2 . 0 * P Z 1 N ) / G 
I F ( D A T A ( 2 5 1 8 I . G T . l . 0 E - 0 7 1 G 0 TO 1002 
CALL HTC(TP1NP3, I I I 
RR=1.0/VLT 
IF IDATA12516) .GT. I .OE-07)GO TO 105 
TPG=TPINP3, I )8PZIN) / (RS8RR) 
KK=N-1 
T P 1 N , U = C 0 
DO 1003 K=1,KK 
L=N-K 
TP IL , I ) = P Z I L ) / C H L ) 8TPI L 8 l , I I 
SUM=TP1 1,1) 






CALL GAPIZ ITMA,TPG,ALF,BET,RGAP,COST) 
GO TO 102 
I F I D A T A I 2 5 1 6 ) . G T . l . 0 E - 0 7 ) G 0 TO 3 CALL GAPtTMUtI),TP Ι Ν,11,ΤΡΙNP2,I),RGAP) 
CONTINUE 
VL(NI=1.0 / IRU80.5*RGAP) 
VLINP1) = 1 .0 / IC5*RGAP8RS) 
DO 5 K=N,NP1 
A K K ) = VL IK-1 ) 
C K K ) = V L I K ) 
B K K ) = - I A H K ) 8 C I I K ) a D I ( K ) ) 
AKNP2)=VL«NPH 
B K N P 2 l = - I A K N P 2 ) 8 C I I N P 2 ) 8 0 n N P 2 ) ) 
I F I D A T A I 2 5 1 8 ) . G T . l . 0 E - 0 7 ) G O TO 4 
CALL H T C I T P I N P 3 , D ) CONTINUE RR=1.0/VLT VL(NP2)=1.0/IRS6RRI CKNP2)=VLINP2) BIINP2)=-IAIINP2)8CHNP2)8DKNP2)) AIINP3»=VL(NP2) 
BI INP3)=-1AKNP3)8G8DKNP3) ) 
PAGE 002 
ISN 0088 ISN 0089 ISN 0090 ISN 0091 ISN 0092 ISN 0093 ISN 0094 ISN 0095 ISN 0096 ISN 0097 ISN 0098 ISN 0099 ISN 0100 







31 33 36 23 21 
80 
81 
B I 1 ) = B K 1 ) 
CAI 1 ) * C K 1) 
DO 18 K=2,NP2 
A I K ) = A I I K ) 
B IK)=BI (K ) 
CA«K)=CI(K) 
DO 72 K=1,N 
 T N I K ) = - D K K ) * T P I K , I ) - P O W ( K , I ) 
A(NP3) = AKNP3) 
BINP3)=BI INP3) 
T N ( N P 1 ) = - D I ( N P 1 ) * T P ( N P 1 , I ) 
T N I N P 2 ) = - D H N P 2 ) * T P I N P 2 , I ) 
T N I N P 3 ) = - G * T P I N P 3 , I - 1 ) - D H N P 3 ) * T P I N P 3 , I ) 
RISOLUZIONE SISTEMA 
DO 19 K=2,NP3 
B ( K ) = B ( K l - A ( K ) * C A ( K - l ) / B ( K - l ) 
T N ( K ) = T N ( K ) - A I K ) * T N I K - 1 ) / B ( K - 1 ) 
TP INP3 ,H=TNINP3) /B INP3 ) 
DO 20 K=1,NP2 
K1=NP3-K 
T P ( K 1 , I ) = T N I K 1 ) / B I K 1 ) - T P I K 1 8 1 , I ) * C A ( K 1 ) / B ( K 1 ) 
CONTINUE 
CALL INTEGR 
I F ( F V I ) 3 1 , 3 1 , 8 0 
WRITE 16 ,211 Τ 
DO 36 1=1,NS 
WRITE ( 6 , 2 3 ) I T P I J . I ) , J = 1 , N P 3 ) 
FORMAT I I H C I O F 1 0 . 3 ) 
FORMAT U H 0 / / / 5 X , 3 H T = F 8 . 3 / / ) 
RETURN 
CONTINUE 
DO 81 I=1,NS 
OITMUI I )=TMUU81)-TMUK 181) 




LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS NAME--
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.07.46 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,S0URCE,8CD,NOLIST,OECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEOIT,N0ID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 
ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 
ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 
SUBROUTINE VINIZ REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1, 
C0MM0N/DP/PMPT,PM1,PM2, COMMON/CDATA/DATA135 00) COMMCN/COMT/ITIPO,N,NS, 
1 ) , R 0 U 0 ) , D R I 10 ) ,DX,VLR, 
2.TMUII 1C0) ,TCH 100) ,DIT 
COMMON/COMN/ΚΒΑ,ΚΤΕ,ΚΒΑ 
12) ,SPRI 1 2 » , C U O , 1 0 0 » , 
2 M U 0 O ) , IMAX.DLDTUO) ,DL 
3V0LT,AL 2 1 1 0 0 ) , A B 2 I 1 0 0 ) , 
4 0 C I 1 0 , 1 0 0 ) , I T , T O , K B I,VB 
5L2 I100 ) ,DLM,DEMK100 ) ,D 
6 1 0 0 ) , INTER 
7 0 ) , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I 
8 AL 
9 P C U t l 2 ) , P C 0 I 1 2 ) , P M 0 I 1 2 ) 
A 2 1 , S R M 0 I 1 2 ) , D 1 C U U 2 ) , D I 
BWCUU2) tWC0l 12) ,WM0U2) 
CKSFIMOI 1 2 ) , I D I R , S P B , I C 
0 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , S F I H 1 0 0 ) , 
GO TO 1 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 1 0 ) , I N T E 
1 I F ( D A T A ( 2 5 2 1 ) - 0 . 0 0 0 1 ) 1 1 
11 INTE=4 
GO TO 4 
12 TPI=DATA(252l ) 
INTE=2 
GO τα io 
2 TPI=TPI8DATA(2522) 
T P I I = T P I 
INTE=3 
I F ( C A T A « 2 5 2 3 ) . E Q . 0 . 0 ) I N 
3 ΤΡ Ι=ΤΡ Ι ΐ εΤ0*0ΑΤΑ(2523 ) 
GO TO 10 
4 DO 5 1=1,20 
TOAV=OATAl182901) 





GO TO 8 
7 TPI=0ATA1182801) 






P H 1 0 0 ) , P 2 ( 100) ,ΤΑΙΗ-ΙΟΟΙ , T N 2 U 0 O ) 
NP1,NP2,NP3, 
R S . R l l O ) , R U , 
MUI100) ,DITC 
R,KS,NREG,D1 




t C R , K V U 2 ) , S 
22 (100 ) ,O INS 
, S F C U U 2 ) , S F 




, 1 1 , 1 2 
ΤΡΜΟ,ΙΟΟ) ,ΤΜΕΠΙ 
TMUUOO) »TPl.WS, 
0 U 0 O ) , D T , P 0 W U 0 
112) , D 2 U 2 ) , S R U 
P I S U 0 0 ) , P 2 S U 
I ,DETAI10 ) ,DELT , 
DL0,DER1U 
) , 1 2 ( 1 2 ) , W U 2 ) , V 
,ΕΡΗΙΟΟ 
R , P I N T , P U 2 ) , B U , 
PRG,DAPF,LF,L1,S 
,SPRCUU2),SPRC0 ¿ΟΙ12 ) ,5ΕΜ0112) , 1 2 ) , D 2 C U U 2 ) , 0 2 C ( 1 2 ) , V M 0 U 2 ) , S F 1 DZ2,EP2UOO»,BL1 10 ,100) 
4 ) , V L U 0 ) , S C U 0 VLT , 1 0 0 ) , P F A C U 0 ) 2 ) , S F 1 U 2 ) , S A U 00) ,SORI12) ,SOR Ι Μ Ι , Ν Κ , Β Ε Ι Ι Ο Ο ) , 00) , 0 E R 2 U 0 0 ) , C ( 1 2 ) , ALK 1 0 0 ) , Β ) , B I Í ( 1 0 0 ) , B I 2 ( Β Ε Π 1 0 0 ) , Β Ε 2 Ι 1 0 P1,REP,SPCR, U2 ) ,SPRM0I 1 2 ) , SRCUH?),SRCOU 0 I 1 2 ) , 0 2 M 0 I 1 2 ) , CUU2) ,SF1C0( 12 I 1 0 0 ) , S F U 2 ) , S F 
TE = 5 
V-TRDI) / (TOAV-TODI) 
ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 ISN 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0048 ISN 0049 ISN 0050 ISN 0051 ISN 0052 ISN 0053 ISN 0054 ISN 0055 ISN 0056 ISN 0057 ISN 0058 ISN 0059 ISN 0060 ISN 0061 ISN 0062 ISN 0063 ISN 0064 ISN 0065 









GO TO I 21,22,23,24,20),INTER IFlDATAt25 24)-1.0E-06)3 0,30,40 INTER=4 GO TO 24 WS=DATA12524) INTER=2 GO TO 20 WS=WS8DATA(2525) 
WSI=WS 
INTER=3 
IFtDATA«2526) .EQ.0 .C) INTER=5 
WS=WSI£T0*DATA12526) GO TO 20 00 15 1=1,20 TOAV=DATA(183101) IF«T0-T0AV)16,17,15 VAV=DATA<183001) VDI=0ATAII63000) 
T0DI=DATAl Π 3 1 0 0 ) 
WS=VDI8«T0 -T0DI ) * IVAV-VOI ) / I TOAV-TODI) 
GO TO 20 
WS=CATAU83001 I 









LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.07.57 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCD,NOLIST,DECK,LOAO,MAP,NOEDIT,NOID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 
TPl10,100 TMUUOO) , 01100),DT (12 ),D2U PISI 100 »,ΟΕΤΑΙΙΟ DLD ),12(12), 
R,PINT,PÍ PRG.DAPF, »SPRCUI12 C0U2),SF 12I.D2CUI «12),VM0I DZ2,EP2U 10,100) 
SUBROUTINE INTEGR REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1,TN2 C0MM0N/DP/PMPT.PM1,PM2,P1UC0I,P2(1 COMMON/CDATA/DATA13500) C0MM0N/C0MT/ITIP0,N,NS,NP1,NP2,NP3, 1),R0« 10) ,DRI 101 ,DX,VLR,RS,RU01 ,RU, 2,TMUH 1 0 0 ) , T C I 1 1 0 0 ) .OITMUUOO) ,DITC C0MN0N/C0MN/KBA,KTE,KBAR,KS,NREG,D1 1 2 ) , S P R I 1 2 ) , C U 0 , 1 0 0 ) , 2 M U 0 0 ) , IMAX,DLDTt 10),OL 110),BETA 110 3V0LT,AL 2 ( 1 0 0 ) , AB2I 1 0 0 ) , 4ÜCI10, 1 0 0 ) , I T , T 0 , K B I , V B A R , E P N , U U 2 5L21 100) , DIM, DEM 11100 ),DE M2U 00) 6 1 0 0 ) , INTER.EPS,INTE,PE 
7 0 1 , N R I T , S B E T A , I D S T , S I , I T C R , K V U 2 ) , S 8 AL22U00 ) »DINS 9 P C U U 2 ) , P C O U 2 ) , P M O t l 2 ) 1 S F C U U 2 ) , S F A 2 ) , S R M 0 U 2 ) . D I C U I 1 2 ) » O l C O l 1 2 ) , 0 1 M 0 I BWCUU2),WC0I12),WM0I12) , VCUI12 ) , VCO C) ,SF1M0I12) . ID IR,SPB, ICAN,P0WER,DZ, D I I I O O I . S F I I I 1 0 0 1 , C0C1I JJ=ICAN NSM1=NS-1 FNSV=FL0AT(NSM1) GO TO I 10, 20), J J 10 TMUR=0 
DO 2 1=2,NS SUMTP=TPll,I )*RU)*RU) DO 1 J=2,N 1 SUMTP=SUMTP8TPtJ , I ) *12 .0 *R IJ - l )80RI J ) ) * D R I J ) TMUI I )=SUMTP/ IR IN) *R IN) ) 2 TMUR=TMUR8TMUII) TMEDI1)=TMUR/FNSV GO TO 30 TMUR=0.0 DO 7 1=2,NS SUMTP=0.0 00 8 J=1,N SUMTP=SUMTP8TP«J,I)*DRI J) TMUU) = SUMTP/RIN) TMUR=TMUR8TMUII) TMEDI 1) = TMUR/FNS.V TM2=0.0 DO 3 I=2,NS TM2=TM28TP«NP1,I) TMED12)=TM2/FNSV TM3=0 DO 4 I=2»NS 
ΟΟΙ ,ΤΝΠΙΟΟΙ . T N 2 U 0 0 1 




ISN 0035 4 TM3=TM38TP«NP2,I) ISN 0036 TMED(3)=TM3/FNSV ISN 0037 TM4=0.5*«TP«NP3,l)8TP(NP3,NS») ISN 0038 DO 5 I=2,NSM1 ISN 0039 5 TM4=TM48TP«NP3,I» ISN 0040 TMED(4)=TM4/FNSV ISN 0041 RETURN ISN 0042 END 
o o 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN Η ΠΑΤΕ 67.191/09.08.06 
COMPILER OPTIONS ­ NAME= MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCO,NOL IST»DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NO IO 
C 
ISN 0 0 0 2 SUBROUTINE HTCÍTPCO» 
I S N 0 0 0 3 COMMJN/CDATA/DATA135C0) 
ISN 0 0 0 4 C O M M O N / C O M T / I T I P O , N , N S , N P 1 , N P 2 , N P 3 , T P U O , 1 0 0 > , TMED t 4 » , VL I IO» , SCI 10 
1 ) , R 0 Í l O Í . D R « 1 0 ) , O X , V L R , R S , R U 0 ) »RU.TMUUOO» , T P I , W S , V L T 
. „„ , _ „ 2 . T M U I Í 1 0 0 ) , TCI ( 1 0 0 » . O I T M U U O O ) , 0 1 TCO ( 1 0 0 ) , D T , POWÍIO , 100 ) , PFACl 1 0 ) 
ISN 0 0 0 5 EOUIVALENCE(A1 ,OATA«3481 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 0 6 E 0 U I V A L E N C E ( A 2 , D A T A ( 3 4 8 2 ) » 
ISN 0 0 0 7 EQUIVALENCE«A3,DATA13483») 
I S N 0 0 0 8 E 0 U I V A L E N C E ( A 4 , 0 A T A ( 3 4 8 4 ) » 
ISN 0 0 0 9 EQUIVALENCE(A5 ,DATA(3485>» 
ISN 0 0 1 0 EQUIVALENCE(A6,DATA13486>» 
ISN 0 0 1 1 EQUIVALENCE«A7,DATA«3487) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 2 EQUIVALENCE«A8,ΟΑΤΑt 3 4 8 8 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 3 E Q U I V A L E N C E ( A 9 , D A T A ( 3 4 8 9 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 4 E Q U I V A L E N C E ! A I O , D A T A Í 3 4 9 0 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 5 E Q U I V A L E N C E « A l l , D A T A ( 3 4 9 1 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 6 E Q U I V A L E N C E ( A 1 2 , D A T A ( 3 4 9 2 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 7 EQUIVALENCE t D I A H , D A T A ( 3 4 9 7 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 1 8 EQUIVALENCE(A18 ,DATA«3496)> 
ISN 0 0 1 9 EQUIVALENCE«A19,0ATA«3499)» 
ISN 0 0 2 0 EQUIVALENCE«A20 ,ΟΑΤΑ(3500 ) ) 
ISN 0 0 2 1 2 T I N V 1 = 1 . 0 / T P C O 
ISN 0 0 2 2 T I N V 2 = T I N V 1 * T I N V 1 
ISN 0 0 2 3 T I N V 3 = T I N V 1 * T I N V 2 
ISN 0 0 2 4 R O C 0 = A 1 8 A 2 * T I N V 1 8 A 3 * T I N V 2 8 A 4 * T I N V 3 
ISN 0 0 2 5 CSCC=A58A6*TPC0 
ISN 0 0 2 6 V I S C O = A 7 6 A 8 * T I N V 1 8 A 9 * T 1 N V 2 S A 1 0 * T I N V 3 
ISN 0 0 2 7 CONCO=AH8A12*TPCO 
ISN 0 0 2 8 PRANCT=V1SC0*CSC0/C0NC0 
ISN 0 0 2 9 REYN=ROCO*OIAH*WS/VISCO 
ISN 0 0 3 0 V L T = A 1 8 * C O N C 0 * R E Y N * * A 1 9 * P R A N D T * * A 2 0 / D I A H 
ISN 0 0 3 1 RETURN 
ISN 0 0 3 2 END 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.08.14 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAMF= MA IN,OPT=00,LINECNT = 50,SOURCE,BCD,NOI IST»DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDΙ Τ,ΝΟΙD 
C ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE AZER ISN 0003 C0MMON/C0MN/B(5774) ISN 0004 C0MM0N/C0MT/A(2578) ISN 0005 DO 1J=1,2578 ISN 0006 1 A( J ) = C C ISN 0007 D02 J=l,5774 ISN 0008 2 6(J)=0.0 ISN 0009 RETURN ISN 0010 END 
o 
Cs) 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME' 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 6 7 . 1 9 1 / 0 9 . 0 8 . 2 1 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BCO,NOLIST,DECK,LOAD,MAP,NOEDIT,NOID 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 
ISN 0005 
ISN 0006 ISN 0007 ISN 0008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 ISN 0011 ISN 0012 ISN 0013 ISN 0014 ISN 0015 ISN 0016 ISN 0017 ISN 0018 ISN 0019 ISN 0020 ISN 0021 ISN 0022 ISN 0023 ISN 0024 ISN 0025 ISN 0026 ISN 0027 ISN 0028 ISN 0029 ISN 0030 ISN 0031 ISN 0032 ISN 0033 ISN 0034 ISN 0035 ISN 0036 ISN 0037 ISN 0038 ISN 0039 ISN 0040 ISN 0041 ISN 0042 ISN 0043 IST, 0044 ISN 0045 ISN 0046 ISN 0047 
ISN 0048 
SUBROUTINE GAPIZITMA.TPG,ALP,BET,RGAP,COST) COMMON/CDATA/DATAI3500) 
AFUNFIRGAP)=9.7*C0ST*IAA8BB*RGAP)*IALFeBET*RGAP)/IIALFÍBET*RGAP6TA 1G)* *1 .65-TT) -RGAP 
BFUNFIR€AP)=9.7*C0ST*5.C*(ALF6BET*RGAP)/((ALFSBET*RGAP€TAG)**1.65 1-TT)-RGAP TAG*TPG£273.0 AA=-58.080.165*TAG-0.148*(TMAeALFl BB=-0.148*BET TT=TÄG**1.65 IF(AA-5.0)8,8,18 18 RGAP=(5.0-AA)/BB X=AFUNF«RGAP) IFIX)19,4,8 19 XV=X RV=0.0 7 RV1=RGAP RGAP*0.5*IRGAP8RV) X=AFUNF(RGAP) IF(ABSIX/RGAP)-0.001)4,3,3 3 SIGN=X*XV XV* X IFISIGN)5,5.7 5 RV=RV1 GO TO 7 4 GI0=AA8BB*RGAP GO TO 9 8 GI0=5.0 RV=0.0 XV=-1.0 RGAP=0.0l 111 X=BFUNFIRGAP) IFIX)12,9,11 11 RV=RGAP RGAP=2.0*RGAP 
GO τα u i 12 RV1=RGAP RGAP=0.5*1RGAP£RV) X=BFUNF(RGAP) IF(ABSIX/RGAP1-0 .001)9 ,13 ,13 13 SIGN=X*XV 




LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= 
C 
OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.08.30 
MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,S0URCE,BC0,NOLIST,DECK,L0AD,MAP,NOEDtΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 ISN 0007 
ISN 0008 
ISN 0009 
SUBROUTINE GAP<TPUR»TPS»TPG»RGAP1 COMMON/COATA/DATA(3 500) GIO=-58.0£0.313*ITPG827 3.0)-0.148*ITPUR8273.0) IF(GIO-5.0)1,2,2 1 GIO=5.0 2 RGAP=9.7#GIO*(TPS-TPG)/((TPS8273.0)**1.65-(TPG8273.0)**1.65)* 1DATAI2500) RETURN END 
o 
LEVEL 02 NOV. 66 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 67.191/09.08.37 
ISN 0002 ISN 0003 ISN 0004 ISN 0005 ISN 0006 
ISN 0007 
COMPILER OPTIONS­ NAME* MAIN,OPT=00,LINECNT=50,SOURCE,BOD,NOLIST,DECK,ΙΟΑΟ,ΜΑΡ,ΝΟΕΟΙΤ,ΝΟΙΟ 
C TEST SUBROUTINE TEST REAL*8 PM1,PM2,PMPT,P1,P2,TN1.TN2 C0MM0N/DP/PMPT.PM1,PM2,PI 1 1 0 0 ) , P 2 1 1 0 0 ) , T N 1 ( 1 0 0 1 , T N 2 ( 1 0 0 ) 
COMMON/COATA/DATAI 3500) C0MM0N/COMT/ IT IP0 ,N ,NS ,NP l ,NP2 ,NP3 ,TP I10 ,100 ) ,TMED(4 ) ,VLU0) ,SC I lO 1> ,R0(10 ) ,DR!10 ) ,DX ,VLR,RS,R(10 )»RU.TMUI100 ) ,ΤΡΙ,WS,VLT 2 , T M U I ( 1 0 0 ) , T C I ( 1 0 0 ) , D I T M U ( 100) .DITCOUOO) ,DT,POW( 1 0 , 100 ) , PFACÍ10) 
ISN (7008 ISN 0009 ISN 0010 













1 6 1 1 
1 6 2 1 
1 7 0 1 
1 7 8 1 
1 8 5 1 
OELT 
NRIT 
C 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
C 1 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 3 
C 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
C O 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.IOOOOOE 0 3 














C ICCCOOE 02 
O.IOOOOOE 0 1 
O.HOOOCE 02 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
C I O O O O O E - O l 
0 .10COOOE-01 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 
0 . 1 1 C 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
- C 1 0 0 C C 0 E - 0 3 
C.IOOCOOE 02 
C O 







1 0 1 
1613 
1853 
C 2 1 0 C 0 0 E 
O.IOOOOOE 
C 2 1 0 C C 0 E 
0 . 9 C 0 0 0 0 E 
0 . 0 
0 . 9 0 0 0 0 0 E 
C 3 0 0 0 0 0 E -
0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 E 
0 . 3 C 0 0 0 0 E 
I T = 0 



















0 . 2 0 0 0 0 0 E 0 1 
0 . 0 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 
0 . 1 5 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
0 . 1 0 0 0 0 0 E - 0 3 
0 . 1 5 0 0 0 0 E - 0 1 
0 . 3 0 0 O O O E - 0 2 
O.IOOOOOE 03 









0 . 0 
O.IOOOOOE-
O.IOOOOOE 
0 . 2 5 0 0 0 0 E 
O.IOOOOOE 
0 . 2 5 0 0 0 0 E 












1 0 4 
1856 
0 . 5 0 0 0 0 0 E 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 






1 C 1 0 0 0 0 E 01 
1 0.10000E 01 
2 C10000E 01 
2 C10000E 01 
21 
0 . 10000E-01 
0 .10000E-01 
CIOOOCE-Ol 
0 . 10000E-01 
0.90000E 00 0.0 0.90000E 00 0.30000E-02 
O.lOOOOE-03 0.15000E-01 O.lOOOOE-03 0.150O0E-01 
0.10000E 08 0.0 0.25000E 06 0.10000E 08 0.0 0.25000E 06 
RICERCA CRITICITÀ 
EARRE A BANCO -SEZIONE 01 VELENO 0.3000E-02 
SPRG = 0.10000E 03 DAPF = O.lOOOOE-03 LF = 200 ITCR = 1 
ITERAZIONI 13 PM2 0.110600 01 REP C 2 3 5 0 7 E - 0 4 VELENO 0 . 1 0 4 0 8 E 03 



































































0 . 0 
0 . 2 5 2 0 6 Ü 00 
C 4 9 7 2 6 D 00 
0 . 7 2 8 9 5 0 00 
C .94C81D 00 
O. 11271D O l 
C 1 2 8 2 7 D Ol 
C 1 4 0 3 3 0 O l 
0 . 1 4 8 5 3 D O l 
0 . 1 5 2 4 9 D O l 
0 . 1 5 1 5 2 0 O l 
0 . 1 5 2 4 9 D O l 
0 . 1 4 8 5 3 D O l 
C 1 4 C 3 3 D O l 
C 1 2 8 2 7 D O l 
0 . 1 1 2 7 1 0 O l 
C . 9 4 0 8 0 0 00 
0 . 7 2 8 9 4 D 00 
0 . 4 9 7 2 6 D 00 
0 . 2 5206D 00 
0 . 0 
0.3000ÖE-02 
0 . 3 Ü 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
0 . 3 00ÜOE-02 
0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
0.3OO0OE-O2 
0.3CO0OF-O2 
0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
0 . 3 0 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
0 . 3 C 0 0 0 E - 0 2 
C 2 1 1 2 5 E - 0 2 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
Ü.O 
0 . 0 
MEDIE 0 . 1 4 7 7 6 D O l 0..10000Ü Ol 
C.10000 TO = FLMl 0.465IE Cl FLM2 0.3154E Cl 








TO C 10000 IT = 100 PER 0.80178E-01 
LO J 





















C 1 1 9 1 6 D 
0 . 2 3 4 8 3 0 
0 . 3 4 3 6 1 0 
0 . 4 4 2 3 3 0 
C 5 2 8 0 9 D 
0 . 5 9 8 3 7 D 0 . 6 5 1 1 7 C 0 . 6 8 5 0 7 0 
0 . 6 9 9 6 6 0 
0 . 6 9 6 8 6 0 
C 6 8 6 3 1 0 C 6 6 C 9 9 D 
C 6 19740 
0 . 5 6 3 1 7 0 
0 . 4 9 2 5 7 C 
C 4 0 9 6 8 C 
C 3 1 6 5 6 C 
C 2 1 5 5 3 C 
0 . 1 0 9 1 3 0 



















0 . 8 C 9 8 4 D 
0 . 1 5 9 5 9 0 
C 2 3 3 5 3 D 
C 3 0 0 6 2 D 
0 . 3 5 8 8 9 D 
0 . 4 0 6 6 4 0 0 . 4 4 2 4 2 D 0 . 4 6 5 0 8 D 
0 . 4 7 3 4 3 D 
0 . 4 6 5 1 5 0 
0 . 4 6 ? 8 6 D C 4 4 6 9 2 D 
C 4 1 9 3 0 D 
0 . 3 8 1 0 9 D 
0 . 3 3 3 3 3 0 
0 . 2 7 7 2 4 0 
0 . 2 1 4 2 2 D 
0 . 1 4 5 8 6 D 
C 7 3 8 5 1 D 






01 0 1 01 
0 1 
01 









C . 3 0 0 0 0 F -
C . 2 9 0 0 0 E -
C .2900UE-
0 . 2 9 0 0 0 E -
C . 2 9 0 0 0 E -
C . 2 9 0 0 0 E -
C.29C0CF-C . 2 9 0 0 0 E -C.2 9ÜC0E-
C . 2 9 0 0 0 E -
0 . 2 0 6 2 5 E -
0 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
0 . 0 
C O 
0 . 0 














PEDIE C45364D Cl C307C5D 01 
COSTANZA ASSIALE 
TEST 2 
8 0 . 
12 0 . 
1 6 0 1 0 . 
1611 C 
1620 - 0 . 
11C2 0 . 
25C1 
2 5 0 7 
2 5 1 3 
2 5 1 9 
0. 0. 0. 0. 
100000E 0 100000E 0 2CC0CCE-C 100OOOE-C 100000E C 0 130000E 0 100000E 0 0 
1 1 
7. 3 3 25C2 2 2508 1 2514 2520 
13 0.30CC00E 06 14 O.IOOOOOE 02 15 0.500000E 01 
DELT = 0.10000E-03 
0.40COOOF 01 2503 0.1OOO0OE-O2 2509 0.10COOOE 01 2515 0.0 2521 
TU = 0.0 IT = 
C160000E 01 2504 0.270000E 01 2510 0.200000E 00 2516 0.200000F 03 2522 
IMAX 
16 O.IOOOOOE 01 
0.100000E-01 2505 O.IOOOOOE 01 2511 0.200000E-01 2517 0.0 2523 
C750000F-01 2506 C150000E 00 2512 0.200000E 01 2518 0.0 2524 
0.240000E 00 0.500000E 01 C166000E 01 O.IOOOOOE 04 
21 NREG = 







C 1 0 0 0 0 E 
O.IOOCOE 









0 . ÌOOOOE-Ol 
0 . 10000E-01 
0 . 10000E-01 
0.90000E 






















SPRG * 0.2C000E-02 OAPF = 0.IOOOOE-03 LF * 200 ITCR * 1 
ITERAZIONI 
48 
TO * 0.0 
PM2 





0 . 3 1 2 1 8 E - 0 2 














PI P2 VELENO 
1 0 . 0 
2 0.34524D 00 
3 0 . 6 8 2 9 2 D 00 
4 0 . 1 0 0 5 6 D 01 
5 0 . 1 3 0 6 3 C 01 
0 . 1 5 7 8 3 0 01 
C 1 8 1 5 7 D Ol 
0 . 2 0 1 3 3 0 Ol 
2 0 . 2 1 6 6 7 0 Ol 
0 . 2 2 7 2 2 0 Ol 
11 0 . 2 3 2 6 4 0 Ol 
12 0 . 2 3 2 3 5 D Ol 
13 0 . 2 2 5 8 8 0 Ol 
14 C 2 1 3 3 1 D Ol 
15 0 . 1 9 4 9 6 0 Ol 
16 0 . 1 7 1 3 0 0 Ol 
17 0 . 1 4 2 9 9 D Ol 
18 0 . 1 1 0 7 9 0 Ol 
19 0 . 7 5 5 7 5 D 00 
20 0.383080 00 
21 C O 
0 . 0 0 . 0 
0 . 2 3 2 9 1 D 0 0 0 . 0 
0 . 4 6 0 7 1 D 00 C O 
0 . 6 7 8 4 1 D 0 0 0 . 0 
C 8 8 1 2 4 D 00 0 . 0 
0 . 1 0 6 4 8 0 Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 2 2 4 9 D Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 3 5 8 3 D Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 4 6 1 9 D Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 5 3 3 9 D Ol C O 
0 . 1 5 7 3 5 D Ol C O 
0 . 1 5 7 4 6 D Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 5 3 1 5 D Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 4 4 6 5 0 Ol C O 
0 . 1 3 2 2 0 0 Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 1 1 6 1 6 0 Ol 0 . 0 
0 . 9 6 9 6 3 0 00 0 . 0 
0 . 7 5 1 2 8 D 0 0 0 . 0 
0 . 5 1 2 4 9 D 00 0 . 0 
C 2 5 9 7 8 D 00 C O 
0 . 0 0 . 0 























T I P O 1 
C O 
3 0 8 . 7 9 4 
5 2 5 . 1 4 8 
7 3 6 . 6 6 4 
9 3 8 . 6 9 4 
1 1 2 6 . 8 0 1 
1 2 9 6 . 8 5 2 
1 4 4 5 . 1 2 5 
1 5 6 8 . 3 9 4 
1 6 6 4 . 0 9 4 
1 7 3 C 6 9 0 
1 7 6 4 . 7 0 2 
1 7 6 C 3 6 8 
1 7 1 5 . 7 5 4 
1 6 3 2 . 6 2 2 
1 5 1 3 . 3 6 4 
1 3 6 1 . 2 4 9 
1 1 8 0 . 4 1 7 
9 7 5 . 7 7 5 
7 5 2 . 8 7 4 
5 1 7 . 7 6 9 
TO = 
C O 
3 0 C . 1 0 6 
4 9 9 . 2 7 2 
6 9 4 . 1 7 0 
8 8 0 . 5 1 4 
1 0 5 4 . 2 1 0 
1 2 1 1 . 4 4 3 
1 3 4 8 . 7 6 6 
1 4 6 3 . 1 9 6 
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